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10.	 Abst.oct
Abstracts of reports are given which were presented at the Second All-
Union Seminar on Hydromechanics and Heat-Mass Transfer under weightlessness
Preliminary results of experiments on solid solution crystallization in
weightlessness and features of crystallization during capillary shape
formation in weightlessness are some of the subjects discussed.
	 Heat and
mass exchange in multiphase media and related questions are
	 examined.
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SUMMARIES OF REPORTS
1 Some General  LawsGoverning the Processes of Hydrodynamics,
Heat and Mass Exchange w, ith a Change in the Mass Force Field
V. S. Avduyevskiy and V. I. Polezhayev (Moscow)
The efficient use of weightlessness conditions to produce
new substances and materials, and improve their properties, as
shown by work of recent years, requires a broad program of basic
research on the processes of hydrodynamics, heat and mass
exchange. In this case it is important to search for and to
investigate the gravitationally sensitive mechanisms based on
fairly complete models of hydrodynamic and physical-chemical
processes with regard for the specific nature of changes in the
weak mass force field in real weightlessness conditions. This
report surveys some results of work done in this area.
Certain features of the change in the weak force field in
weightlessness are examined. A classification is made of the
hydrodynamic and convective processes in nonisothermic liquids
and gases that are heterogeneous in composition Especial
attention is focused on the effects of interaction between
convective elements of varying nature (thermal, concentration
convection, effects of double diffusion, rotation).
li2
Phenowena associated with the formation of layered structures
and nonmonotonic change in certain characteristics of heat and
mass exchange (distribution of temperature, admixture concentration,
phase transition rate) with a change in intensity of the hydro-
dynamic and convective processes are investigated. Capillary
Numbers in right margin indicate pagination in original text.
1
effects (questions of free 1 iq,ti.d zone :it-.a l. i 1 1 r-y;	 tf...-
heterogeneity due to thermocapillary movements l rn -'xamined
Restrictions on the implementation of technological
processes in weightlessness because of the examined effects and
trends for future research are discussed.
2. Preliminary Results of Experiments on Solid Solution Cry^ijt_^i1-
lization in Weightlessness
B. I. Golovin, V. S. Zinov'yev, A. V. Iz"yurov, N. V. Komarov, 	 I
L. N. Kurbatov, Ye. N. Kholina, I. V. Barmin.(Moscow) 	 i
The text of the summaries is presented on p.166.
3. Features of Crystallization during. gg2j 11 jLy: 'are_ Formation
in Weightlessness
V. A. Tatarchenko (Chernogolovka)
Methods in which the side surface of the 	 i — i. g formed
without contact with the contain e r galls .iav; ', --come inn re wide-
spread in recent years. These are 0ht: nerl, odr or CItrrk r : 3 , ' sk iy ,
Stepanov, Kiropulos, Verneyl' and t-he floating zon#-	 A similar
situation develops in weightlessa ,:ss during	 I is ^j t ' c>n in
an ampoule if the melt does not' contact the amr; • t • le wall! , , and
during directed crystallization of freely s:,3perrcted ,pherical
melt drops. The shape and size of the obtained crystal in all
of these cases are determined by capillary forces that form a
meniscus in the interphase boundary zone, and by heat and mass
exchange conditions in the crystal - melt system.
This report analyzes these phenomena in : ,N rd r #o clarify
the effect of the crystallization plan and conditions on the
shape, dimension of the crystal grown and the _ t bility IA ch-
crystallization process. The analysis implies 1 pint ;aljt3on
to the melt motion equation (Navier - Stokes equ.,L i_on) with
boundary condition on the free meniscus surfar^ (LapiaLe capil•
lary equation), continuum equation (law of mass preservation).
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equation of heat conductivity (law of energy preservation),
diffusion equation (admixture mass preservation) and use of
constant growth angle which is specific for the crystallization.
This system of equations is common for all the examined crystal-
lization methods, while the individual features of each method are /S
charac terized by a system of boundary conditions and specific
values of the parameters included in the equation. The approach
suggested here is correct if the limiting stage is not the
crystallization kinetics, but the heat and mass transfer con-
ditions which are usually fulfilled for real systems and
extension systems. However the kinetic effects, for example,
the dependence of supercooling on the front on the crystallization
rate, or the effect of an admixture on the crystallization
temperature, can be taken into consideration in the framework of
the model developed here. Questions of crystal quality are
not left out here. Unstable growth is generally accompanied by
severe oscillations in the crystallization rates, which results
in an increase in the number of defects. It has been experi-
mentall y established that there is an increased number of bubbles
and nonuniform distribution of admixture at the sites of crystal
constriction accompanying unstable growth.
Each of the crystallization methods examined here can be
characterized by a finite number of main variables. Thus, in
the Chokhral'skiy, Ste panov and Kiropulos methods this will be
the size of the crystal and the position of the crystallization
front in relation to the free melt surface or the shape-former
edge; the volume of the melted zone and the position of the
melting front, etc. are added to it in the melted zone method.
These quantities (x i ) are generally functions of controllable
parameters of the crystallization process and satisfy the
following system of differential equations obtained on the basis
of the basic ratios listed above:
,
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Here t is the time, n is the number of unknowns which depends on
the crystallization method and the cross section of the obtained
crystal, C is the set of controllable parameters of crystallization,
thermophysical and other constants of the crystallized substance.
Crystallization in weightlessness introduces a number of
peculiarities into statement of the problem. The capillary
problem changes severely. It is necessary to take into considera-
tion the Marangoni convection, which in turn infi ences the 	 /6
results of solving the capillary and thermal problems. All of
this can radically alter the result. The lack of the gravitational
force for the Verneyl' method thus stabilizes production of
large diameter crystals, while the process of producing these
crystals is unstable when there are gravitational forces.
SECTION 1.
TECHNOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS IN WEIGHTLESSNESS AND THEIR
INTERPRETATION
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1.1. Growing Three -Dimensional Germanium Monocrystals L the
Directed Crystallization Method in Microaravity
V. T. Khryapov, V. A. Tatarinov, T. V. Kul ' chitskaya, N. A.
Kul'chitskiy, Ye. V. Markov, R. S. Krupyshev (Moscow)
A series of technological. experiments to grow germanium
monocrystals alloyed with gallium by the method of directed
crystallization [ 1] was continued on the Kristall apparatus on
board the Salyut - 6 station in order to study the effect of
weightlessness on structural and electrophysical properties of
crystals and segregation processes.
The experiments used cylindrical samples 8 mm in diameter
and 60 mm long, cut from crystals obtained by the method of
Chokhral ' skiy. After the melt was homogenized for 120 min., the
ampoule was moved at a rate of 0.188 mm/min in relation to
the furnace thermal field.
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The results of studying the crystals obtained in the last
series of experiments confirmed the main conclusions regarding the
positive effect of weightlessness on growth of crystals from a
melt. However, this series noted a certain deterioration Ln the
crystal quality as compared to the samples previously obtained.
Miereas the crystal obtained in the first series of experiments
grew with a free growth surface, the surface of free growth of
the crystals in the last series was about one-fourth of the
entire surface.
The phenomenon of growth with free surface that was noted
in the first series of experiments resulted in a deterioration
in the degree of structural perfection of the monocrystals. A
decrease occurred in the space samples in the dislocation density
to 2 x 10 3 cm-2 as compared to the seed crvstal, while in the
terrestrial analogs it increased to 10 5 - 10 6 cm -2 because of
deformation in the arowing crystal by the restricting container
walls. There is an increased dislocation density to 1 x 10 3 cm-2
in the crystal grown in space in this series of experiments, as
under terrestrial conditions.
A decrease has been noted in the level of microsegregation
of the admixture in the crvstals obtained in space. The level of
axial and radial microheterogeneity of admixture distribution
evaluated as the ratio cep/a 
	
was 2 - 3 - fold lower in space
samples than in terrestrial.
The observed deterioration in the quality of the crystals
obtained in the last experimental series as compared to the first
is due to the increased level of resi.duil accelerations associated
with conducting the growth orocesses during the 3,iy with active
movements of the cosmonauts; the magnitude of g-farces in this
rase according to the readings of the acceleratirm indicators
rose from 10 -7 - 10 -6
 g/g in the first case to 10 -4 - 10 -3 g/e 0	I
in the last.
	 f
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emonstrated as a result of the conducted studies
that high-quality monocrystals can be grown from the liquid phase
only with strict monitoring and minimum level of residual
accelerations.
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1.2. Studv of Pb 1	 In Te Crystals Obtained bL the Bridgeman	 /9— - xx—	 - —
Method on the Kristall Unit in the Salyut - 6 Orbital Station
0. V. Abramov, S. A. Sver'kov, I. P. Kazakov, 0. I. Rakhmatov,
Zh. Yu. Chashechkina (Moscow, Chernogolovka)
The experiments on growing semiconductor crystals in space
that were conducted in previous years indicate a number of
interesting phenomena that accompany crystallization from the
liquid phase. They should include anomalous macro- and micro-
segregation effects, improvement in the crystal structure and
the phenomenon of restricted melt contact with the container
walls. These experimental facts need to be generalized for the
most diverse materials whose production is of practical
importance. These materials include lead telluride and solid
solutions based on it.
This work presents the results of studying Pb l _ xInxTe
crystals of composition x = 0.0041 obtained from a melt in
microgravitational and terrestrial conditions.
The crystals were grown by the Bridgeman method on the
Kristall apparatus placed on the Salyut-6 orbital scientific
station. A control experiment was conducted under terrestrial
conditions using a vertical variant of the method on similar
apparatus. The crystals were grown in a quartz ampoule that was
6
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evacuated to 10 -5 mm Hg with seed crystal cone; the ampoule
inner diameter was about 8 mm, the total length of the obtained
bar was about 30 mm.
The surface of the obtained bars was studied using a scanning
electron microscope. Indium distribution was stud=-ed by the
method of electron probe microanalysis. The phase composition
was studied by methods of x-ray structural analysis.
The temperature relationships of the Hall coefficient and 	 a
specific resistance were studied by the Van der Paw method in the
80 - 293°K range.
Studies of the surfaces of the obtained bars indicated that f
the surface of the terrestrial bar whose formation was governed
by contact between the growing crystal and the ampoule wall, was
predominantly smooth, with small number of pores about 50 pm in 	 /10
size. The surface structure of the space bar is similar to the
surface pore structure of the terrestrial bar. Since one can
assume that formation of the surface inside of the pore occurred
without contact between the melt and the ampoule wall, then
during growth of the space sample, contact between the melt and 	 1
the inner surface of the ampoule was very insignificant.
X-ray structural analysis showed that the Pb 1 - xlnxTe
crystals that were obtained both under terrestrial and space
conditions are monocrystals with block size to about 50 um.
Study of admixture distribution indicated that the admixture
distribution (In) in the space bar is more uniform as compared
to the bar obtained under terrestrial conditions. Inclusions
were found in the terrestrial bar which were enriched with
indium; there were no inclusions in the space bar. Based on
measurements of the Hall coefficient and the specific resistance,
it was indicated that both the space and terrestrial samples have
n-type of conductance and have carrier concentration of n = 6.5
x 10 18 cm-3 and mobility u = 14,000 cm 2 /B x C at 80°K.
7
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-. Crystallization Features of Some Semicpnductor Materials 	 /10
in Microacceleration Conditions
N. A. Verezub, E. S. Kopeliovich, L. V. Nazarova, V. V. Rakov
(Moscow)
Reasons were examined for the development of heterogeneity
in the semiconductor crystals under terrestrial and micro-
acceleration conditions. An experimental program was presented
to investigate the mutual diffusion of components in the gallium -
arsenic sys-cem and study the possibility of producing mono-
crystal layers by the method of liquid-phase epitaxy. Results
are presented of preliminary criterial analysis of the "Diffusion"
experiment which indicated the dominance of concentration con-
vection over thermal. A comparative study was made of the sample
after experiments under laboratory and microacceleration condi-
tions. Epitaxial gallium arsenide layers were obtained with
distinct dependence of the thickness change on the growth condi- 	 /11
tions. The structure of the epitaxial layers of GaAs and the
didtribution of GaAs inclusions in the gallium volume between
the GaAs plates were studied.
1.4. Measurement of Inertia Forces and Accelerations on Board
an Orbital Station
S. D. Grishin, S. S. Obydenniko-j, V. V. Savichev (Moscow)
As the program of scientific research work done on the
orbital stations expands, the interest in determining the level
of weightlessness on these apparatus increases. Calculations
show, for example, that when experiments are conducted on space
materials technology, increase in accelerationlevel on board
the station by one - two orders could result in a change in the
mechanism of heat- and mass-transfer in the melts, and conse-
que-.-..ly, change in the occurrence of technological processes
and properties of the obtained materials [1]. An analysis was
made of the different perturbations developing during the flight.
8
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The absolute values of accelerations caused by these perturbations
are evaluated. Results are presented of measurements on board
the orbital scientific complex Salyut - 6 - Soyuz - Progress of
low accelerations using the IMU developed accelerometer. It is
shown that the absolute values of accelerations for each of the
base axes and their ratios depend on the operating conditions
of the complex, its on-board apparatus and the activity of the 	 #
operators. Vibrations are observed in the station housing with
oscillation frequency in the cross section of the station about
1.75 Hz and in the longitudinal direction about 0.9 Hz, as well
as oscillations with lower frequency about 0.4 Hz. In the
majority of studied conditions, accelerations in the cross section
are roughly an order higher than the magnitude of acceleration
along the longitudinal axis of about 1 x. 10 -4 g0'
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1.5. Admixture Distribution in Crystals Grown in Weightlessness	 /12
N. Yu. Anisimov, L. V. Leskov (Moscow)
Distribution of admixtures in semiconductor crystals is one
of the most important characteristics of the crystal which determine
its practical value. One of the main goals of space technology
is to obtain semiconductor crystals with high degree of
homogeneity in admixture distribution.
In the majority of cases, in crystals that were obtained
in weightlessness by the method of directed crystallization, a
considerable segregation is observed in the admixtures over the
length of the samples, which indicates the presence of convective
mixing in the melt [1, 21. Mixing of the melt in weightlessness
is guaranteed by Marangoni convection which develops on an
essentially free surface of the melt. By using boundary
conditions on the free surface, condition of continuity, and also
9
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assuming that the flow near the free surface has the nature of a
boundary layer, one can obtain for the flow velocity on the surface.
u s and average flow velocity in the volume uv
US
	
v (^6 L/pv=)1/3/L,
tt V
	
0(,^6-L
	
R^
	
r	 =
where Aa--drop in surface tension, L--length of ampoule, R--its
radius, p--density, v--melt viscosity.
For the thickness of the diffusion layer on the crystallization
front, we obtain 5 D = 3.5R (Aa /pD)-1/6, where D--coefficient of
admixture diffusion. Knowing the thickness of the diffusion
layer and the growth rate permits computation of the amount of
effective distribution coefficient, and correspondingly, the
distribution of admixture	 over the length of the sample from
fomulas C s (x) = kC o (1 - x/L) k-1 , where K--effective distribution
coefficient, C o--initial admixture concentration. The calculation
results satisfactorily agree with the experiment [21.
If the admixture changes the suface tension of the melt, then /13
admixture redistribution occurs'in the melt. In this case, by
knowing the initial distribution of admixture C 0 (x), one can
obtain
1-K	 1
	
CS(z) - K Co (0) (1- x/L) K-1 [ ^' J
	
Co
^1- S/L)	 dS J
	
0 	 (0) ds
If the residual acceleration is not aimed along the ampoule
axes, then through joint action of Marangoni convection and
natural concentration convection, heterogeneity develops in the
admixture distribution in the sample cross section
(^^^^
is 
	
ac^ :^ytJ1/s/ L g a	
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where g--level of residual accelerations in a direction perpen-
dicular to the ampoule axis.
The calculation results are in qualitative agreement with the
results of the experiment to obtain a solid solution of Ge - Si
in the Soyuz - Apollo program [3].
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,Dynamic Melt Stability in a Cylindrical Ampoule_ in Weightlessness
N. Yu. Anisimov and L. V. Leskov (Moscow)
The majority of technological experiments that have been
conducted by now have been carried out in ampoule furnaces. The
majority of promising technological units belong to this same
type. A significant feature of.the space technology processes 	 /14
is that in many cases the melt is separated from the ampoule wall
(including if the melt does not wet itF walls) [1, 21. 	 I
i
In order to analyze this phenomenon, an examination was made
of the behavior of the melt in a cylindrical ampoule with
directed crystallization. The attempt of the liquid in weight-
lessness to adopt the shape of a sphere is prevented by the
presence of the ampoule walls. The capillary pressure p o = 2olcos
61/R (a-- surface tension, R--ampoule radius, 9--contact angle)
which develops in the liquid because of twisting of the face surface
of the melt "presses" the :Welt to the ampoule walls. If there are
a
heterogeneities in the inner diameter of the ampoule on the order
of h, then with a distance between them of no more than a*
11	 i	 !
2 3hRsece, "hovering" of the melt between these hrterogeneitie
occurs. Equilibrium of the liquid surface in thi. 4; care is stable
in relation to the small perturbations, which could be v;hrat-ions.
The condition of ; iall perturbations is writ'en as h
	 a o ,'w s ^, where
ao --amplitude of acceleration oscillations. It is a :onseque (,e
of the described mechanism that with an increase it, ampoule
diameter, there is a decrease in the area of the contact sectiuns.
The characteristic •quantity for capillary press ,-re f(.r standard
semiconductor materials is on the order of 1 p,Pa. When tL-_
substance contains Hg, S, P and Zn admixtures .which have nigh
(> 10 3 aPa) pressure of saturated vapors under experimental
conditions, then another mechanism is likely for separa!-ing the
melt from the ampoule walls which is associated with the formati,n
of a "steam cushion."
The stability of the melt surface can also be impro ,d v,-ing
a variable magnetic field. If the sample is placed in a golenoiO
through which trapezoidal current pulses are nassed, theii this
ratio of the magnitudes of capillary and magnetic forces cai, be
characterized by the criterion
iY
r..,
K - Bj RZ, F ^^u,Pr - tf IZ° .I . 41 AA11
where B--average magnitude of the magnetic field, 1--specific
resistance, 1-- pulse increase time, n---numbel of solenoid, l.onvs
per unit of len-th, I--average magnitude of cn ,-er,r 7,1 a ^ '..se.
If Che following condition is fulfilled
K 
6 L_ _
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where A--heat conductivitv,IVTI--temperature gradic:nc ir, the	 /15
melt, L--length of sample, then the heat release in thf, melt o,F Icf,
is associated with the eddy currents .g ill not "ruin" t.,e
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thermal conditions of the unit. According to estimates under
typical conditions of technological experiments, the magnitude
of magnetic field B about 10 -2 T1 with duration Of T about 10-3
sec is sufficient.
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SI.1. Mechanism and Kinetics for Crvstallization Processes with
Reduced Gravitation
T. A. Cherepanova, V. V. Ilyukhin (Riga, Moscow)
Occurrence of heat and mass transfer during crystallization
is examined with regard for atomic kinetics on the surface of the
growing edgas with different degree of gravitation. In examples
of s p ecific systems, the effect of natural and thermocapillary
convection on the configuration of the interphase boundaries,
distribution of the concentration and tEmperature fields in the
phases with zonal melting and directed crystallization of multi-
component crystals are discussed. Critical velocities at which
the diffusion mass transfer processes from the melting front
to the growth front lose s tability are evaluated. Dependences
are presented for the length of the liquid zone during zonal
melting on the crystallization rate.
i$1.2 Growing PbTe Monocrystals by Zonal Melting Method with	 /16
Solvent
I. P. Kazakov (Moscow)
PbTe monocrystals from a solution in lead were grown by
the method of moving heater. Using hardening, forms are defined
for the interface surface on the boundaries of growth and
1'J
I	 ,
I1
JI
1dissolving. The findings confirm the results of computations
made in publication [1].
Measurements of the specific resistance and the Hall coef-
ficient were used to compute the concentration of charge carriers
n = 5.5 x 10 17 cm -3 and mobilityu n = 5 x 10 4 cm 2 /V x sec with
temperature 77°K.
r
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SI.3. Thermocapillary Convection near the Crystallization Front
during Growth of InSb Crystals in Weightlessn e-ss
I. V. Barmin, V. S. Zemskov, A. S. Sencherikov, M. R. Raukhman,
S. M. Pchelintsev (Moscow)
Publication [1] to clarify the admixture distribution
features in an indium antimonide crystal grown in an ampoule on
the Splav unit on the Salyut-6 orbital station advanced a
hypothesis about the presence of a mobile zone of thermo-
capillary convection in the melt near the crystallization front.
This publication presents results of computing the free surface
of the melt and the velocity field in the melt for conditions
of conducting this experiment.
4
The angle of wetting the graphitized ampoule walls by the
melt that is needed to compute the shape of the free melt surface
was determined based on the shape of the InSb crystal that was
grown in a similar ampoule on the Earth in a vertical position.	 /17
A plan is presented for computing the magnitude of this angle.
It was indicated that the presence of even a short free melt
surface with temperature gradient along it on the order of 	 i	 I
10 deg/cm causes fairly intensive convective flow in the liquid
which essential) develops before the ampoule axis and encompassesy	 P	 P	 P 
the region along the ampoule that considerably exceeds the zone
with the free melt surface. A comparison is also made of the
^ ^ I
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flow pattern in the flight crystal and in its ground analog. A 	 I
distribution is made of the admixture ov,2r the length of the 	 d
terrestrial crystal grown in a vertical position, confirmining
the presence of thermogravitational convection in this case in
the entire melt volume.
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.5I.4. Numerical Study of Admixture Distribution with Directed
Crystallization of a Melt in Cylindrical Ampoules with Different
Magnitude of Wettable Surface
G. A. Dolgikh and A. I. Feonychev (Moscow)
When a melt crystallizes in partial weightlessness, the effect
of capillary convection on the structure of liquid flov y and distri-
bution of melt components increases. The liquid that does not
wet the ampoule wall can be completely or partially separated
from them in weightlessness [1]. Decrease in the contact surface
of the melt with the ampoule walls results in a decrease in
dislocations in the growing crystal, but at the same time, there
is an increase in the free liquid surface and rise in intensity of
capillary convection in the liquid.
	
The features of thermal and concentration convection under 	 /18
the influence of weak accelerations of mass forces, as indicated
in publications 12, 31 can result not in a decrease, but an
increase in the radial heterogeneity of admixture distribution
in the growing crystal. Publication [3] also shows that the
absence of contact between the liquid and the side surface of
the cylindrical ampoule F	 rns the characteristic distribution
of the gallium admixture n germanium which has the maximum near
the axis. This qualitatively corresponds to the data obtained
15
in the MA-060 experiment on the orbital complex Soyuz - Apollo [1].
This publication continues the studies started in publication
[3]. A study was made of the effect of partial contact of liquid
J
and the side surface of the ampoule on the intensity of convective
fluid flow and admixture distribution with regard for movement
of the crystallization front on the z axis of tha ampc,:le. The
technique of numerical solution to the convection equation in the
Boussinesq approximation [3] is used.
Figure 1 shows the lines of fluid current * at moment in
time T = 4.523 on the condition that the liquid does not wet the
ampoule wall at a height from the crystallization boundary equal
to the radius. The calculation was made for the conditions that	 !
correspond tothe MA - 060 experiment: the Grashof number for
thermal convection equals 10 4 , the Grashof number for concen-
tration convection is 10 2 , the Marangoni number for thermo-
capillary convection is 3.25 x 10 2 , the Marangoni number for con-
centration-capillary convection is 5, the Prandtl number is 0.023,
the Schmidt number is 7, the ratio of the ampoule height to the
radius H/R = 11.1, the rate of movement of the crystallization
front is approximated by the relationship v fr = 0.03 + 0.099 ►' -
0.013 + 5.5 10 -4 t 2 , where z = vt/R 	 v--kinematic viscosity of
liquid germanium, t--current time.
The lower vortex which adjoins the crystallization boundary
is governed by the effect of the thermocapillary force on the
free latezal surface of the fluid. The middle vortex is caused
by the effect of thermal convection in the Fluid, and the upper
is due to thermocapillary convection through the gradient of the
surface tension force on the face surface z/R = 11.1. With com-
plete wetting of the side wall, the upper vortex disappears, and
with complete removal of the fluid from the side w=11, the middle
vortex drops, and the lower and upper are united.
Figure 2 shows the distribution over the radius of the
ampoule of dimensionless concentration of gallium admixture in
16
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germanium from the section z l /R = 0.5, where z l --
distance from the crystallization boundary with i =
4.523. Curve 1 corresponds to the condition of
complete wetting by fluid of the am-)oule wall, curve
2 corresponds to complete nonwetting, curve 3
corresponds to nonwetting to a height from the
surface of crystallization equal to the radius. The
z	 dimensionless concentration of admixture C = C	 Co,
C - C
s	 o
where C o --initial concentration, Cs--concentration
on the crystallization boundary (constant in time).
The findings indicate the strong effect of wetting conditions
by fluid of the ampoule walls on the structure of convective flow
and on the radial distribution of the admixture near the
crystallization boundary.
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SI.S. Reasons for Admixtur e Macrosegrepation in Technological
Experiments on Direct Crystallization in Weightlessness
S. A. Nikitin and A. I. Fedyu3hkin (^'.oscow)
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SI.6. Study of Chemical Gas Transport of Germanium in the Ge -
GeI,, System du, ring Microgravitation 	 /20
V. T. Khryapov. S. I. Rozhkov, "I. A. Kul'chitskiy, V. M. Biryukov,
f
1'e. V. Markov (Moscow)	 ^
A series of experiments to study the effect of the gravitational
force on mass transfer of germanium in the Ge - GeI 4 system was
made on the Kristall apparatus installed on board the Salyut - 6
station in micregravitation (g < 10 -4 m x sec -1 ) and on a similar
apparatus on Earth.
Experiments were conducted in quartz ampoules with inner
diameter of 0.35 cm, in gradient zone of the furnace (dT/dx =
80 deg x cm-1 ). The distance from the source to the settling
zone was 4.5 and 1.5 cm (ratio of length to diameter of the
ampoules 1/d = 13 and 4.5). Settling out of germanium occurred
in the cold end of the ampoules in the firm of individual crystals
0.1 - 0.5 mm in size. In order to separate the transferred
germanium from the germanium iodides before the ampoules were
opened, they were distilled from the settling g one. The rate of
germanium mass transfer was determined from the change in the weight
of the source and by the quantity of substance transferred to
the cold end of the ampoule.
Synchronous experiments were conducted on Earth with dif-
ferent arrangement of the ampoule (and temperature gradient) in
relation to the direction of the gravitational force. In this
case, the direction of transfer coincided (position I), was
perpendicular (position II) and opposite (position III) to the
direction of the gravitational force.
For the system with 1/d = 13, the experiments were conducted
in the pressure range of the transport agent from 1 to 20 atm,
and for the system with 1/d = 4.5, from 1 to 7 atm. Graphs of
experimental dependences of the rate of mass transfer of germanium
on pressure of the transport agent in the system for conditions
18
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of microgravitation and terrestrial conditions are presented in
figures 1 and 2.
Analysis of the obtained results using different models of
transfer (1 - 3) indicated that in microgravitation without natural
convection, mass transfer in the gas phase occurs mainly by the	 •
diffusion mechanism, although there is a pparently a certain	 /21
contribution from other transfer mechanisms (which is indicated
by the noticeable increase in transfer rate with increase in
pressure of the transport agent).
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Mass transfer under terrestrial conditions with high
pressures occurs mainly through thermal convection, and resistance
of the system to development of convection [4] and the contri-
bution of the convective component to transfer significantly
depend on the arrangement of the ampoule in relation to the
direction of the gravitational force.
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Figure 2. Dependence of Mass
Transfer Velocity V (mole cm - sec -1
on Pressure p (atm) of Transport
Agent in Ampoule , 1/d = 4.5
Key.
1. Space experiment
2. Earth experiment (position I)
3. Earth experiment (position II)
4. Earth experiment (position III)
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S.I.7. Growth Rate of Crystils from Vapor Phase under Conditions
Close to Weightlessness
S. I. Alad'yev (Moscow)
This work covers determination of the average growth rate
of crystals from vapor-gas media in cylindrical horizontal
ampoules with radius r  with small Rayleigh numbers Ra < < 1.
The bases of the ampoules are surfaces of the source and backing.
20
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It is assumed that the medium is a binary mixture of two gases,
active with mass conc..atration C, and inert. A case is examined
where the growth process occurs by diffusion kinetics, i.e.,.the
growth rate is determined by the transport substance.
In the cylindrical coordinate system r, 9, x, with beginning
in the backing center, the concentration equation for the vapor -
gas medium and the boundary conditions are written in the form
Pe (V,.	 1
z 
	
a8R . V. + a
R a9 '
v2 a ±
ax J - e^:
(P(z', R,9) -(a(P/aR)R. -0,
	
T(0, R,9) -1,	 (1)
z	 a	 a	
.
= W R FR R:a9==+ate:' ^Q C-C* .C--C+
z=ayL ° ,R-0, Pe -2^ o v,^P, Vi -Vi/tr.-
The indices "+" and "-" refer to the values of the source and
the backing respectively. The diffusion number Pe is constructed
from the average rate of Stefan flow v 0 which can be determined
by the expression
L A: x
so
° acp I
	 R dR dA, 9. c'- c_
v° n t, o 	 am 1-0	 1- C - 	 (2)
With small Rayleigh numbers Ra < < 1, distribution of the
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velocities is assigned by the expressions
v'R - 291a f, (R) ws8,	 (3)
trA . - zAa ft (R) sin 9,
t =` -2(1- R t ) - 2 R Po f,(R) ces9,
la =pAto /Na), A - 29C/^Zp^ C , fie), Pt - v/a .
Here a, v--coefficients of temperature conductivity and kinematic
viscosity, q c --density of heat flux on the wall.
. n
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The rate of the Stefan flow which coincides in magnitude with
the volumetric flow of the active component on the backing surface
was previously unknown and could only be defined from joint
solution to equations (1) and (2).
With a growth of the monocrystals, the Reynolds numbers are
also small. In solving tasks (1) - (2) in relation to this, by
expansion for small Ra and Pe parameters
(P - (p, +Aa (PI +...,	 (Qi-to +Pet4 +...1	 i-1,z,
we f ind
Vo (jla << 1) - V'o (	 ' 0) 	 D	 214
	
to t	 2-H
(4)
Consequently, with small Pe and Ra numbers, natural convection
does not have an influence on the average growth rate of the
crystals, which significantly distinguishes the examined case
from the growth in vertical ampoules.
The table presents a comparison of the resu'.ts of the
computation and the experiment set up in weightlessness. The
crystal growth occurs using chemical transport
Ge Se ^S, + Ge I4 0 - 2 Ge 12, (9 + i Se z
An active component in this case is the mixture of gases GeI 2 -
Se 2 . The flow of GeSe on the backing surface is determined by
the formula
I =aPva.
where a--ratio of molecular weight GeSe to molecular weight of
the active component, p--density of steam and , a:: mixture.
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1 x 10 
	 1 x 10 7 	n
Theory	 Experiment
	
0.95	 1.22	 0.00478
	
1.90	 2.74	 0.0103
	
11.5	 7.6	 0.0295
	
12.5	 15.2	 0.151
The discrepancy between theory and experiment, in addition to
everything else, could be linked both to the lack in the experiment
of direct measurement of the source and backing temperatures,
and the approximate computation of diffusion coefficients for
which intentionally underestimated values were adopted.
SI.8. Setting u^ an Experiment on Mechanism and Kinetics for
Titanium Production by Metal-Thermal Method
I. M. Kirko and E. A. Iodko (Perm', Berezniki)
The method for producing titanium in industry that currently
exists in our country and abroad is essentially reduced to the
following resulting reaction:
Tt1 4 *X" --Ti ,*J CE z .
This process actually occurs in a much more complicated manner,
in several stages, with the formation of intermediate products
of the lowest titanium chlorides: TiC1 2 , and possibly, TiC13.
Our laboratory made a significant step in creating a
mathematical model of kinematics and heat and mass exchange of
this process. Based on this model, technological recommendations
were developed for the Berezniki Titanium and Magnesium Combine.
They were verified in industrial cycles for producting titanium
and improved the quality of the titanium foam. The further
development of this method is halted by the significant obscurity
of the role of different p aths for the aforementioned reaction.
It is suggested that an experiment be set up in weightless-
ness with magnesium and sodium spheres heated by induction
41
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currents until melting, with their fixing in space by electro-
magnetic forces. These liquid metal spheres will interact with
the titanium tetrachloride vapors, while the liquid and solid
reaction products will diffuse into the liquid metal sphere. The
gaseous reaction products will be condensed on special radial
planes.
Metallographic and chemical analysis of the solid sphere
conducted after the experiment in the terrestrial laboratory will
make it possible to determine the mechanism and kinetics of the
reaction and to elucidate many disputed questions.
The technique of our experiment can be preliminarily adjusted
under terrestrial conditions.
SI.9. Calculation of Microaccelorationson Board an AES in a
Gravitational Stabilization Mode
A. P. Lebedev and V. I. Polezhayev (Moscow)
A technique is presented for computing the forward and
rotational perturbing accelerations on board an AES based on
numerical integration of canonical motion equations in relation to
the center of masses with regard for atmospheric perturbations.
The Tisseran equation for a circular orbit having an analytical
solution was used as a test for the computation program.
For spacecraft model type Salyut - Soyuz with orbital `light
in a gravitationally stabilized position, the change in time
of the mass force field was computed. It was shown that the
gravitational oscillations of the AES and the effect of the 	 /26
aerodynamic forces result in the appearance of sign-variable
rotational accelerations ;which jointly with the forward create a
periodic change in micro-g-forces on board the unmanned AES. For
the space vehicle of the examined type, the levels of computed
micro-g-forces are the limit for the weightlessness state which
could be feasible in practice.
24
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A periodic change in the mass force can have a significant
effect on the convective and hydrostatic processes in weightless-
ness which is illustrated by numerical calculation of the
Navier Stokes equation in the Boussinesq approximation for a
germanium melt.
SECTION 2. CONVECTION, HEAT AND ?SASS EXCHANGE
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2.1. Vibration Thermal Convection in a Closed Region in Weight-
lessness
G. Z. Gershuni, Ye. M. Zhukhovirskiy, Yu. S. Yurkov (Perm,
An examination is made of the vilratiun thermal convection
of a viscous incompressible liquid in a closed space in weight-
lessness. Convection is caused b y an averaged mass force which
emerges in a nonuniformly heated liquid when there are high
frequency vibrations. A previous [1, 21 studv was made of
certain equilibrium configurations and their stability was studied.
This work studies the developed vibration convection which emerges
under conditions where equilibrium is iupnt• si.ble. A system of non-
linear averaged equations of vibration convection which is numeri-
cally solved by the grid method is used to describe Lhe averaged
motion and the associated heat transfer.
The planar problem of vibration core ectijn is solved in a
rectangular region with length to width ratio of L. The vibration
axis is parallel to the two long sides which are maintained with
different constant temperatures. The tem p erature changes by
linear law along the face sections of the bo , ind3ry. All the
boundaries of the rectangular region are considered solid. The
problem parameters are: vibration numbe r Lf Ray leigh R defined
through the difference in boundary temperatures, thickness of the
layer and vibration parameter; Prandtl nurlber P and geometric
parameter L.
_	
.
convective flow of a four- vo rtexstructure develops in the cavity
which is due to the disorder in the strict mechanical equilibrium
conditions. With an increase in R, this flow loses stability and
	 /28
a transition to a new flow mode occurs; the structure of the
branched flow and the critical R number depend on L.
With L about 1 (region close to a square), the secondary
flow differs from the main because of the Dreser,ce of a connector
which connects the pair of diagonally arranged vortexes. The
primary motion in the supracritical region is metastable. With
large L (calculations made all the way to L = 16), the secondary
flow has a cellular structure, and the transition point is close
to the critical point for loss of stability in equilibrium in an
infinite flat layer with longitudinal vibration axis. Charac-
teristics of flow and heat exchange are presented and discussed.
Asympototic laws for heat transfer are obtained for the given
layer and the square in the form of dependends of the Nusselt
number on R. With all L, the crisis of main flow is slight and
is accompanied by an increase in the transverse heat flow. In
the example of the square region (L = 1), the effect of the
Prandtl number on the characteristics of vibration convection	 +
is clarified.
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2.2. Electroconvective Heat Exchange
M. K. Bologa, I. A. Kozhukhar', 0. I. `".ardarskiy, I. V. Kozhevnikov
(Kishinev)
Control of the convective heat exchange processes, orienta-
tion and pumping of dielectric liquids in weightlessness can
26
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occur with the help of an electrical field. It is common know-
	
a
ledge that application of an electrical field to 1 slightly
conducting liquid results in the development of macroscopic
s	 motion in it which has been called electrical convection. The
latter is observed in homogeneous and heterogeneous mobile media
(liquids, gases, emulsions, etc.) and is used in different areas
of technology. This report presents the results of studying 	 /29
electroconvective (EC) heat exchange, EC-pumps and heat exchangers.
The relationships of heat output with low temperature pressures
indicate the significant role of the isothermic mechanism for
i	 electrification of a medium which was taken into consideration
'	 in generalizing the experimental data.
With partial filling by liquid of the interelectrode spac-
of a capacitor, the process of liquid dispersion is observed. A
i
	
	 relationship is found for the coefficient of heat output in
condensation and evaporation of the sprinkled liquid film with
dispersion in an electrical field, which takes into consideration
its thickness defined by the equilibrium condition for t i e elec-
trostatic pressure forces and surface tension.
'
	
	 The pressure-flow characteristics of liquid X-pumps are
	 (}
defined ^n the assumption of "frozen" free charges and with con-
sideration for the effect of the latter on the distribution of
V
the potential in the interelectrode gap. The naximum pressure
is determined respectively for the one-dimensional, cvli*i^irical.
and spherical symmetries.
A number of heat exchangers used for cool Ong r idio e•lectionic
apparatus are developed based on EC- effects.
2.3. Qualit Questions in the Theory of lhermocapillary Motior,
B. K. Kopbosynov, V. V. Kuznetsov, V. V. Pukhanchev Clc. osibirsk)
1. The problem of liquid film motion on a solid plane
under th;: 4.nfluence of thermocapillary forces is examined in the
E	 '7
....^..	 *s - = L.A
framework of the theory
transverse :hernial flux
in spread of the film.
n increase in time the
the thermal flux has th
its stability.
of thin layer. It turns out that the
from the gas phase into solid results
In planar and axisymmetrical ;rases, with
motion enters a self-modeling mode. If
e opposite direction, then the film loses
1
a
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2. A study was made of the asymptotics of the planar
stationary thermocapillary motion near the contact point of the
liquid, gas and solid. If the contact angle is smaller than a
certain critical value which depends on the Marangoni number,
then the flow consists of a series of vortexes of diminishing
dimensions and intensity as the contact point is approached.
3. Calculations were made in a quasistationary approximation
for the thermocapillary drift of a spherical bubble in a melt
of different metals. TY, e melt boundary is assumed to be
spherical or flat, and distribution of temperature is assigned
on it de pending on time. Based on calculations, evaluations were
obtained for purifying the melt from gas bubbles in weightlessness.
4. Marangoni equations of boundary layer were studied Eor
axisymmetrical stationary motion in weightlessness. In contrast
to a planar case, the longitudinal pressure gradient here is
not negligible; it is associated with the shape of the free
surface which is also subject to determination. Theorems were
obtained for existence and uniqueness of solving the developing
problem with free boundary.
5. An asymptotic plan was proposed for stationary convection
in a column of liquid whose lateral surface is free, and the
ends are flat solid surfaces whose temperature is constant, but
varying. With a large temperature gradient, the flow consists
of a set of Prandtl, Marangoni boundary layers and angular
boundary layers which join with each other and the flow nucleus.
The axisymmetrical circulation flow in the nucleus is computed
28
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on the basis of the Bachelor - Lavrent'yev mode which is
generalized for the case of nonisothermic motion.
6. A class of invariant and partially invariant solutions
to the thermocapillary motion equation is described. The solution
to the two-dimensicr-il nonstationary problem regarding thinning
of the liquid film restricted by parallel flat free surfaces
whe..; the temperature along them has a quadratic dependence on
the distance to the symmetry axis is examinee, as an example.
2.4. Thermal Gravitational - Capillary Convection in a Rectangular /31
Plan
V. S. F,erdnikov, A. G. Zabrodin, V. A. Markov, V. I. Panchenko
(Novosibirsk)
Experimental studies were conducted of thermal gravitational-
capillary convection of liquid (ethyl alcohol Pr a 14 - 17;
glycerine Pr • (1 - 12.5)10 3 ) in rectangular plans with dimensions:
height H = 72.5 mm; length L = 144 mm, width D i = 5 mm, D 2 = 30 mm.
The two vertical walls of the cavity (D x <i) are copper and are
heated to different temperatures ( 11 1 and T 2 ). The other surfaces
of the cavity are nrganic glass. The upper liquid boundary can
be free (in certain experiments; above the organic glass cover).
The experiments vary the height of the liquid layer h (3 mm < h <
72.5 mm) and temperature gradient AT = T i - T2 . There is a
corresponding variation in.-the ratio between the Grashof numbers
Cr = (Bg/v 2 ) O T/L)h 4 which characterizes the contribution of the
thermogravitational forces to the formation of convective flow,
and Marangoni numbers Ma = (-d(5/d ' n(AT/POL)h?	 characterizing the
contribution of thermocapillary forces. The evolution of the
spatial form of convective flow is traced in a broad interval of
Gr and Ma numbers. Measurements were made of the velocit y and
temperature fields. A study was also made of the gravitational
atiu capillary flow in he plane with D 2 = 30 mm with isothermic
(hot) side walls and cooler placed in the center of the cavity
on the free surface of the liquid with dimensions on the horizontal
29
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1 = 22 mm. Studies were made in the layer height range 8 mm <
h < 72.5 ran; 2°C < AT < 40%.
2.5. Numerical Modeling of the Crystallization Processes with
Convection
B. I. 14yziiikova, Ye. L. Tarunin (Perm')
	
2.6. Gravitational and Nongravitational Mechanisms for Mining a	 1132
Melt in the Chokhral'skiv Method
V. I. Polezhayev, A. I. Prostomolotov (;Moscow)
The Chokhral'skiy method of extension.frorA q melt is the
most widespread method for producing three-dimensional mono-
crystals under terrestrial conditions, therefore it is very
important to study the possibilities of improving it in weight-
lessness. The flow plan in the melt in this method is extremely
complicated and includes interaction of the mechanisms for•
motion of varying nature (rotation of a crystal and crucible,
thermal, concentration and thermocapillary convection, etc.).
This report examines the question of the contribution to the
resulting melt motion of individual mechanisms of convection and
studies the mixing features which can occur when the crystals
are grown by this method in weightlessness.
The study was made based on numerical solution to nonstationary
Boussinesq equations for axisyr=^etrical motion of the melt in
the crucible when there is rotation of the crystal and the crucible.
An examination is made of the admixture distribution wit ►i 'SO-
thermic motion of the melt (separate and counterrotation of the
crystal and the crucible), effect of thermal gravitational,
thermocapillary convection and mixing of the melt when there is
no thermal gravitational convection. The diffusion - thermal
model of'heat and mass exchange in a crucible was examined for
comparison; advantages and shortcomings of mixing, when crystals
are grown from the melt in weightlessness are discussed.
30
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2.7. Interaction of Fluxes Cause'. ^y Thermocapillary Convection_
and Rotation in Zunal Me l.::ing, and Their Effect on Admixture
Distribution
Ye. D. Lyurt-i., B. Ya. Mar,:uzan, E. N. ' artuzane (Riga)
Numerical methods were used to study fluxes in the liquid
zone during zonal melting of different .Materials by solving motion /33
equations of a viscous incompressible fluid. Based on the values
found of the component of melt motion velocity, admixture distri-
bution in the melt zone is found from a solution to the convective
diffusion egl,ati.on.
A li q uid cylinder that is restricted from the top and from
the borcom by solid discs is examined as a model of the liquid
zone. The discs can rotate. Heating is done by heat source
(high - frequency inductor, electron beam) which is symmetrical
in relation to the middle of the zone plane.
As the calculations show, a determining factor of motion for the
examined process is thermocapillary convection, in this case not
only in weightlessness, but also with normal gravitational force.
With small temperature differentials, two vortexes are formed in
the liquid zone, and with large gradients, four: two near the
surface, and two near the axis of the liquid zone. Inclusion of
rotation in the examination results in a change in the configura-
tion of the vortexes governed by thermocapillar y convection, but
complete eliminatior of these vortexes, if it is attained, occurs
with comp` atively large values for the disc rotation rate.
From the viewpoint of technology, it is ver y important
to clarify the nature of admixture distribution de pending on the
conditions for growing crystals. Analysis of the hydrodynamic
t	 fluxes explains a number of admixture distribution features in
1
the grown monocrystal. Thus, the presence of a cylindrical layer
enriched (depleted) with admixture can be explained by the presence
31
of four vortexes in the zone which entails the appearance of
a maximum axial velocity near the crystallization zone that is
r
	
	
located roughly at a distance of three-fourths of the radius from
the axis. A qualitative comparison is :Wade of the computation
f	 results with the experiment.
2.8. Optimizing the Monocrystal Growth Conditions with Regard for
Melt Hydrodynamics
i	 V. E. Jistanov and B. G. Nenashev (Novosibirsk)
This work examines questions of growing crystals b y the
Bridgeman - Stokbarger method using forced mixing of the melt.
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The crystallization process occurs under conditions where the
effect of the thermal gravitational forces is considerably
lower than the centrifugal forces that develop during modulated
rotation of the ampoule with the melt. An experimental relation-
ship was obtained between the optical quality of the crystals
and the similarity criteria which characterize this process
(for example, the Taylor number). This link together with other
relationships of the growth conditionsof quality criteria rypP
Permits sPlertinn o f th e optimal cnnditinn q for grnwi^g high
quality monocrystals; it helps to understand the processes
occurring in the melt, and their effect on the perfection of
the crystal structure.
S2.1. Nonstationary Heat Exchange in a Cylindrical Cavity I'hen
There Is Vibration Convection
G. Z. Gershuni, Ye. M. ZHukhovitskiy, V. I. Chernatvnsl:iy, A. N.
Sharifulin (Perm')
A numerical study is made of the nonstationary vibration
convection in an infinite cylinder of round section. The cylinder
together with the liquid filling it makes high - frequency
harmonic vibrations along a direction p erpendicular to its axis.
Until the initial moment in time, the liquid in the counting
system connected to the cylinder is at rest and has a uniform
3'
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temperature. At the initial moment, the boundary temnerar_ure
suddenly rises and is futher maintained constant.
A system of averaged equations of vibration convection is
used to describe the convective flow and heat transfer during
the nonstationary process of heating. The planar pioblem is
solved by the grid method. A study was made of the evolution of
the velocity and temperature fields. The presence of vibration
convection results in considerable intensification of the heating
process and reduction in its characteristic time as compared to
r
the case of pure heat conductivity.
A more general statement of the tasks corresponding to the
heating process under such conditions where convection governed 	 /35
by the static gravitational field occurs is also examined.
S2.2. Stability of Plane - Parallel Vibration - Convective Flow
G. Z. Gershuni, Ye. M. Zhukhovitskiy, A. I. Ponomarchuk, V. M.
Shikhov (Perm')
An examination is made of plane - parallel convective flow
in a flat infinite layer in weightlessness due to high -frequency
harmonic vibration, whose axis is directed along the layer. The
temperatures are assigned on the layer boundaries T 1 = Az + e
and T2
 = Az - e; thus in each section of the layer there is a
constant temperature difference 26, and, in addition, there is
a constant temperature gradient A which-is directed along the
vibration axis Z.
In the closed layer under these conditions of heating
p lane - parallel vibration - convective flow is possible wir_ti
odd profiles of velocity and tem p erature [1). Stability of
this flow was studied in relation to the small normal perturbations.
The method of Galerkin and the method of b y -step integration ..7as
used to solve the spectral amplitude task.	 the ,tability
Ar	 boundaries and the characteristics of critical perturbations
0	 were determined depending on the task parameters.
33
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Different planar models of instability are isolated. It is
indicated, in particular, that the main flow reveals monotonic
instability in relation to the perturbations of hydrodynamic
type linked to the development of vortexes on the boundary of
counter fluxes. The stability boundary is determined by the
critical Grashof number which is defined through the cross dif-
ference in temperatures and the vibration parameter. This
critical Gm number depends on the dimensionless longitudinal
gradient R. With small and large R, the flow is absolutely stable;
destabilization occurs in the intennediate region.
Instability associated with development of wave (temperature)
perturbations is also found with definite parameter values. It 	 /36
is demonstrated that the spatial spiral perturbations are always
damped.
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S2.3. Vibration Thermal Convection in a Square Cavity in Weight-
lessness with Random Frequencies
Yu. S. Yurkov (Perm')
A studv was made of the vibration thermal convection in a
cavity of square section that is filled with incompressible
liquid and makes harmonic oscillations along a certain axis
in weightlessness. The boundaries of the cavity that are
parallel to the vibration axis are :aintained with constant
different temperatures; the temperature changes according to a
linear law on two perpendicular sections.
Complete equations of vibration convection in variables of
the current,.vortex and temperature function were used to
describe the convective motion. The task contains three dimen-
sionless parameters: Grashof number G defined through the
amplitude of vibration accelerations and difference in the
temperatures of the boundaries, Prandtl number P and dimensionless
34
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frequency w. The numerical solution was four by the grid
method. An explicit plan and plan of longitudinal. - tr-,nsverse
trial run were used. The main calculations wr_=c conducted on
a 25 x 25 grid for average frequencies and 25 x 35- for high
vibration frequencies.
After the transitional process of develo pment of introd,.ced
initial perturbation in the liquid, regul`r convective oscil-
lations were established in which all the locate and integral
characteristics of the velocity and temperatur. ,-- fields oscillate
around certain average values with rotation f-eguency w. The
main characteristics that were observed were %he value of the
current function y cp that was average £.)r ::he cavity and averaged
in time, as well as the "input" thermal flux 1, that was averaged
for the modulation period. Dependences of these quantities on
the task parameters are presented and iscussed; the structure
of the convective fluid oscillations i:• clarified.
The calculations indicated that: there is an area of para-
meters F = G 2 /-w 2 and w in which symmetrical sign-variable motion
occurs withy cp
 = 0. Beyond the limits of this region, this
motion loses stability and flow de.elops with dominant direction
of circulation (: 	 #
cp	 0). in this case (depending on the initial
conditions) two branches can develop which differ only in the
sign W cp . With high vibration frequencies, the only determining
parameter of the task (except the Prandtl number) becomes E. The
results of the calculations for this region agree with those
previously obtained [1] based on averaged equations for the vibration
convection.
BIBLIOGRAP9Y
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S2.4. Vibration Convection in Cylindrical Layer in Weightlessness
A. N. Sharifulin (Perm')
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A study is made of vibration convection of a viscous incom-
pressible liquid between infinite coaxial circular c y linders. The
cylinders are maintained at constant different temperatures and
make high - frequency harmonic oscillations along the direction
perpendicular to their axis. The averaged equations of vibration
convection are used to describe the flow. The parameters of the
task are the Grashof vibration number S which is defined through
the thickness of the layer and the difference in temperatures
between the cylinders, the Prandtl number ana the ratio of the
radius of the external cylinder to the radius of the internal p.
With small values of S, the planar problem is solved ana-	 /38
lytically by the method of sma l l parameter. The solution is
presented in the form of an expansion for S; zero and first terms
are found (using convective flow). It was found that the struc-
ture of the flow significantly depends on the geometric parameter
P_ With p > 4.77 (thick layer), the averaged flow has a four -
cell structure. With p < 4.77, the flow acquires a two - level
structure along the radius, and eight vortexes develop in the
layer.
With random S, the solution is numerically found on a computer
using the finite differential method. The findings aro in good
	 i
correspondence with the solution obtained analytically for small
S. Data are presented on the effect of the averaged convective
flow on heat exchange between the cylinders. Patterns were
obtained for flow and the temperature field for different values
S and p.
i	 f
S2.5. Stability of Convective Motion in Flat Layer in a Vibration
Field
A. N. Sharifulin (Perm')
A vertical flat layer of viscous incompressible liquid that
is bounded by solid parallel planes maintained with constant and
different temperatures is examined. The layer as a unit makes
36
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high - frequency harmonic oscillations in a vertical direction.
In order to describe :notion of the liquid, averaged equations of
vibration convection are used. The determining parameters of the
task are: G--Grashof number, R--Rayleigh vibration number, P--
Prandtl number. The Grashof number was defined through accelera-
tion of free fall, and the Rayleigh vibration number was defined
through the vibration parameter. The half width of the layer and
the half difference in temperatures between the walls were
selected as the unit of length and temperature. With these
conditions, an averaged plane - parallel flow develops with
cubic profile of velocity and linear temperature distribution.
A study was made of the stability of this flow in relation to
the small normal perturbations. The boundary value problem for
amplitudes of flat perturbations was solv(' numerically by the
method of Runge - Kutt - 'Merson.	 /39
In the limiting case of the lack of vibrations R = 0, the
problem becomes the well-studied problem of stability of
convective flow with cubic velocity profile. Another limiting
case of G = 0 corresponds to the problem regarding stability of
the condition of averaged equilibrium in weightlessness. As
indicated in [1, 2], this equilibrium becomes unstable when
the parameter R reaches the critical value R = 133.3.C
The figure presents the characteristic stability diagrams
in relation to the monotonic perturbations in the general case
of G # 0 and R # 0. The stability areas are arranged to the
left ofthe corresponding curves.
With all values of the Prandtl number 0 < P < 20, the
vibrations have a destabilizing effect on the stability of the
main flow. On the other hand, the low gravitational force (G <
270) has a different effect on the manifestation of the mechanism
for vibration instability. With P < 0.27, when there is low
gravitational force, the vibration instability develops with smaller
R than in the case of complete weightlessness, and with P • 0.27
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with large values of R.
Using the similarity transformation which reduces the
boundary value problem for spatial perturbations to the boundary
value problem for flat perturbations, it is indicated that for 	 1/40
all values of the r'randtl number 0 < P < 20, the flat perturbations
are more dangerous.
Results are presented from studying stability in r-- 1 i-(,.n to
the oscillating perturbations.
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52.6. Vibration C onvection in Wei^htles:;n^;::s
S. M. Zen'kovskaya (Rostov-na-Donii)
The development of convection in liquid
of vibration in weightlessness wn- stlydied.
that the frequency of oscillations is great,
averaging is used in a form developed in the
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I. B. Simonenko and the author to solve the problem of the effect
of vibration on convective instability in the gravitational force
field.
As the main example, a case is examined where the fluid is
in a flat infinite layer that is restricted by solid walls on
which constant temperature is maintained. A study is made of the
effect of the direction for the effects of vibration on the develop-
ment of convection in weightlessness. It is indicated that if
vibration is oriented transverse to the layer, then convection
does not develop. In all other cases, the vibration forces cause
convection in the nonuniformly heated liquid in weightlessness.
A calculation was made of the relationships between the critical
parameter values.
In additicn, the case of binary mixture is examined.
S2.7. Convection in a Rotati R Liquid Layer 	 /41
S. Ya. Gertsenshteyn, A. I. Rakhmanov, Ye. B. Rodichev, V. N.
Semin, V. M. Shmidt (:Moscow)
Convection in a flat layer of uniform liquid or solution which
rotates in relation to the vertical or horizontal axis is
examined. The problem is studied in the framework of two -
dimensional and three - dimensional transient equations of Navier -
Stokes in the Boussinesq approximation [1].
When a horizontal laver rotating in relation to the vertical
axis is studied, primary attention is focused on the phenomenon
of sudden "s pasmodic" reconstruction from the laminar periodic
mode of motion to the irregular stochastic. The solution is
constructed using the Bubnov - Galerkin method: the Fourier
series are used in the horizontal directions, and the trigonometric
functions or the Chebyshev polynomials with the corresponding
weight are used in the vertical (transverse to the layer). It is
significant that in this case the nonlinear interaction of the
different- scale perturbations is taken into consideration (for
39
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example, normal convective shafts with large - scale perturbations).
The conducted numerical experiments indicated, in particular,
the important role of the "prehistory" of the flow (that is,
the initial data of the task): with low initial amplitude of
perturbations, the solution can enter a periodic motion mode, and
starting from a certain fairly large initial amplitude (amplitude
of "capture"), it enters an irregular stochastic mode. The
solution in this case actually falls in the "region of attraction"
of the so - called "foreign" or stochastic attractor. At the
same time, the basic possibility of formation is explained with
the same "external" parameters of the problem (Rayleigh, Prandtl
numbers, etc.) of qualitatively different states of motion: either
laminar or stochastic. Similar phenomena were observed, for example,
in the experimt :s of Yu. N. Eelyayev and 1. M. Yavorsk ", ya, V. S.
L'vov et al. We note that with a change in the "external" parameters
of the task (for example, the Rayleigh number), with fixed small
initial amplitudes of perturbations and a certain specific value
of the "external" parameter, them-can be a drop in the normal
periodic mode into the zone of "capture" of the stochastic attrac- 	 /42
tor, and at the same time, sharp "spasmodic" reconstruction of the
motion type.
Specific calculations were made both for the uniform liquid
and for the binary mixture; the parameters of the task in this
case corresponded to the melts of liquid metals.
In examining the flat layer of Liquid that rotates in
relation to the horizontal axis, central attention was focused on
studying the stabilizing effect of this rotation and to a certain
extent, modeling of weightlessness. Solution to the problem was
constructed in this case using the averaging method [2]. It was
shown, in particular, that increase in the rotation rate in
relation to the horizontal axis has a stabilizing effect and results
in a decrease in the characteristic wave numbers.
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S2. 8. Experimental Modc^lir.g of Convection in Weightlessness
S. V. Zorin arid G. F. Putin (Perm')
Study of convection in the variable force field is important
since under conditions close to weightlessness, the oscillating
component becomes dominant; in addition, vibrations can influence
the modes of equilibrium and flo*v. Realization of the oscillating
fields of large amplitude using vibration stands is only possible
at high frequencies. This work suggests a method which guarantees
in the convection tasks those oscill ions in the region of
randomly low frequencies f, starting from 1 sec -1 , and consisting
of rotation in a static gravitational field K of a slit cavity
(long channel) with longitudinal temperature gradient :T around
the horizontal axis lying in its plane. The method is governed 	 /43
by the fact that in the narrow cavities. the variable rotation
attracts all the liquid and does not form near - wall layers
and a fixed nucleus; in the layers with Longitudinal gradient,
the movements are the sane with vertical and inclined orientation,
and the inclination is reduced to introducing the effective field
g sin a along the layer (Y--angle of inclination of the layer
to the horizontal); adequate flows which have another appearance
and develop with a t 0 are weal: so that the horizontal position
models the conditions of weightlessness for the mair ;potion.
Finally, rotation should be slow in order for the centrifugal
and Coriolis fields and viscous flows at the moment of acceleration
and stopping tn be small.
The applicability of the method is illustrated on the con-
vective loop, two parallel channels filled with transformer oil
41
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and closed on the ends with cross section 6.4 x 8.1 mm  and
length 155 mm in a metal block with uniform gradient of tempera-
ture along the channels. The flows were recorded by thermocouples
that were inserted into the channels.
	 For observation, one of
the walls was replaced by glass, and visualizing particles were
added to the liquid. In a static case with vertical orientation
of the channels that corresponds to heating from above, the
equilibrium is stable; with heating from below, starting from the
critical Rayleigh number R  = 30 (R o
 number is defined through	 •
g , VT and the average half width of the channel), stationary
closed circulation is developed, the liquid is lifted in	 one
of the channels and is lowered in the other. This circulation is
maintained with inclination in relation to the horizontal small
axis of symmetry all the way to the 10° angle.
:t
Rapid rotations of the model fromthe horizontal to vertical
position which corresponds to heating from below, and back model
the development of convection in the temperature-stratified liquid
with momentary appearance and disappearance of the gravitational
field g. The dependence of circulation amplitude on time t for
R = 2.8 Ro
 indicates that after inclusion of the field ( t = 0),
t
there is an exponential rise in the circulation to amplitudes which
are 90% of the stationary. Emergence onto a stationary value
oscillates. In the region R %- 4R o , the exponent equals 0.03
(R/R0 - 1). Convection damoing begins immediately after inclusion
of the field and is described by an ex?onent.
	 /44
Periodic turning of the model from one vertical position to
another simulates the situation where the model is fixed, and the
,gravitational field on the background of weightlessness in turn
adopts the values t g, where q is directed along the channels.
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The chart at coordinaLes R/Ro , f shows the neutral curve Rf,
separating the region of stability from the upper region where
convection is excited if only on part of the period. If R - R 0
the equilibrium is stable at 311 frequencies. When R > R 0
with low -frequency oscillations, a quasistationary mode is
observed. Circulation reaches a value which corresponds to the
static field, where g and VT are antiparallel. In a high -frequency
force field, equilibrium is disrupted with significantly large
R, and the intensity of circulation fluctuates in the phase with
the field: circulation rises where g 11 VT, and drops to zero
in another half - period.
S2.9. Deformation of Free Liquid Surface by Thermocapillary
Motion
A. F. Pshenichnikov and G. A. G.okmenina (Perm')
An experimental study was made of thermocapillary convection
in a thin horizontal laver of liquid poured into a nonisothermic
vessel. The working liquids used were ethyl alcohol, acetone,
kerosene and water. The surface relief was studied using a shurt-
focus schlieren system and optical cathetometer KM - 6. The
temperature measurement was made using copper - constantan
thermocouples.
It was found that the development of thermocapi.11ary con-
vection is always accompanied by a considerable deformation in the
free surface. The uniform horizontal temperature gradient causes
a flat stationary movement in which the thickness of the liquid
layer changes with the coordinate by the root law. Liquid motion	 /45
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around the concentrated heat source which is located in the center 	 /•
i
of the vessel has axial symmetry. A basin forms on the surface
of the liquid above the heat source. With a temperature difference
of several tens of degrees, the depth of this basin can reach
1 mm. Cooling of the vessel center results in the corresponding
increase in the thickness of the liquid layer in this region.
If the thickness of the laver does not exceed 0.5 - 0.7 run. then
regardless of the heating conditions, it is possible to expose
the heated sections of the vessel bottom. In this case, the liquid
is collected in the form of drops above the cooled sections.
The gravitational force is the main reason which prevents
the deformation of the free liquid surface. Therefore under
conditions of reduced gravity, the effect of thermocapillary
convection on twisting of the free surface should be considerably
greater.
S2.10. Ground Modeling of Thermos-pillary Drift of Bubbles in
Weightlessness
V. A. Briskman and A. L. Zuyev (Perm')
A study was made of the thermocapillary drift of gas bubbles
in a nonuniformly heated liquid that develop s because of the	 E^i
dependence of the surface tension coefficient on temperature. This	 i
phenomenon is manifest, in particular, in the production processes
in space. In the pure form, thermal drift can be implemented
only in weightlessness, and on Earth is suppressed or complicated
by side effects associated with the effect of the gravitational 	 F
force (gravitational convection, Archimedes forces, etc.). This
L
report proposes techniques for ground modeling whose essence is
weakening of the effect of side phenomena to a level which
corresponds to the conditions close to weightlessness. In this
case procedures are used which reduce the Rayleigh number, and
consequently, the intensity of convection with preservation of
a sufficient quantity of thermocapillary forces.
44
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The authors previously published the results of preli-mina._y
experiment which confirmed the existence of the , mal drift [1].
The report presents quantitative results of experiments in
three variants: a) with heating from the top: b) in thin layers
of different liquids; c) in water at tem peratures close to 4"C--
point of inversion of the coefficient of volumetric expansion.
Side effects were directly measured which made it pos,;ble to
establish the limits of applicability or each experimental method.	 I
Trajectories and velocities of the therms' drift were determined.
Measurements with accuracy about 10Z correspond to the analytical
theory [2] andnumerical calculations [1] which rofer to conditions
of weightlessness and take into consideration the nonlinear
effects associated with bubble deformation. In the linear
approximation, the dimensionless values of drift velocity equal
half of the Marangoni number.
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S2.11. Bubble Drift in Heterogeneous Field of %,olume,-rically
Soluble Surfactant
D. A. Kazenin oxnd V. N. Mankevich (Moscow)
Tangential stresses on the interphase surface with heLero-
geneous distribution of surface tension c,3n serve as the only reason
for the development c c f relative motion of phases in weighttiussness.
In an isothe ►-mic case, heterogeneity of the s ,irface ten.,i ,)n is
determined by heterogeneity of distribution of the adsorbed sur-
factant over the interphase surface. Ir. the case of the volu-
metrically dissolved sufactant, the problem is complicated by
i
^5
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diffusion kinetics of ma:;:, exchange between the adsorption layer
and the surfactant solution with spati&lJ.y nonuniform distribution
of the concentration,as well as the adsorption dynamics.
Assume that the bubble with surface ! drifts in an infinite
solution massif with velocity 0. The shape of the surface and the
drift velocity must, generally speaking, be determined by solving
the task. We will write the equations for eistribution of velocities
V, pressure p and concentrations in a mobile counting system which
coincides with the momentary position of the center of mass of
the moving bubble:
p at ,p (v v)7 VP - pvZV; vv-0;	 (1)
ac r	
vC _ D v2C.
d 
At a distance from the bubble, the condition of nonperturbation
of the velocity field and the known gradient of concentration are
assigned
V	 (2)
The collinear vectors E and U in space determine the axial
symmetry of the task. The symmetry axis passes through the
center of ma3s of the moving bubble. The kinematic condition of
continuous streamlining is assigned on the surface of the bubble
	
(V! z n) - -( J n).	 (3)
the dynamic conditions
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and condition which describes the flow of surfactant from the
	
volume to the surface	 e n
D(vcj Z
 • n) - ^ .	 (E)
Here e--angle between the radius - vector of the point on the
surface and the symmetry axis; H and g,,--average curvature and
one of the components of the metric tensor of the surface Z which
can be expressed through the coefficients of the first two main
quadratic forms; a and r--dynamic surface tension and dynamic
adsorption. In addition, conditions should be assigned which
describe the dynamics and the k-netics of adsor p tion of surfactant
onthe surface E, and namely
at
(8)
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Here r
.
--maximum adsorption, B and 1--kinetic coefficients of
adsorption and desorption respectively.
Finally, a condition must be assigned from which the
steady -state drift velocity is defined (inteara, condition of
equality to zero of the total force acting on the bubble where
the force element equals the internal product of she stress tensor
	
on the vector of the surface element -7)	 \
^Z {6^ ► } 'j^	 d•
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if the shape of the surface L is considered to be a priori assigned,
then one of the conditions (5) and (9) is surplus.
In conclusion, main terms in the expansion for small Marangoni
numbers (p W^ E ld6/af l/(ars ) u 1 of the solution for the stationar.v
problem on slow drift of a hollow spherical bubble of radius R in
a diluted surfactant solution 	 (fjf	 are presented as an
example.
S2.12. Effect of Thermocapillary Convection on 'Thermal 2y . ut
in Slits
Yu. B. Sklovskiy (Khar'kov)
A nonuniformly heated liquid which is in contact with vapoi
or gas in weightlessness will make convective movements under the
influence of thermocapillary forces. The experimental study of
this phenomenon under real conditions is associated with considerable
technical complexities. One can therefore only indicate a small
number of publications [1, 21 in which thermocapillary convection
is observed in a liquid in practical weightlessness, and analytical
methods of study are advanced to the forefront.
An examination is made of the numerical solution to a
sytem of two - dimensional T uati.ons of st.cionary thermocapillary
convection in a rectangular channel with flat free surface.
The computation procedure and certain results are described 	 /49
in detail in (3 - 5]. The structure of the computed convective
movements is mainly determined by the ratio of the rectangle
sides. The nonlinear effects influence the intensity of the
vortex flows and slightly change their structure. the most
intensive movement of liquid occurs at the free surface, and with
an increase in the Marangoni number, only the upper vortex has
a significant effect on temperature distribution. Therefore in
the deep channels, breakup of the flow into individual vortexes
of low intensity does not have a noticeable effect on the tem-
perature field, and already with ratio of depth to width of 2 : 1,
I
I
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the channel can be considered a slit of infinite depth.
The computed flow profiles are similar to those which the
authors [2] visually observed, although the geometr y
 of the vessel
and the heat conductance conditions differed. This confirms the
definitive role of surface tension gradients in forming the
movement of a nonisothermic liquid in weightlessness.
It is consequently important to evaluate the effect of then-mo-
cap illary flow on heat transfer as co.i:pared to conductive heat
transfer, i.e., in the absence of convection.
Quantities were found for the average Nusselt numbers on the
heat - enitLing surfaces depending on the value of the Bio number
on a free liquid surface. Heat output rises onthe "hot" wall
with a rise in the Bio number and drops on the "cold" ^•Talj, since
with an increase in the Bio number heat output intensifies through
the interface into the region occu p ied by steam. In addition,
circulation of liquid results in a decrease in the temperature
stratifi.:ation along the vertical and average interface tempera-
ture as the Bio nuriber rises.
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S2.13. Numerical StS udy of Thermocapillary Convection in WeiLht
lessness
A. A. Nepomnyashchiy, I. B. Simanovskiy (Perm')
A study was made of thermocapillary convection in the absence
of gravitational forces in a cavity of rectangular cross section
filled with two different viscous immiscible liquids. Two heating
variants are examined: in the first case the temperature gradient
is directed along, and in the second, transverse to the liquid
interface. Complete nonlinear convection equations are written
in variables of the current -velocity vortex function for each
liquid. On the interface which is assumed to be flat and non-
deformable, conditions where the normal velocity components equal
zero, and there is discontinuity of temperature, heat fluxes and
tangential velocity components are fulfilled. The thermocapillary
effect is taken into consideration in the boundary condition for
the tangential stresses.
The problem is solved by the grid method. An explicit plan
is used for the method of establishment with central differences
described in [1]. The Poisson equations for both liquids are
solved by the iteration method. The main calculations were made
on a 16 x 32 Grid. and the verification tests were made on a 20 x
40 grid.
When there is a temperature gradient along the interface,
movement develops in the cavity with any values of the Marangoni
number. The structure of the finite - am p litude convective
flows is defined. Dependences are cirstructed for the maximum
value of the current function on the ;!arangoni Number and the
ratio of zavity sides. In the case where the temnerature
gradient is directed transverse to the interface, COTivection
develops when the Marangoni number exceeds a certain critical
value. The nature of flow in the sunracritical regi.)n is defined
for different liquid parameters.
, n
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S2.14. Parametric Studv of Thermocaoillary Convection
K. G. Dubovik (Moscow)
Using the numerical technique [1], a parametric stud y was
made of thermocapillary convection in a square region with ise-
thermic walls and insulated ends. The study was made with a
i
change in the Marangoni number in the range Mn = 1 - 10{,
Prandtl number Pr = 0 - 10 2 . The obtained solutions are compared
with the results of [2]. Data are vresented on the intensity of
movement depending on the Prandtl number, integral and local heat
fluxes, thickness of the dynamic boundary layer on the free
surface.
It was found that the dynamic boundar y layer becomes thinner
as the Prandtl number increases and the intensity of *no ,!omcat in
the region rises. With Yarangoni number of :In _ 1 11" 3 , flow re-
construction begins: the vortex center is shifted from the cold
to the hot wall. This is associated with formation of a thermal
boundary layer on it.
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52.15. Certain Analvtical Solutions to the Problem of :'aran oni_ 	 /52
Convection in a Flat "!elt Layer with Two rree dourdaries in
Weightlessness
V. P. Shalimov (Moscow)
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The problem of thermocapillaryconvection in a flat melt laver
with two free boundaries is examined in weightlessness with regard
for the crystallization front that moves at a constant rate.
Determination of the velocity field with low (as compared to
length) thickness of the layer uses an a pproximation of the
boundary layer. The equations for the temperature and concen-
tration fields in a particular case under definite conditions
linking the physical p arameters of the problem allow analytical
solutions in the Whittaker and Bessel functions. An analysis is
made of the obtained solutions and the conditions of their
applicability.
S2.16. Stability of Transient t!otion of a Viscous Liquid Band
with Regard for Thermocapillarv.Forces
V. K. Andreyev (Krasnoyarsk)
A study was made of the stability for linear approximation
of motion of a viscous incom p ressible liquid which is described
by formulas
u
= 
k 2	 v_ k 4
	k= const ,
1+kt	 f + k t
P _ _ k 2 L	 kz t	 2 ^,k
P
	
(f+kt)z	 (1+kt) 4 	1+kt
Here u, v--velocity components, p --pressure, p--density, v--
coefficient of viscosity; temperature T = T(y. z, t).
This solution precisely satisfies the N avi:r -- Stokes
equations and conditions of free boundaries v = fr o /(1 +- kt)
with random dep endence of the surface tension on temperature.
Qualitative and quantitative characteristics of interface
behavior linked to the effect of viscosity and thermocapillary
action were obtained.
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S2.17. Computation of Electroconvective Flows
A. I. Zhakin (Khar'kov)
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The most popular ap proach to describing electrohydrodynamic
phenomena in slightl y conducting liquids is based on ado p ting the
Ohm law j =aE , where the conductance a may depend on the temp era-
ture and intensity of the field [1 - 4]. However, this assumption
is too approximate, since the EHD phenomena cannot be explained
from it (for example, isothermic electroconvection in a flat
capacitor [5], dependence of EHD flows on electrode polarity [61),
nor the diversity in the nonlinear sections of volt - ampere
characteristics [ 7 - 91 and the ampere - time measurements [10].
The conductance of liquid dielectrics is determined by an
activation mechanism (and not by a Lone, as in metals for which
the relationship j = t is true), therefore the current density
is determined not only by field intensity E, but by the concen-
tration of ions q, that is j = bq^, where b--ion mobility. In
a more general case, the system of equations of electrohydro-
dynamics has the following appearance
Pt + dio P -'" = o.
F ( r +c6v):6 ) =- vp+2dF +(g+ 3)vdiArir+fc,
fc ` V_ (P E 2/(8 r) (a
((
t/aP)) - E : v E/(81)  + q .
QTdS d T 
8E E ) Z eT + (Pdt dt OT ai
4+t+difo-(6,q,E_+q,v)-z,.f,j{,-or,aI4= -24.
q at ^d^a ( b s g s E +^av)- ^a-Xt3{s - a:4s`^^ - ^Z.
-a:t' div (k ' - q:v) =-^,,-q,t+dV(8.q ,E -q4;)--^_,
S ' S( Q .T),	p - p (^• T ),	 E - E(^,T).
The boundary conditions for q l and q. are determined by
injection processes on the electrode surfaces and are presented,
53
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for example, in publication [11]. If it is known, for example,
what the constants are for the rates of the oxidation reactions
	 I
on the anode k  and reduction on the cathode k i , then on the
anode: q l = z l k f (E)Na/b 1 E, on the cathode: q 2 = Z2kiNk/b`E.
For densities of ions q 3 and q 4 which are formed in the volume
only because of dissociation, the boundary conditions look like:	 '
on the anode: q 3 = 0, on the cathode: q 4 = 0. The other
boundary conditions for v, T and ^ are generally accented.
Thus, all the phenomena associated with conductance of
dielectric liquids should follow from the presented system of
equations and boundary conditions.
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11. Zhakin, A. I. Nekotoryye voprosy elektrodinamicheskoy ust-	 /5;T
chivosti i elektrokonvektsii slaboprovodyashchikh zhidkostey
["Certain Questions of Electrudynamic Stability and
Electroconvection of Slightly Conducting Liquids"], Author's
abstract of candidate dissertation, Khar'kov, 1980.
S2.18. Convection Coverned by Thermoelectromotive .Force in
Microgravitation
V. A. Saranin (Glazov)
In microgravitacion, the intensity of the free thermal con-
vection is very slight, which promotes, for examp le, production
of materials with more advanced microstructure [1]. However, in
principle, other convection mechanisms could exist, which under
terrestrial conditions are suppressed by natural convection. The
detection and evaluation of the effectiveness of these mechanisms
is an important problem whose solution could promote forecasting
of technological experiments in space [1].
An examination is made of a flat layer of liquid whose
boundaries are maintained with different temperatures T l and T2.
It is assumed that the liquid has two different types of current
c
carriers, and the liquid is neutral under isothermic conditions.
Under the influence of the temperature gradient, a separation of
charges (thermoelectromotive force develops) will take place,	 s
so that a volumetric charge and an electrical field will exist
in the layer. Thus, a mechanical force will act on the element
in the liquid volume. With sufficient magnitude of these forces,
equilibrium can prove to be unstable in relation to the h y dro-
dynamic perturbations.
The behavior of small perturbations was studied on the basis
of linearized Navier - Stokes equations (only the Coulomb forces
were considered), equations of heat transfer and both sorts of
current carriers. It was found that with sufficient magnitude
of dimensionless parameter
8 ° E cc' IvTI V
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(a--effective thermoelectromotive force), the equilibrium is un-
stable. The ratio of the B criterion to the Rayleigh number
equals:
Assuming that	 E-io,(x-10-35/ deg,
	
^^{0'^^.f3`10, deg, l o = 1 g/cm3,
we obtain B/R	 10 'Iv vci	 Thus, with reasonable 1 vT I , the
examined type of convection can be manifest only in thin t,i ;t IO'd-1M)
layers of electrical conducting liquids. Similar estimates
were obtained in [2].
An examination was also made of the flow of electrical con-
ducting liquid between two parallel plates which are maintainaed
at different temperatures. An external electrical field E is applied
parallel to the plates. The interaction of the applied field and
the volumetric charge induced by the thermoelectromotive force
results in the development of convective motion. The maximum
velocity of this motion
With E about 10 V/cm, the velocity can reach the value of about
10 -2 cm/sec.
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S2.19. Possibilities of ".odeling Central - Symmetrical .Convecrion
in Weightlessness
Yu. N. Belyayev and I. M. Yavorskaya (Moscow)
It is cc-non knowledge that in a spherically svmmetrical
gravitational field, it is considerably important for basic
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problems of astro- and geophysics. In all those cases where the
scales of motion are comparable to the iimensions of the astro-
physical bodies and the studied motion occurs in rotating systems,
it is significant that convection occurs in spherical layers. New
types of motion develop under those conditions which cannot be
predicted from the results of studying similar motions in flat 	 /57
layers [1]. In laboratory modeling of global phenomena in astro-
physical objects it is therefore very important to reproduce the
centrally - symmetrical field and use spherical layers.
Ponderomotor forces that emerge in liquid dielectrics when a
heterogeneous electrical field and temperature gradient [2] are
applied to them afford us this opportunity. The expression for
the force then looks like [3]
- _ r
	
l	 :
^e hn V [ E ^^ ^ j t T1 82 ^F
where E--field intensity, E-- dielectric permeability, while o and
T--density and temperature of liquid.
In uniform dielectrics, E = E(p, T) and the lifting force in
the Boussinesq approximation is presented in the form
fe x IT v Fz (
^ r 1
J 	 E° 'aE11	 vT"
8.'T ^`0OplT,,, 8 nEaTIP ,o	 (1>
where the indexes o and the apostrophe refer to quiescent quantities
and perturbations. When the difference in potentials and the tem-
perature gradient are maintained between two concentric spheres,
thcnthe equilibrium distributions are
Eo'^oZ,Z = - i/i', rt lf' 2 ; VTo--(r,-T,)^^^,pe^ (Ls ?,) Z',
where r  and r 2 --radii of internal and external s p heres. VL) and
(T 2 - T 1 )--differences in potentials and rempor.itures between
the spheres. The difference in the direction of the ]ifring force
fromthe radial is insignificant, since the com ponent of electrical
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force in the tangential direction of the potential and does not
influence convective motion. The active acceleration looks like
= Z r r( ae l)
^s -Vo t. to ldT! 0 F./ 2^( Cs z ,^	 ats.P
The difference in radial relationship g  and
results only in certain quantitative changes in parameters; in
particular, the critical value of the Rayleigh number is somewhat
reduced.	 It	 11
it is obvious that with laboratory modeling on Earth it is
necessary to fulfill the condition g  >> 980 cm/sec t . With
reasonable dimensions of the unit, this results in a case of non-
polar liquids in the need to use too strong electrical fields V 
- 100 kV. In weightlessness, the condition g  >> g can easily
be fulfilled. However, in studying the important case of inter-
action between convection and rotation, an additional restriction
appears; the Froude rotational number should be small
Fe.gtt"/ a .271OLVEL 
o Q (ael Vo «1, 5- ti_IIP	 ^l`aT/1 p,o 	E,
Estimates are presented for values of the main parameters to
model different convection conditions. A discussion is held of
possible effects that are not taken into consideration by the
linear approximation [1). In particular, the use of the variable
electrical field instead of a constant one to avoid the develop-
ment of electroconvection requires an examination of different
relaxation processes.
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_S2.20. Electroconvective Instabilitv of Isothermic 	 Liquid
Dielectric
V. P. Usenko, A. V. `Jaysleyl-) (Kishinev)
An examination is made of electrification of a flat layer of
isothermic slightly conducting liquid in an a pproximation of the
Ohmic model of conductance with regard for diffusion:
t - 6E -Dvp, p - ve o E;E, vt -0 .
It is indicated that in the framework of the adopted model	 159
one can describe different experimental distributions for the
electrical field intensity 9 and volumetric density of charges o
depending on the selection of the boundary conditions.
Analysis of the obtained solutions results in a conclusion
Fi;ure 1. Stationary Distributions of Electrical
Field Intensity (dotted line) and Densit y of Volumetric
Charge (solid line) for a) Homonolar, b) Heteropolar
and c) Nixed Charge Distributions
regarding possible formation of stationary homo- and hetero-
charges, as well as their combinations (fig. 1) in the inter-
electrode interval.
J
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The isothermic electroconvective instability of a flat 'aver
of slightly conducting liquid is examined.
:2.^_1. Numerical Study of Thermomagnetic Convection on a fiori-
zontal Cyl nder
E. Ya. Blum and A. Yu. Chukhrov (Riga)
Studies of thermomagnetic convection [1, 21 indicated that
the presence of a nonuniform magnetic field has a significant
influence on heat exchange in liquid magnetic substances. In the
absence of a gravitational force in these media, it is possible
to maintain intensive convective motion, creating sufficient
magnetic field gradient.
When studying convection near a horizontal cylinder in a
uniform magnetic field [3], it was shown that twisting of the force /60
l ines near the surface results in a change in the structure of the
thermal boundary layer. However a correspondence was not achieved
between the results of the experiment and the theoretical compu-
tations made in the frameworks of the boundary layer theory. Cal-
culation of the magnetoviscous effect also did no` yield a satis-
factory explanation of this fact.
This work has made a numerical analysis of the thermomagnetic
convection near the horizontal cylinder. The problem of planar
flow of a viscous magnetized liquid around a horizontal cylinder
was solved in the presence of a uniform external magnetic field.
The effect of dissipative processes on energy transfer was consi-
dered to be negligible and the distortion of the field because
of liquid motion was not taken into considerati(	 The system of
equations was written in variables of the curren,. function y^--
vorticity, w--temperature T.
With numerical study of the free convection near ')odies of
different shape, we must co lute the flow in an unlimited region.
In order to use finite - differential methods, it is customary
60
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to introduce an extermal limiting surface, however the question of
the effect of the second boundary on the solution has not yet been
completely studied. It should be noted that the temperature in
the flux which is lifted above the heated body diminishes with
distance sufficiently slowly, therefore, the condition of constant
temperature on the external boundary is true only for a large
relative distance. In the method suggested in [4], relatively
short distance of the external boundary is required, however, it is
necessary to assign the direction of the ascending flux which is
not always possible in weightlessness in studying convection.
This publication suggests a method for studying flow near a
body in which the area of determining variables becomes finite
replacement of the argument. For a horizontal cylinder,
the new argument looks like ;=t -n where n--constant. With n > 0,
the region %i t4 00	 is depicted in a circle t,4!), 5 >0
The function ^^^'^"^	 is introduced. The boundary conditions for
the problem raised above look like: cn the cylinder wall with
'r.Q T - Tw, ty
 = a^/as =0 ; with ^ - 0: T=7m, w =0,
The functions w and W are linked by the equation
a2^
+ 
+ n_z
	, , + (
	
a,^ I _ _ w
d S =	 r,	 n 8	 ^ n' `	 ca ;R/	 n,
When this replacement is used, there is no need for a
nonuniform differential grid, since _ising selection of the
parameter n one can guarantee the necessary concentraion of
assemblies around the body.
Calculations of flow during gravitational convection near
a heated cylinder indicated the good correspondence of the heat
exchange characteristics and the flow pattern with the experim-ental
data and the results of publication [4]. An evaluation was mode
of the effect of the external bourda_y on the flow.
Study of the thermomagnetic convection examined the cases
of flow of magnetic li quid and paramagnetic electrolyte both near
the magnetic and the nonmagnetic cylinders. Dependences were
.1
/61
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.obtained for the heat exchange characateristics on the magnetic
Rayleigh number Ram with different ratios of magnetic permea-
bilities of the medium and cylinder. The characteristic
appearance of the flow and isotherm (left) is shown in the figure
which corresponds to calculation with Ram = 10 4,, Pr = 10, Ku = 1
(see [2]). The average Nusselt number is Nu = 5.2.
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S2.22. Effect of RotatinZ Field on Temperature and Uniformity of	 /62
a Suspension
Ye. Ye. Bibik and V. M. Shumilov (Leningrad)
when there is no gravity, regulation of the temperature in
an assigned volume is a definite problem. It is consequently
important to study the behavior of ferrosuspensions in a rotating
field.
62
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}It is common knowl?dge that in a constant field the particles
of magnetic material are united into chains. In a rotating field,
these chains rotate with field frequency w, creating a specific torque
[ 11 M - (PQW * 2rn2/vt3)
	
where p, m, v--factor of shape, magnetic
moment and volume of the particle res pectively, n--viscosity of
the medium, r--distance between the particle centers in the chain
and ^--their volumetric percentage in the suspension.
With an increase in w, the length of the chains drops and with
a certain critical frequency w i -2rn'(.g ic ')-'	 or corresponding
twisting moment Ml , the chains are broken into individual particles
and then M = Mlw/w1'
Rotation energy of the chains is competely scattered, which
results in a rise in temperature T of the suspension at a rate of
Mw/cv where cv--heat capacitance of suspension.
Another critical frequency is the frequency of separation of
interruption in regular rotation of the individual particles. For
particles with rigid magnetic moment w 2 = mH(pvn) -1 and Wp/W 4 > 9H/np M,
where Ms --magnetization of saturation of the magnetic material.
In moderate fields, these frequencies are of one order and are
roughly equal to 10 5 /n with Ms = 470 gauss.
With Cv ^ 4.2 x 10 7 erg/deg x cm3 , this can guarantee rate
of temperature rise to 10 4 m/n degrees per second. in the absence
of heat removal at any frequencies, the temperature cannot exceed
the Curie temperature and should be maintained on this level,
since particle rotation ceases when it is reached.
A medium that is nonuniform in viscosity is characterized by
spectrum of local critical frequencies W N .
 
Depending on the
ratio between w and W,,, the initial heterogeneity of the suspension
(for viscosity, composition, temperature) will diminish or increase
under the influence of the rotating field pulse. 	 /63
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S2. 23. Features of Condition of Ferrosuspensions in Variable
Field
Ye. Ye. Bibik (Leningrad)
According to [1), the rotating magnetic field (B-field) causes
rotation of the entire suspension of magnetic particles as a solid
body, and shear flow develops only on the boundary with the vessel
walls. In contrast to the B-field, in the variable field, re-
magnetization of rigid - dipole particles, including those connected
into chains,can occur because of their rotation in any direction,
for example, rotation of neighboring particles in the opposite
directions. It is significant that with high concentrations of
particles, friction and dipole interaction between the nearest
neighbors do not prevent this rotation. They are capable of
rotating in coordination as a system of linked rods forming a
square lattice. Shear flow in the narrowest gaps between the
particles is missing, which creates minimum friction on the medium.
The vortexes of neighboring particles in this case are not com-
pensated for, but are intensified. Their superposition can create
directed flow of the medium in any direction at a 45° angle to
the direction of the field with cubic hacking of the particles.
The rigid 'bond between the rotation directions of neighboring
particles in a concentrated suspension prescribes the formation
of flat macroscopic layers with coherent rotation of the particles.
On the other hand, the randomness of the initial phase of
particle orientation and other factors mean that when the field
is inluded, only locall y coherent areas of rotation develop. Their
competition will cause a rise in some and decrease in the-dimension
of other regions and establishment of a certain equilibrium
64
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size and orientation of the coherent rotation regions. The
initial conditions, the presence of admixtures, external force
	 /64
pulse, etc. can alter the suspension condition, provoke the
formation of different dissipative structures [2], which include
diverse states of ferrosuspensions and magnetic liquids in
rotating and variable magnetic fields.
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S2.24. Features of numerical Solution to Stefan Problem with
Convection in Variables of the Current Function and Velocitv
Vortex
B. I. Myznikova and Ye.L . Tarunin (Perm')
Numerical study of convection in a melt during hardening is
of considerable importance in relation to developing scientific
fundamentals for space technology.
Difficulties in solving the Stefan problem with convection
are known. Many researchers (V. I. Polezhayev, C. M. Sevost'yanov,
K. B. Dzhakupov and others) therefore use different simplifications.
Convective flow in a melt zone is most often studied with an
assigned laN for advance of the phase transition boundary ; the
simple shape of the liquid region is also assigned in this case.
Certain important convection characteristics are successfully
clarified in this statement.
A study was made in [1] of the melt motion during hardening,
searching for the position of the interface boundary. Figure 2
presents typical patterns of flow at different moments in time
(zone of hardened metal is hatched). As is apparent, the shave
r
i of the liquid region is close to rectangular for a long time; 	 i
fm
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a deviation is noted only near the corners. At the initial stage
of t'ie process, the velocity and temperature gradients are con-
centrated near the hardening front. The calculation was made on
a fixed grid. The temperature field in the entire calculation
region was determined from a solution to the heat conductivity
equation on the through light plan suggested by A. A. Samarskiy and /65
I
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B. D. Moiseyenko. Considerable difficulties develo p ed in solving
the hydrodynamic part of the problem. Analysis and generalization
of the procedure for computing the velocity vortex on the solid
boundary [2] made in [3] allowed certain computational difficulties
to be overcome. Figure 1 illustrates the dependence of the
maximum value of the current function sm on time. Pulsations in
ym at the moment the interface boundary passes through the grid
central points are clearly visible. The pulsation amplitude
diminishes when lower relaxation is used under boundary conditions
for the vortex (dotted line). The estimates made in solving the
model problems indicate that the transition of the crystallization
front through the grid central points is inevitably accompanied
66
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S2.25. Analysis of Feat and bass Transfer in a Gemanium Meet
When Monocrystals Are Groin by the Chokhral'skiy Method
I. V. Starshinova, V. A. Smirnov, I. V. Fryazinov (Moscow)
Numerical modeling was carried out of velocit y , temperature
and concentration fields in a germanium melt when monocrystals
were grown 43 -,n in diameter with loading of the metal into a
3.4 kg crucible.
^'odeling used a differential plan developed in the Institute
of Applied Mathematics of the USSR Academy of Sciences which makes
analogs of the preservation laws in the initial differential
equations, and also reflects the additional relationships
expressing a balance of individual types of energy.
The Navier - Stokes and Fourier - Kirchhoff s y stem of
equations which describes nrocesses in the melt when monocr,istals
are grown by the Chokhral'skiy method was solved by the method
of longitudinal - transverse trial run. In order to sol, r ,- ~he
current function equation a Jordan set of parameters is selt•ct.ed
and it is iterated to the assigned degree of accuracy.
	 -lie r.rn-
linear terms in the equations are approximated so that trev do
not contribute to energy and moment .-i. Vie terra. with . , isccs: t ..r
were made monotonic of the second ord..c.
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introduced with mathematical viscosity. It reduces this viscosity
to zero. The Tom formula was used to a pproximate the vortex at
the boundary central points.
The rate of crystal rotation is 30 rpm (Re k = 10000).
crucible 5 rpm Me t	10,000), intensity of natural convection
Gr = 5 x 10 7 . Temperature distribution on the crucible wall near
the free melt surface, as well as in the subcrystalline region
of the melt was recorded ex perimentally by VR 5/20 thermocouples
and used as the boundary conditions in modeling.
Isolines of the current functions, temperatures and
concentrations of the alloying admixture in the melt under the
influence of only natural convection, natural and forced con-
vection determined by temperature distribution, rotation of the
crucible and crystal are presented. The contribution of thermo-
capillary convection is studied.
S 2.26. Thermal Diffusion in Cases as the Reason for Development
of Thermoconcentration Convection
A. F. Bogatyrev (Alma-Ata)
A nonuniform temp erature field develops in a uniform gas
mixture that is in weightlessness because of the presence of
different heat sources. The temperature field is the reason for
development of thermal diffusion fluxes which in a closed system
lead to the appearance of hydrodynamic fluxes in the g.?s mixture
and thermal diffusion separation in the gas mixture. The pheno-
menon of development of hydrodynamic flux under nonisothermic
conditions in pure gases and gas mixtures which has been called
thermal diffusion baroeffect has been studied in detail by us
in a number of publications.
Calculation of the fluxes develo p ing in pure gas and a
pas mixture under nonisothermic conditions can be made in the
case of local Maxwell molecular distribution by velocities in
the framework of the elementary kinetic theorv, by using the
68
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following expression:
—•
c;W — D j vC j + 12 -Ai) C;D i vPiT, (1)
10
where Ti --density of volumetric flux, Di - y e i v i 	 --partial coef-
ficient of diffusion, c i --volumetric concentration, 0--velocity
of hydrodynamic gas flux as a whole, A i --constant computed on the
basis of the potential of intermolecular interaction. The partial
diffusion coefficient D i in the case of Dure gas coincides with
the self-diffusion coefficient, and for the mixture can be found 	 /68
from formulas of the elementary kinetic theory or computed
through the coefficient of mutual diffusion in the ca.:-- of a
binary mixture of gases.
If we are dealing with a gas mixture, then all the fluxes of
the components under the influence of the temperature gradient
will be directed to one side; different velocities are determined
by the magnitude of the D i and Ai coefficients. As a result of
this, a concentration shift AC develoDS in the mixture of uniform
composition. Its magnitude for a closed system can be computed
in a binary mixture of gases according to the following formula
of the elementary kinetic theory:
 
-A,)
— -( 1 -A,M	 I	 _) 1—m-
AC S - C i 2	 T`gym, C, 
+
where ml and m2 --masses of the molecules. T, and I'1--temperature
of hot and cold vessels respectively.
The magnitude of separation in the multiple-componenc system
can be easily computed through separation in binary mixtsres as
follows:
r	 )
/	 C,l
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where AC ij --magnitude of thermal diffusion se paration in a binary
mixture, and 0^ j and C..--volumetric concentrations of components
i and j in a binary mixture on the condition that (Ci/Ci)MH
(Ci/Cj)bin* In the closed s ystem, the reveloped thermal diffusion
flux should be com p ensated fo: by a reverse h ydrodynamic gas flux
as a whole, that is, hydrodynamic fluxes directed from the hot
region of gas to the cold will constantly exist in this system.
In the case of strictly selected conditions, thermal diffusion
separation will exist in the system whose magnitude can be
computed from the following ratio for the binary mixture:
LC	 aC;'	
— en Tt 	 (4)
ll	 2^ C,Jm, rCaVM,
where ACp--separation in a closed system, a--constant associated
with A..i
The developed separation in turn results in diffusion fluxes
and diffusion baroeffect, that is, the ap pearance of convective
mass fluxes in the system.
Thus, the phenomenon of thermal diffusion in the gases in
weightlessness is one of the reasons for the develo pment of
convection. By using the ratios (1) - (4), one c p.n compute the
magnitude of hydrodynamic flux that develops in gases in non-
isothermic conditions as a result of thermal diffusion.
S2. 27	 Experimental STudy of Thermal Concentration Convection
with Small Rayleigh Numbers
A. Yu. Pinyagin, A. F. Pshenichnikov• G. F. Shavd , irov (Perm')
Use of gas mixtures in studying thermal concentration con-
vection makes it possible to vary the concentration and thermal
numbers of Rayleigh in broad limits. This permits modeling of
certain processes of heat and mass exchange occurring in
70
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two - component solutions and melts in reduced gravitation.
This work studied temperature and concentration fields in a
rectangular cavity heated from the side. The lower and upper cavity
boundaries were made of sheet brass. The side boundaries were made
in the form of a multilayer copper grid permitting maintenance of
the necessary distribution of temperature. The grids were blown
through from the outside by different gases which permitted a condition
of third order for concentration, to be created on the side boundaries.
The model from the ends was restricted by thin plane - parallel glass.	 00
Temperature measurements were made using copper -constantan thermo-
couples. The model was p laced in the working space of a holographic
interferometer of real time to study the concentration fields.
The studies indicated the complex nature of the mutual
influence of the concentration and temperature fields. A dependence
of the magnitude characterizing the distortion of the concentration
field on the concentration and thermal numbers of Rayleigh was
obtained.
S2.28. Numerical Study of Mixing of Two Gas Media with Su jy of
One Gas and Removal of the Mixture from a Cvlindrical Volume
G. A. Dolgikh, A. I. Feonychev, and A. M. Frolov (*!oscow)
Obtaining of epitaxial layers by the method of gas transport
transfer, ventilation and air conditioning, and production of
chemical compounds from gas mixtures, these and many other techno-
logical processes require a study of flow and heat and mass exchange
during mixing of gas media. There are few publications in this area.
Publication [1] uses the method of successive aDDroximations to solve
the one - dimensional problem of admixture distribution during
la,ninar flow of gas mixtures in a circular tube. Publication [2]
made a numerical study of the forced and thermal convection in a
flat region, assigning the Poiseuille profile at the inlet, and gas
consumption at the outlet.
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d	 h	 dis wor use	 e equa icn o	 ea an mass exc ai1ge an
gas motion in the Boussinesq approximation to study forced, thermal
and concentration convection in a cylindrical asixymmetrical volume
of radius R and height Ii when gas is supplied with concentration Co
and temperature 
'ro 
on one of the ends through an o p ening of radius
R 1
 or through an annular slit with external and internal radii R2
and R 3 . The mixture moves through the tube of radius R 4 on the other
end. A velocity ?rofile, uniform or Poiseuille, was assigned at the
inlet to the studied volume, and the Poiseuille profile at the
outlet from the outlet pipe. Some calculations assumed that the
length of the outlet pipe H tp equalled zero.
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Figure 1 for the moment of time 9 =ut/R - 0,712	 presents
current lines ^, distribution of the dimensionless concentration
of admixture C = (C - Co )/(C l - Co ) for coordinate z on the wall
(r = 1.0) and on the axis (r = 0.0) on the condition of uniform
supply of gas over the entire section of the end z = 0 at a rate
of u and removal of the gas mixture through the opening of radius
R4 = 0.3R on the end z = H/R = 3.0 with assigned p rofile of
Poiseuille velocity at the outlet. The Reynolds number equals 10,
the Grashof number for thermal and concentration convection equals
10 3 , the Schmidt and Prandtl numbers equal 1.0. The closed
vortex near the side wall is governed by the effect of thermal
convection. An admixture concentration gradient occurs on the
radius with increased content of gas of the initial composition
near the side wall. The position of the "gas piston" front (with-
out diffusion of the gas components and with uniform velocity
prcfile over the volume section) is indicated by the dot-dash line.
The front of supplied gas is considerably in advance of the "gas
piston" front because of acceleration of the flow near the axis
and diffusion.
Figure 2 presents the change in time in the admixture
concentration which is average over the volume. Curve 3 was
obtained with Reynolds number equal to 50, and Schmidt number
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equal to 10 and H/R = 3.0; curve 4 with Reynolds number 100,
Schmidt number 1.0 and H/R = 3.0. Straight lines 1 and 2 corres-
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Figuie 1.	 Figure 2.
pond to the case of flow in a "gas piscon" mode for H/R equal 1-ti
3.0 and 5.0 respectively. These straight lines intersect the
axis of time at moment T o = H/R, which corresponds to the moment
of complete [illegible] of gas of initial composition in the "Ras
piston" mode. Before moment in time T - 0.7T o , the average gas
concentration with calculation of the convective and diffusion
	 /72
mixing changes in time by the linear law, as in the "gas piston"
mode. Then, when the introduced gas reaches the outlet opening,
the admixture concentration which is average over the volume begins
to deviate from the ideal "gas piston" mode.
The calculations show that the length of the outlet pi pe only
influences the distribution of velocity and admixture concentration
near the outlet opening and has a comparatively small effect on the
flow structure and the average concentration of admixture in the
volume.
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S2. 29. Diffusion Coefficients and Equations of Hydrodynamics
of Nonequilibrium Cas Mixture in Different Reference Systems 	 i
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We will generalize the concept of flow velocity of a non-
equilibrium mixture for a random system of reference, after defining
it from the transfer of physical property y (number of particles,
mass, pulse, quantity of substance, volume, etc.) as follows:
where 't^ i --average velocity in relation to the "fixed" system of
reference, n i--numerical density of the molecules; lower index
indicates the affiliation to the i = th mixture component.
The density of the diffusion flux in relation to the platform
moving with flux velocity (1) will equal
r 'C(V`-Vo)'^^^n'^ VR, + 	 (2)i	 i	 ^
where dtn+ ^L
	
--density of the diffusion flux of molecules and 	 /73
diffusion coefficient respectively in the reference system
C* _ ^Pi rt j 
--density of the physical property ^ .
The condition of fixing the reference system is placed on
fluxes (2)
lit "0.l
For the observer moving at flux	 .ocity (1), i.e., fixing
the reference system for (3), the following condition will be
fulfilled
•	 vn - 0
n; i	 c V; ^i	 -	 i	 (4)
since in this case the average velocity of the component in relation
to the moving observer will ea l ial the diffusion velocity
74
(3)
Al
V - v; -ve .	 (5)
For the "fixed" observe- usually connected to an instrument
(laboratory reference system), the mixture flux velocity (1) is
generally equal to zero.
For a binary mixture, the ratio between the diffusion coef-
ficients for the average numerical counting system (q = 1) and
the system of the center of mass I
-q = mi ) will look like:
^
n p^ n	 m	 rr.
	
I - al/I 
-Z I! s @1 /01 " rn	 m^ .	 (6)
where D 12 --coefficient of mutual diffusion, m--molecular mass.
	
With ^ i = mi c i , 
where C,- 8kT/Jn m;	
--average velocity of
thermal -motion of molecules, we obtain the average pulse system
of counting, for which
i
The link between the diffusion coefficients in different
counting systems looks like:
^^ - Ym2, 9)-z	 ^M	 mz ^^x
m.
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The coefficients D 2 and D2m are obtaine,l by replacing the
index 1 by the index 2 in formula (8).
Prom the general Enscog transfer equation, equations of
hydrodynamics were obtained for a random reference system which
differ from the normal equations in the system of the center of
mass because there are terms that take into consideration the
diffusion transfer of mass, pulse and energy. The continuity
equation lo::L,;s like:
a Q + b (P:0v , 7.n,rn' ^ - 0.	 (10)
at a i 
The following terms appear in the motion equation
_y w
	
_w
	
8t
;r► ;V^ vo 
a 
7— n;m;V, t	 (In r 
and in the energy equation
_( dve 'l	 d	 W	 (12)1 d t	 n`m'V l , ^u a^ ^n`m`V`
The last term in (10) and both terms in (11) and (12) equal
zero only in the system of mass center.
A correct solution to the problem is possible only on the
condition thaw all the necessary equations are taken in the same
system of counting, otherwise the nroblem of total mass transfer
in a nonuniform gas mixture will not be correctly solved.
52.30. Dissemination of Light Rays in a Binary Mixture in [leak 	 /75
Thermoconcentration Convection
1. G. Avgustinovich, L. P. Vozovoy, V. I. Yakhushin Gloscow, Perm')
An improvement in the optical parameters of items of design
optics is an important techni:al problem. Its solution requires
76
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ihaving a concept about the nature of the developing optical dis-
tortions and numerical evaluation of their magnitude. BE-_:aus- -f
the unoqual temperature in the walls of the optical device elements,
a nonuniform distribution of the refraction index is established
in the medium that fills these devices. This results in deviation
of light rays from rectilinear dissemination. Calculation of these
deviations may prove necessary in fulfilling certain precision
optical measurements.
If the medium is a multiple-component (for example, binary)
mixture, its density and refraction index will depend not only on
the temperature, but also on the concentration of mixture components.
In the case where molecules of the heavy component will be arranged
in the region with higher t emperature in a sufficient quantity, one
can assume that heterogeneities In the density and refraction index
will be considerably diminish, d.
It is common knowledge that in a heterogeneous mobile medium
that is in the field of mass forces, convection develops. Dis-
tributions of temperature, concentration and the refraction index
will be determined by the shape and intensity of the convective
Laotion. Thus, the light ray trajectories can be computed only on
the basis of preliminary solution to the convective problem.
This work studies the effect of weak convection on the
dissemination of light rays in a fla t_ plane of rectangular shape
filled with transparent two - component gas mixture. The system
of equations of thermoconcentration convection :which is written
in the Boussinesq approximation wit1i regard for thermal diffusion
aid diffusion heat conductivity was solved by the finite - differential
method by the plan of longitudinal - transverse trial run. Using
the refraction index distribution found (it depends not only on
the temperature and concentration, but also on the optical properties /76
of the mixture components characterized by the refraction coefficient),
the angular deviations of the rays falling per p endicularly to the
side wall of the cavity were computed.
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The calculations were made for Rayleigh numbers R :k 105
which for certain types of optical units correspond to the value of
specific force about 10 -2 N. An examination was made of several
cases of boundary conditions for concentration: a) cavity is
impermeable for the substance; b) boundaries parallel to the direction
of ray spread have the same or different concentration constants.
Computations were made for different thenno physical and optical
parameters of the mixture which de g ermine the Rayleigh number R,
Prandtl P, Schmidt S, coefficients of thermal diffusion, diffusion
heat conductivity and refraction. A s ystematic study was made of
the effect of these factors on the magnitude of angular deviations
in the rays. The optimal values were found for the parameters
which guarantee the least optical distortions.
It was established that the angular deviations increase with
a rise in convection :ntensity. With fixed R, thermal diffusion
parameter E t has a significant effect on the propagation of the
rays, and the angular deviatiors can both be increases., and decreased
with a rise in E t depending on the optical properties of the mixture.
The effect of other mixture parameters (P, S, diffusion heat conduc-
tivity) is comparatively low. If different concentrations are
maintained on the horizontal boundaries, then the angular deviations
can be diminished even in the absence of thermal diffusion.
Maps of current lines, isotherms and isolines of equal con-
centration were constructed.
S` 2.31. Features of Conv ective Motion in Large Centrifugal Fields
G. V. Yastrebov (Perm')
Thermal convection under weightlessness can be excited by
centrifugal forces. In order to model centrifugal convection under 	 /77
terrestrial conditions it is necessary to create strong centrifugal
fields, ,
 then the gravitational force can be ignored as compared to
the centrifugal.
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This work made an experimental study of thermal convection
in a thin, rapidly rotating cylindrical layer of liquid where there
is a radial temperature gradient. The experiments were conducted
with water filling the cylindrical gap of the rotor, whose rotation
rate could change in stages from 1200 to 5000 rpm, which corresponds
to the centripetal accelerations from 45g to 800 g, where g--
free fall acceleration.
Using the electrochemical technique of visualization, a study
was made of the structure of convective motion which is shafts
oriented along the rotation axis. A differential rotation was
found in the system of convective shafts. Possible reasons for
this effect are studied.
Measurements were made of the longitudinal components in
the velocity of convective motion in shafts depending on the Rayleigh
number. With small superciiticalities, the magnitude of velocity
rises proportionally to the square root of the supercriticality.
S2.32. Study of Thermal Convection in a Cylinder Rotating around
	 t
Its Axis
V. M. Kapinos, V. N. Pustovalov, A. P. Rud'ko, Yu. Ya. '`tatveyev
(Khar'kov)
An experimental study was made of thermal convection which
develops in the field of inertia forces in a cylindrical cavity
rotating around its axis. The limiting disks are inaintained at
constant temperatures. The temperature along the generatrix changed
according to linear law.
Acceleration of the gravitational force under experimental
conditions on the average was 50 times lower than the centrifugal
acceleration, therefore its influence was not taken into considera-
tion.
The model section of the experimental unit was formed by
glass - textolite and duralumin disks, connect-,d in the peripheral
79
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part by a glass-textolite ring. The cavity radius was 0.' m, and 	 /78
the distance between the disks 0.14 m. The glass-textolite disk
which models the heated side. surface of the rotor is equip p ed with
fourteen concentric band heaters made of thin foil. The inner
surface of the ring had four heaters.
Methods of mathematical statistics were used to generalize
the study results.
The experiments indicated that the average heat emission of
the heated disk essentially does not de pend on the potation frequency
of the system and the temperature pressure, and is roughly 11 - fold
greater than the heat flux computed for pure heat conductivity. This
is explained by the fact that the develo pment of thermal convection
is slowed down by the effect of the Coriolis inertia forces that
reduce the velocity of the liquid in relation to the cavity
boundaries.
The existence of two regions with different laws for the
change in thermal flux density over the radius was found on the
hot side of the cavity. The separating radius which determines
the presence of a peripheral region slightly de pends on t'ie mode
parameters in the studied range of their change and is approximately
equal to 0.6 of the cavity radius. Within each of the regions, the
average heat emission essentially does not denend on the Grashof
number, which is an indication that both o ppositely acting factors,
intensification of heat out put of free convection with a rise in
temp erature pressure and rotation frequency, on the one hand, and
the effect of the Coriolis force, on the other hand, mutually
compensate for each other.
The report presents similarity equations which describe the
local heat emission of the more heated disk and peripheral boundary
of the cavity, as well as the average heat emission of the less
heated disk.
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Numerical anal y sis of thermal convection in the examined
System was based on the Navier - Stokes and energy equations in
the Boussinesq approximation. The solution used an explicit
monotonic conservative finite - diiferential p lan [11, -.which made
a number of changes in order to im p rove the accurac y and increase
the rate of convergence of the iteration process. In th y! area of
small Gr numbers, stationary distributions were obtained for the
current lines, isotherms and N,usselt numbers.
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52.33. Numerical Study of Centrifugal Convection in a Cylindrical
Layer
V. I. Chernatynskiy (Perm')
An examination is made of convection of liquid which is
between two coaxial isothermic cylinders rotating with constant
angular velocity with more heated external cylinder. The convection
equationsin the Boussinesq a pp roximation are written in the
rotating system of coordinates on the assumption that the centri-
fugal acceleration is great as compared to the acceleration of the
gravitational force, so that the mass force is directed on the
radius from the rotation axis. Under these conditions, mechanical
equilibrium (solid rotation) of the li q uid is possible. In the
case of a thin layer, with a rise in the temnerature differential,
it becomes unstable in relation to p erturbations in the form of
swells (rolls) oriented alone the rotation axis [1]. This work
uses the Galerkin method to find the neutral curves for these
perturbations with different thicknesses of the laver. Fhe dependence
of minimum Rayleigh number defined through the thickness of the
layer, and the number of swells in the layer on its thickness are
defined. The grid method was used to study the suprar_ritieal
flow modes. The finite - differential p lan was constructed with
81
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regard for the nonuniform compendency of the integration region.
Calculations were made on a 10 x 20 grid for different Rayleigh
number values and layer thickness with fixed value of the Prandtl
number P = 1. With small sunracriticalities, the flow structure
corresponds to the structure of the most dangerous perturbation.
With a further rise in the Rayleigh number, self - oscillating
flow anodes develop in which the rolls oscillate in a radial
direction.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
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S2.34. Thermal Convection in a Force Field o_^ Variable Intensity
A. K. Sinitsyn and V. Ye. Fertman (Minsk)
Mathematical modeling of transfer processes under conditions
close to weightlessness has become an urgent problem because of
the development of space equipment and technology. The weak force
fields that are active under these conditions are characterized
by spatial heterogeneity of intensity (acceleration). For example,
during rotation of the space apparatus au - z , and in the
gravitational field of the apparatus a c - 1/"••
This repDrt presents results of nuiuterical modeling of thermal
convection in a square section cavity with "heating from the side"
and the presence of heterogeneous acceleration of the mass force
over the height. Equations are examined in the Boussinesq appro-
ximation. The temp erature on the vertical boundaries is maintained
constant, and on the horizontal, it changes according to the linear
law.
An examination was made of two laws for the change in
acceleration over the height. a) acceleration rises linearly with
heigh t_ a ,i = a* (Ve4)/'jo (rotation of ap p aratus); b) it diminishes
inversely proportionally to the height (self - gravitation)
ac _ Q'^a/(^jo• 4)	 ; here y--dimensionless coordinate on the
/80
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vertical (0 < y < 1); a*--acceleration on the lower edge of the
square; yo --parameter which characterizes the magnitude of hetero-
geneity of acceleration over height and determined by the distance
of the examined cavity from the rotation center a) or center of mass 	 1
b) of apparatus. With yo	 we obtain Qµ -CL C - a *.
Numerical calculations were made according to the technique
presented in publication [1] for the Prandtl number Pr = 1.
In contrast to the results of numerical modeling of thermal
convection in cylindrical geometry [2], the effect of rhP rype of
heterogeneity of acceleration over height on the structure of
convective motion was found. In the case a), the convective cell
is pressed to the upper boundary of the cavity, near which the
local circulation velocity of the liquid rises; in case b), a
similar effect is observed near the lower edge.
Analysis of the effect
heat exchange indicates that
heat flux on the quantity yo
which corresponds to the mor
of the cavity in the Grashof
result of publication [3].
of acceleration heterogeneity on
a strong dependence of dimensionless 	 /81
is observed for yo smaller than 1,
e than double drop over the height
number. This result agrees with the
Heterogeneities in field intensity for which y o > 5 do not
have practical effect on heat exchange (see figure) in the studied 	 #
range of change in tiAe Cr number. In this case one may not take
into consideration the acceleration heterogeneity over the fluid
volume.
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S2.35. Convective Diffusion in Rotating Spherical. Laver
A. P. Grigin, B. I. I1'in, N. V. Pet'kin (Moscow)
An examination is made of convective diffusion in a spherical
laver formed by a sphere of radius R 1 ?laced in a s phere of radius
R 2 . The space between the two spheres is filled with electrolyte.
The external surface of one sphere and the internal surface of the
other are respectivel y the cathode and anode of the oxidation and
reduction reaction. Both spheres rotate with angular velocity w
which governs the appearance of a centrifugal force field acting
on the solution. It is hypothesized that the rate of the chemical
reaction on the electrodes is considerably greater than t-he rate of
supply of reacting substances to it. In this case, when the reaction
occurs in the system, a concentration gradient appears C(r) for the
reacting substances. This results in a density gradient in the
solution. Because of heterogeneous density of the liquid, convec-
tive motion of the solution appears in the system. It increases
the rate of supplying the reacting substances to the electrodes
and correspondingly, the maximum current in the circuit.
84
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The equations which describe the stationary convective
diffusion in the rotating spherical layer look like:
(3v)ir-- °—p +VAV- 8Q ci^x(w"t)•	 (1)
P	 Q 8C
	
dive'-0,	 (2)
(3)
'vvC	 AC.
The addend with double vector product in (1) describes the field
of centrifugal forces; it is believed that the pseudovector
w passes through the center of the sphere. The boundary conditions
of the problem look like:
v.1Rq.0,	 ;'IRI,=O,	 (4)
C1 R, -0,	 C1Rt-C11 .	 (5)
Since
	 [CM W	 t)] 0 0	 then convection occurs with the lowest /83
angular velocity desired w. In this case, solution to the problem
(1) - (5) was found in the form of a series for small parameter
-	 I
a W2..
This work in the first approximation for a finds the
hydrodynamic field of solution velocities, as well as the change
in diffusion flux caused b y convective transfer of ions.
S2. 36. Numerical and Anal •itical Methods for Solving Heat and Mass
--
Transfer  Problems with Natural Convection in Low Gravity Conditions
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One of the features in studying the processes in weak fields
of mass forces is that the physically small perturbations in the
temperature or dynamic fields have a significant effect on the
distribution of unknown parameters. This makes it necessary to have
especially r_hnrough calculation of all interacti.n^ factors, and in
particular, to solve the tasks of heat and mass exchange in the
associated statement. The solutions obtained by numerical methods
(in particular, method of finite differences), des p ite the great
	
I	 universality and theirtruly enormous potentialities, suffer from
chronic shortcomings associated with the aoplied conditions of
convergence, stability, conservativeness, etc. It is therefore
desirable to obtain solutions which are free of these shortcomings
fas far as possible.
This work presents solutions to the problems of natural
convection for cavities of certain canonical forms with small
gravitational forces (g/g , < 10 ?). For a complete sys~em of
transfer equations in the framework of the Boussinesq approximation,
methods were used of integral transforms, and the nonlinear convec- 	 Y
tive terms were represeEted ry source terms which are sought for
by iterations. The Solution for the vertical slit was made for 	 /84
mathematical formulation of the problem of natural convection in
variables T, ^ which includes an energy transfer equation and
equation for ^ or the fourth order (which excludes the need for
using an equation for the vortex)
The energy transfer equation:
PT : d'T
r.	
^L	 d2	 dz``	 ^3 ;t4
the pulse transfer equation.
rr y '	 i , `z^.zr^ G^ Pt aTdjr
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The findings are compared with the resul%s of the availablo 	 /85
numerical solutions. Solutions for horizontal and vertical
cylinders and spherical cavit y are also obtained inthe form of
quadratures.
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S2. 31. 'Numerical and Experimental Study of Conjugate Heat ExchanPe
for Hor izontal Cylinder in a 'Neale Mats F,,rce r ie c1
V. S. Kuntsova, A. V. Korol'kov, A. I. Batarin, and V. G.
Malinin (Moscow)
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A mathematical model and numerical solution are presented
for the problem of nonstationary conjugate heat exchange for a
horizontal cylinder filled with liquid and surrounded by a liquid
medium, under conditions of a weak mass force field (g/g o < 10-3).
Mathematical formulation of the problem is given in variables T,
^, w in the framework of the Boussinesq a pproximation. The system
of energy, pulse transfer equations, and equation for linking ^ and
W for the internal and external regions is solved numerically by
the method of finite differences according to the modified explicit
finite differential plan [1]. The conjugate conuition used is the
equation of balance in the energy effects com p iled for the element
of thin heat - conducting cylinder shell with regard for heat trans-
fer by heat conductivity in a circular direction [2]. As a result
of the solution, features were revealed for development of the
processes of natural convection inside the cylinder and in the
external region, temperature fields were constructed, and functions
of current and velocities with regard for the mutual effect of the
contacting media (liquid - solid shell -liquid). It was indicated
that the use of the balance equation as a condition of conjugation
instead of the boundary condition of the fourth order results in an
improvement inthe accuracy of the numerical solution and improvement
in the conservativeness of the blan. A criterion is presented for	 /86
conjugation, from whose magnitude one can establish the need for
solving the problem in the conjugate statement. Dimensions of the
zone of influence in the external region are defined. The convective
heat exchange inside of the cylinder affects it. Change in the
radius of influence depending on the physical properties of the
medium, intensity of motion and time is defined ^i.th accurac y
 0.57'..
The findings from the numerical solution for distribution of the
temperature field inside and outside of the cylinder were compared
witr the experimental results made by r'ie authors `or the Grashof
numbers to Gr = 10 6 . Experiments were made on the shadow instrument
of Tepler with photorecording of the temperature gradient fields and
recording of the change in the shell temperature in time using
88
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chromel - alumel thermocouples. The thermocou ples arranged in the
liquid inside of the cylindrical cavity recorded the significant
temperature stratification also obtained in the numerical solution.
The data on the temperature fields in the liquid and in the shell
that were found in the experiment and in the numerical solution
agree well among themselves.
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S2.38. Numerical Methods of Computing Convective Flows in Closed
Regions .pith Reduced Gravitation
N. N. Borodina, A. F. Voyevodin, N. A. Leont'yev (Novosibi-sk)
An examination is made of convective flow of a viscous
incompressible liquid in a closed region (circle, square witt-_
assigned law of temperature change on thesolid wall. With Navier -
Stokes equations writte<< in variables of the current - vortex
function, based on the method of fractional steps, an algorithm is
suggested for solving implicit: differential equations with accurate
realization of the adhesion conditions on the solid wall.
In the case of flow in weak gravitation, the flow rates are
low and the nonlinear terms can be computed for the lower layer.
In this case the restrictions for the grid spacing for the Kurant
condition allow selection of a fairly large step in Lime, and the
implicit differential equations have constant coefficients. This
fact can be used when solving them using a modification of the
trial run parameter with parameter. It is expedient to select
as a trial run parameter a combination of solution values on the
boundary and its derivative, so that the first trial run coefficient
equals the maximum value .
	
Then the other trial run coefficients
89
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are constant and equal this coefficient. The trial run method
for the parameter makes it possible to express the solution
in the internal points through the parameter values on the boundaries
also in solving the differential equations. This presentation allows
only boundary conditions to be obtained for a vortex from the
condition for current function.
Detailed study of the method,in addition to the implicit
technique, uses the method of computing convective flows in the
main variables based on the explicit plan of the marker and cell
method that uses the approximation of adequate terms by directed
differences. The calculations take into consideration the change
in viscosity and heat conductivity depending on temperature.
In order to compute velocities, pressure and temperature in
the new time layer, initially the pressure gradient field was
computed from a solution to the Gilbert problem for a nonuniform
system of Cauchy - Riemarn equations and auxiliary velocity fields.
Then fulfillment of the conditions for mass preservation is moni-
tored, and if necessary, the velocity field is reorganized by
iteration. The mass preservation equation is fulfilled in each
cell for this purpose. The tem perature field is computed after this.
S2.39. Conjugate Problem of Convection in Closed Cavity Surrounded 	 /88
by Heat Conducting Massif
V. A. Mazurov, B. I. Myznikova, Ye. L. Tarunin, B. N. Fedorov,
"e. A. Chertkova (Moscow, Perm')
With small values of the Rayleigh number in a closed cavity
heated from below, mechanical equilibrium is possible. in many
practical situations, the equilibrium conditions are approximately
fulfilled and it becomes necessary to compute the finite disorders
in these conditions. The increased interest in examining these
situations is noted in [1].
This publication studies the case of disrupted equilibrium
conditions associated with the effect of conjugation of problem
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statement. A numerical study was made of the axial -symmetrical
convection in a vertical cylinder with regard for the thermophysical
properties of the surrounding massif. The temperature gradient
corres p onding to heating from below is assigned far from the cavity
in the massif.
The dependence of the maximum value of the current function
^m on the Rayleigh number R is illustrated in .figure 1 (solid line).
As is apparent, with R < R * , there is low - intensive flow in the
cavity (R* = 706--critical number determining the convection
threshold in the task without consideration for the conjugation).
In the vicinity of point R* , the -onvection intensity increases and
a smooth rearrangement of the flow pattern occurs. The dotted
line shows the amplitude curve for the problem where the boundary
value condiLions are directly assigned on the boundary of the
liquid region.
It follows from the presented calculations that the real
dcscri.ption of the process requires a conjugate statement.
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S2.40. Convective Movements of Nonnewtonian Liquid in Reduced
Gravitation
T. P. Lyubimova (Perm')
A study was made of convective motion of a viscoplastic liquid
in a closed region heated from the side. An examination was made
of the range of Rayleigh numbers corresponding to small values of
gravitational force acceleration (g/g about 10 -3 ). The Williamson0
model is used to describe the rheological behavior of the liquid:
ei k = N om -*^^ ei k
L
where T ik--tensor of viscous stresses, e ik--tensor of deformation
rate, I 2 --second tensor invariant e ik ; J1 oo jo,OL
rheological constants.
The problem is solved by the grid method using a divergent
finite differential plan. Rectangular regions extended on the
vertical are examined with ratio of the sides Z = 1, 2, 5. It is
indicated that with small values of the Rayleigh number, intensity
of convective movement of the Williamson liquid is low. When a
certain value of the Rayleigh number is reached R* , there is a
sharp rise in intensity of convection (presence of weak convection
with R < R* is linked to the use of regularized rheological model
(1); in the case of the Shvedov -Bingham medium, the Rayleigh number
R* is the threshold, and there is no convective movement with R <
R* ; with a decrease in the regularization parameter x, the intensity
of convective movement with R < R * drops). The calculations made
with different values of the parameter T O indicate that the values
of the ratio of the Rayleigh threshold number R * to the parameter
92
(1)
4* o agrees well with those found in [1] using the variational
principles.
Zones of quasisolid and viscoplastic flows were conditionally
defined from the found-fields ef _current and voltage functions.
It was indicated that in the case of the square region, the zone
of viscoplastic flow develo p s -.rith R ￿ R* in a narrow Fnnular layer
that on individual sections touches the boundaries of the region.
In tha case of a square region, the zones of viscoplastic flow
develop with R z R* in a narrow layer that touches the edges of the
region, and in the central part of the region. The numerically
found distributions of deformation velocities and stresses agree
qualitatively with those obtained in [1] using variation principles.
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S2.41. Mechanical Equilibrium of Nonuniformly Heated Real Liquid
in Reduced Gravitation
A. F Glukhov and G. F. Putin (Perm') 	
1 y,
If a liquid is considered Newtonian and single - phase, then
it will be quiescent when the gravitational field g and the tempera-
ture gradient :T are parallel and the Rayleigh number is less than
the critical; the horizontal component VTsina (a--angle between
g and VT) is as small as desired and excites convective circulation.
However, in weak fields, the effects which under terrestrial conditions
are small on the background of the gravitational convection mechanism
and are associated with deviations in the real liquid from the
adopted model can become decisive. This effect is found in
experiments with lavers of polar liquids of thickness d from 0.7
to 5 nun in glass blocks, or -petal, on the one hand, and glass en the
other hand. The layer shifts between the heat exchangers per p endi-
cularly to their surfaces. The component VTsina was assigned by
93
1inclination of the heat exchanger from the horizontal in a plane
parallel to the broad boundaries [illegible]. The flow was
recorded by thermocouples from the deviations from equilibrium
temperatures. Their intensity was the average module classified
with the temperature difference T of the heat exchangers. The
velocities in water were also determined by electrochemical method.
With small a, the liquid is quiescent. When the critical angle
C( C (T)<5° is exceeded, a flow develops whose intensity is proportional
to the inclination. The angles ac which are found in experiments
with different T and D make it possible to introduce criteria of
similarity T, -9g0Td SMCL C , Tc< 10.2, dyne/cm2 . Here p and s--average
density and thermal coefficient of ex pansion. The parameter T  has
the meaning of the initial shear stress, however, its magnitude
is lower than the sensitivity of the methods of cap illary viscosi-
metry. In ncnpolar benzene, the angle is ac.
The presence of the critical parameter T for nonisothermic
c
polar liquids under terrestrial conditions is manifest in the finite
amplitude Rayleigh instability in thin cells [1]. However, in
fields several orders lower than the terrestrial, this effect can
stabilize the equilibrium with random directions g and VT and in
cavities of considerably greater thickness.
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SECTION 3. EQUILIBRIUM, STABILITY A^1D MOTION OF LIQUIDS
WITH FREE SURFACES	 /93
3.1. Solution to Laplace Canillary Equation for Double Bond
Axisymmetrical Surfaces by Linearization Method and Its Anolication
to the Problem of Crystallization in N.icrogravity
I. V. Barmin and A. S. Senchenkov (Moscow)
Double bond liquid surfaces are very important from the
viewpoint of applications. Their theoretical study is difficult,
94
^v
and with the excep tion of simple situations, a sufficiently
effective algorithm for constructing an equilibrium line in this
case has not yet been obtained (1, 2]. At the same time, in the
majority of essentially interesting cases, the surface shape does
not differ strongly from the cylindrical of constant diameter. This
circumstance allows us to use linearization of the Laplace capil-
lary equation to solve a large number of problems. As a result
of linearization, the equation of equilibrium line r(z) was obtained
in an explicit form in the cylindrical coordinate system for fixed
and rotating liquid with g-force acting along the axis. The
boundary value conditions can vary, i.e., it is possible either to
assign the radius at the ends of the examined interval, or the angle
of inclination of the tangent at these points.
The computation results for relationships obtained in the
linear arpi-oxiniation were compared with the results of the known
numerical solutions on the computer of the La p lace original
equation (2]. The error in these relationships in the examined
cases did not exceed 5% with IE I 130°	 and	 o.8o,n/R<I.2,
where e- -angle between the tangent to the equilibrium line and axis,
,1--characteristic radius, r m--minimum distance from the axis to
the equilibrium line.
The obtained solution was used to com pute the parameters of
crystallization with different methods for growing crystals. The
	 /94
method of zonal melting, Stepanov method and method of directed
crystallization in an ampoule is examined. An additional condition
which guarantees uniqueness of the solution is assigning the pressure
on the edge of the sha p e former in the Stenanov method and volume
v of liquid in the methods of zonal melting and directed crystal-
lization.
The following were obtained, in particular:
--link between parameters of the cr ystallization p rocess when
crystals are grown of constant diameter by the zonal melting
method
M
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z
--formula for determining the radius of the crystal grown by the
Stepanov method
R ic' ^ - (Bo * tg ^E,) t^ L - Bo L• • - (P - ^ (Sec L - I) ; • (2)
.	 «.	 .... .
--condition for formation in weightless:i_css of a "neck" when the
crystal grows in an ampoule
Q^/t] - 1 a,-[a(2cu sa ;; -a e^	 < L o,	 (3)OLO
where	 Bo . QgBn jZL^^r 	 -- Bond number ; 'k: • 2We, p - (qo pr) R/5^
We
-P o) 'V/20, --Weber number.
Formulas (1) - (3) used the following designations: p--
density, g o --acceleration of free fall to Earth, n--g-force, a--
coefficient of surface tension, --angular velocity of liquid
rotation, a--gap between crystal and am poule, ao--angle,
supplemental to wettin g angle, Rk --radius of crystal, L--length
of liquid column, p r --gas pressure, o o --pressure in melt at edge
of -,hape - former, E
o
--growth angle. All the quantities in the
formulas are dimensionless. The following are adopted as the
characteristic dimensions: radius of the initial material in the
method of zonal melting, radius of sha p e former in the Stepanov
method, inner radius of the ampoule in the method of directed
crystallization.
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vysoty meniskov dlyT razlichn kh sluchavev k^aniilllyarnozo
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3.2. Problems of Li q uid Equilibrium Stability with Unbonded Free
Surface in Open Systems
L. A. Slobozhanin (Khar'kov)
A study is made of the stability of the equilibrium condition,
where the liquid partially fills the vessel and its free surface
r consists of m connectea components r; (l- 1,..., m; M- 1) ,
It is assumed that the areas occu p ied by gas are interconnected or
with unlimited space. The liquid has surface tension and is
exposed to the effect of a weak field of mass forces.
A feature of the problem for comparison with the case of
connected r is expansion of the class of permissible perturbations
for each of the r i . It is demonstrated in examining the analog
of the Maxwell task where the liquid is on a plate with several
of the same openings of rectangular shape, while r  are flan. A
study was made of the stability of liquid equilibrium in a gravi-
tational field if the vessel in the vicini_ty of each of the wetting
Lines y i
 (i = 1.2) is cylindrical ;in this case, the shapes and
dimen3ions or the cress sections for the corresponding cylinders
do not mandatorily coincide). The answer de p ends onthe arrangement
of the liquid in relation to the direction of the gravitational
forces and on the ratio of cylinder cross section areas.
With the assumption of axial symmetry, the F•ossibili.ty is
discussed of st_vdyin- stability by constructing a critical surface
in the soa^e of parameters Xi defined by the value of the wetting
,in.gle. Es well zs curvatures of the v?ssel surface and r  on the
line y i
 (i = 1, ..., m). An examination was Made of a number of
tasks for m = 2. In particular, boundaries ^Yere constructed for
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the maximuT region of stability in weightlessness and unler the
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influence of the gravitational field (in the latter case r, are
A.
ccnsider`d flat).
T-he tasl•: is foinulate ri for a system :lade of several immiscible
liquids with free surfaces.
3.3. Electrodynamics of Weightlessness Conditions
1. M. Kirko (Perm')
1. Electrostatic and magnetostat.ic equilibriums in
weightlessness. Irnshaw theorem and its interpretation. First
works of V. K. Arkad'yev. Ponizovskiy exjeriments. model of the
Earth's hydrosphere. Creation of artificizl gravity using an
electrical field.
2. Transitional states of liquids in weightlessness with
regard for ion conductance and microstates of ferroliquids. Failure
of certain electrostatic experiments in weightlessness. Separating
properties of an electrical field in future space technologies.
"Decisive experiment" in ferrohydrodynamics, detection of claster
condition of ferromagnetic liquids.
3. Ratios of electrodynamic and capillary equilibrium in
weightlessness. Dynamics of the-skin effect in liquid metals.
Wall-less pipes. Sterile transport in space technology.
14. Control of Stability of a Liquid Surface Using Variable
Fields
V. A. Briskman (Perm')
This report examines the effect of variable fields of
different physical nature (electrical, magnetic, gravitational
on stability of equilibrium in a liquid mass with free surface.
General laws were established for the development of instability
linked to modulation of the fields in time. Results are presented
of analysis and experimental verification of the known [1, 2, and
others] and new mechanisms for modulation (parametric) instability.
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It was indicated that through field modulation one can have a
significant stabilizing or destabilizing exfect on the free surface.
The use of control without feedback is substantiated in situations
where the research results permit a guaranteed maintenance of the
necessary stability mode in the parameter range necessary for
practical purposes.
Laboratory experiments are described in which conditions are
stabilized that are absolutely unstable in the absence of a con-
trolling factor. For example, results are presented of experiments
to prevent Rayleigh - Taylor instabilit y using vibrations and
variable tangential electrical field.
The proposed method of controlling stability can be used,
in particular, to stabilize the free surface of the melts in the
space technology processes.
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3.5. Laboratory Modeling of Stability and Resonance Oscillations
cf Liquid Zones with Small Bond Numbers_
M. P. Yelagin, A. P. I.ebedev, A. V. Shmelev (Moscow)
Development of liquid formation processes, crucibleless
growth of crystals, and so forth for weightlessness makes it
necessary to develop methods of laboratory and mathematical
modeling of hydromechanics for free liquid zones.
This work examines different methods for laboratory modeling
of certain capillary phenomena in isothermic conditions: with a
	 /98
decrease in the characteristic size ("microprobe" method) and
with the use of hydrostatic forces for buoyancy of immiscible
liquids of equal density ("neutral buoyancy" method). Experimental
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data are presented on shapes and stability of spherical, cylindrical
and conical equilibrium surfaces. A comparison is made with the
theoretical data [1].
The "microprobe" method studies the resonance oscillations
in the liquid zones. Experimental data wore obtained can the natural
oscillations depending onthe shapes of the spherical, cvlindrical
and conical zones. A comparison is made with the theoretical data
obtained for small oscillations in the coluc,n of liquid on an
unrestricted plane [2].
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S3.1. Equilibrium Figures for Rotating D_ rop in 4e ight1 e ssness
L. A. Slobozhanin (Khar'kov)
Study of the classic problem of equilibrium figures of i
rotating weightless free drop of viscous liquid which has surface
tension has more than independent importance. It is i,7uortant also
for other fields of science (for example, in modeling an atomic
nucleus), and for technology. Solution to this probler-, permits
control of the drop and is the basis for studying subsequent
problems of pressure by additional application of external force
fields (electrical, magnetic, etc.). Consequently, publication
[1] discusses the program of experiments on a returnable space
vehicle for observing the evolution of shape in a rotating drop.
Theoretical studies of axisymmetrical equilibrium figures
and their stability have been previously made by
 J. Rayleigh,
P. Apple, S. Chandrasekhar and the author. Vais publication
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studies branching of the solutions to the nonlinear ogi0 libr.iu,,,
problem (the expediency of this study has been noted in ;1, 21).
It was established that a two - parametric family of nonaxisyrzmetrical
states which are invariant in relation to rotations around the
rotation axis z passes through the critical (in the sc e of
stability) axisymmetrical state.	 In this case, the deviation in
the free surface of the new family from the critical axisymmetrical
surface r * on the perpendicular to the latter for values of the
parameter p close to the critical p * looks like
X-0. 946vIP
-P•II u(S) O,n	 U,"30 0(iP-p.tl.
Pere p-pW'/26;P, 6	 --density and coefficient of surface
tension of liquid; w--angular velocity of uniform rotation around
the z axis; p * = 5.253 V-1 ; V--volume of li q uid; ^--polar angle in
cyclindrical coordinate system r, ^, z; s--length of the section
arc r * counted from the pole with plane ^ = const; u(s)--limited
solution to the following equation having symmetry in relation to
the straight line s = T(r- -value s at the equatorial pint)
z
11.p.`
	 r1
for which u(0) = u'(0) = 0, u"(0) = p * -1/6 , r(s),
 
z(s) - coordinates
of point for r*.
It is indicated that branching occurs towards p
However, for the branching figures, the kinetic mumenr i , in relation
to the z axis is larger than its critical value F. -4 »,.'.; - r,. s
The branching nonaxi symmetrical figures are stable ne,,_ the
branching point. Consequently. with v
	
*, nonaxisyr.^metrical
equilibrium figures and only these may be observed.
The findings together with the previous studies on axi-
symmetrical equilibri ,im forms and their stability prove the remark-
able similarity in the behavior of the rotating liquid masses that
101
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are held by the forces of surface tension and the gravitsticr.:l
forces.
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S3.2. Margin of Stability of Equilibrium States for Flat and
Axis , n*r*^etrical Drops
M. A. Svechkareva (Khar'kov)
The functional minimum U(y) of potential energy in the
examined system is realized on stable equilibrium states of a free
liquid surface yo.
L'
The concept of potential depression for the given condition
Y O of stable equilibrium was introduced in publication [1]. The
potential depression is delimited by a stationary point (if it
exists) for the functional of potential energy U(y), the equilibrium
form of y n which is closest to y o in U(y) values. We call this
the "cross-over" form. Then t'-e stability margin H (depth of
potential depression) is defined as the difference in values
H- U(N-U(x,).	 (1)
Stable equilibrium forms of the free flat surface of a flat
and axisymmetrical drop have been well studied [2, 31. Boundaries
for the area of stability of symmetrical or axisymmetrical
equilibrium forms have been constructed inthe plane of change in
the parameters of the problem, angle of wetting n and area of
cross section Q or volume V. It is also indicated r2, 31
that the most dangerous (minimum of second variation in the potential
energy functional is nullified) are the symmetrical for the flat
and axisymmetrical for the spatial perturbation problems. This
allows us to hypothesize that the equilibrium form y  which lies
i
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on the boundary of the potential depression for X  is an unstable
symmetrical or axisymmetrical equilibrium form. 	 /101
By using the properties of the integral curves for the
equilibrium system equations and the physical considerations, one
can construct the unknown unstable "cross-over" forms tin in a
similar way as this was done in publication [4]. These con-
structions are possible for values of parameters from a certain
finite region that adjoins the boundary of stability. This region
can be obtained as follows.
For each integral curve of the equilibrium equation we note
in the plane for change in problem parameters those points (a, Q
or V) for which one can state solutions from the selected integral
curve. Doing this for all the integral curves, we obtain a
certain subregion in the region of stability, for each point of
which (a, Q or V) there are no less than two solutions, one of
which is stable. Figure 1 presents the plottings for the flat
drop. It is obvious that for each point in the area ABCDEA there
are two solutions which correspond to different integral curves
defined by the initial values Yo . Formula (1) is used to easilf
compute the precise margin of stability for each point in region
ABCDEA. Figure 2 presents lines for equal stability margins for a
flat drop. Similar results were obtained for the axisymmetrical	 ,.
drop.
The stability margin H can be viewed as an accurate evaluation
from above of the kinetic energy which can be attributed to the
	 i
system in condition^
o
 so that it remains in the corresponding ,o
	 i
potential depression.
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S3.3. Forms of Equilibrium in a Capillary Liquid between Two Rings
(Pipes)
V. M. Yentov and A. L. Yarin (:Moscow)
The problem of forms of Pquilibrium of liquid films (drops)
which are between two rings (pipes) with different pressures
inside the liquid p is solved. Values are defined for the distances
L between the rings (pipes) at which the stationary solution for
the assigned pressure does not exist. Regions are set on the plane
p - L in which there are on ,-. two and three equilibrium configu-
rations.
S3.4. Approximate Analytical Methods of Solving the Problem
	 /104
of Liquid Hydrostatics in a Vessel under ConditionsC` e tc
Weightlessness. Small Perrurbations of Stable Equilibrium Forms
M. Ya. Barnyak and I. A. Lukovskiy (Kiev) 	 i
I	 I
An examination is made of the vessels which have the shape
I
of a rotation body with symmetry axis parallel to the effect of
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the gravitational force, as well as cylindrical vessels of random
cross section.
Analytical methods are proposed for solving the task of the
shape of equilibrium of the free liquid surface in these vessels
with consideration for the surface forces. The axisyrnntrical
equilibrium forms of the free liquid surface are described by the
following system of nonlinear differential equations
I 
zr
.L
	 (1)
where z = z(s), r = r(s)--parameteric form of assigned curve;
s--length of arc; C) designates differentiation for s; b--Bond
number.
In addition to the system of differential equations (1),
functions z(s) and r(s) should satisfy the corresponding boundary
value conditions. Solution to the Cauchy problem for system of
equations (1) is constructed in the form of exponential series
00	 00	 (2)2: a k sk ,	 ^gks k
k-0
	 k-0
In this case recurrent formulas were obtained for the coefficients
a  and bk . The formulas reflect each subsequent coefficient ak + 1
and b  + 1 through all the preceding. An evaluation is made of the
convergence of series (2). The question of stability of the con-
structed equilibrium forms is studied. Because solution to problem
(1) is presented in an analytical form, an effective criterion is
constructed for evaluating stability of the equilibrium forms. For
stable equilibrium forms, an examination is made of the problem
with small perturbations in the equilibrium form, as a consequence
of small changes in the geometric dimensions of the vessel and the
105
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Bond number. Green function of the boundary value problem is
constructed for this purpose for the corresponding linear dif-
ferential equation of the second order. It is also important
to use the method of exponential series to solve this problem.
In the case of cylindrical regions (including inclined),
there is reason to construct a solution to the problem of hydro-
statics through minirazing the functional
KM .^^('.(^e_122 l ` . (a') ` l'/a + 6 (^toc .S . za, •	 (3)\a ^) )
ya,^ `^dG^ ftaos l dt,
where G--cross section of the cylinder with plane z = const; (a1,
a 21 a 3 )--guide cosines of the gravity force action vector;
z = z(x, y)--equation of free liquid surface; y--angle of wetting
by liquid of the solid cavity wall.
It was indicated that the functional (3) is defined in the
Sobolev space W' 1 (G). The approximate solution is presented in
the form
ak
x
► .1
where
	
{toft,4) 1 	 --certain complete system of functions in W 1 (G).
The coefficients a k are defined from the conditions for the
i	 minimum funtional (3). The Newton method is used to solve the
j	 corresponding system of ninlinear algebraic equations. Numerical
j	 examples are given.
S3.5. Stability of a Stream and Threads of Nonewtonian Liquids	 /105
Z. P. Shyl'man and B. M. Khusid (Minsk)
An examination is made of the breakdown of capillary streams
106
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of nonlinear viscous and nonlinear viscoelastic liquids. Solution
(1) to the problem in the long wave approximation (aR/63)2 WR/ail-Cl
without consideration for the inertia terms was obtained in Lagrange
variables g . t,q-f.
 "n R`dx .	 dL /d.t - V(L,t)	 where
equals the volume of liquid between the sections z and L(t); R--
radius of stream, V--velocity of liquid, the Oz axis coincides
with the stream axis. The z = 0 section was taken as the zone of
reconstruction for the velocity profile and relaxation of str ­ ssos;
here Rl:.o - Ro
a( ,9)zcR Z ( ,e ) +JT	 (4,9) -IraeR,, q_y82.--R a9
where a--longitudinal tension in stream, ze --surface tension of
liquid. In (1) 4	 is included only as a parameter in the magni-
tude of perturbation of the radius:	 R!e.o = R„ (F) . 	 the
perturbation in eacn section develops independentl y , moving,
together with the liquid. Substitution of (1) into the rheolo ical
equation of liquid for uniaxial extract provides an eque ion for
development of perturbations. For the nonlinear viscous liquid
u aT
	 '
u- P. /R., t- 9/A„ ,	 6-( /^(ae1R,),
U ,(4) -R.(0/R„ f(u) - (P(x/R o ,	 (T/ R.)
--longitudinal viscosity of liquid. For the Newtonian
u(J.T)- u W	 + PA
	
1- u( t.'L) _ t
- u„(P' 
I	
z
.mom. -r An., i 10 --
in the case of the maximum dilatant liquid, a system of drops is	 /106
formed at the sites of the maximum value R.H (F) connected by
i
threads that become thinner with essentially constant rate. The
stream of maximum pseudoplastic liquid is broken down into columns
at the sites of the minimum value RH (E) ' For nonlinearly viscoelastic
liquid with Theological equation of the Oldroid
((^
tyC
C
pe:
1 -u 	^ -'LLW au ' uIT-0 . uN(t), l IT -0ut _	
u	 aT	
1
a q 4a^ au ^_ ac w au	 with	 a^ < 0,
of 
* T ` u TT 	 aT
g_ 2 a4 au . _ a w d u , with	 au > 0.
a't u aT u OT
Here: T =a/a, a--relaxation time, —, i Ro4 --stress of the Maxwell
element, 0 < a < 1--contribution of the Maxwell element to effec-
tive viscosity of the liquid, a--model parameter, W.6 1RdA M
determines the ratio between the nodule of liquid elasticity n/a
and capillary pressure in the stream. The phase plane of this
system is divided by the line q = (I - u)/ti t
 into two regions. In
region I: q < (1 - u)/u 2 we have
1-4a d ip	 0((1-00 u4a z_w	 c]	 ty	 aU < 0;U	 au =- W (1 U)U4n L _4,	 y'u4a	 CT
In region II: q > (1 - u)/u 2 we have
u Zcn+i a^ 
n -
cv a(1-u)_^DLL	 ^uza du 0
	
1- u- Tu la"L	 d [
In I, all the trajectories approach o = 0, u = 0, and in II, 	 = 0,	 i
u =	 asymptotically approaching two maximum curves. The elastic
properties of the liquid qualitatively alter the nature of stream
breakdown with W:0 . In this case, a system of drODS is formed
which are connected by thin threads that become longer at a rate
of 1/(2a - 1)a which is considerabl y
 shorter than the initial rate
of development of small perturbations. The calculation results
agree with the published experimental data on breakdown of suspensions
(nonlinearly viscous) and diluted solutions of high - molecular
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polymers in a viscous solvent (nonlinearly viscoelastic).
.S3.6• Equilibrium of a Gas Bubble in an Electrostatic; Field
V. A. Semenov (Perm')
Conditions were studied under which the air bubbles in t Au-
ene are held by electrostatic forces in a fixed position in the
volume between two horizontal electrodes, in which a hole is drilled
in the lower one.
A variable electrical field with frequency 150 Fertz was
created to reduce the effect of electroconvection in the experiments.
In light of the low electrical conductivity of toluene (a - 1012
1/cm x m) and short distances between the electrodes (h - 1 cm), one
can consider the field to be electrostatic.
It has been indicated that the equilibrium conditions of the
gas bubbles do not depend on their diameter, but are completely
determined by the geometric parameters of the experimental unit and
the electrophysical pro perties of toluene. The difference in the
potentials under which equilibrium is disrupted is directly pro-
portional to the discarce between the electrodes and depends on the
diameter of the hole by the root law.
A quantitative comparison was made of the theor y and experi-
ment results.
S3.7. Stabilization of Gas Bubble Equilibrium Position by an
Electrical Field
I. I. Iyevlev and A. B. Isers (hhar'kov)
In weightlessness, a fixed gas bubble acquires a spherical
shape under the influence of surface tension forces. '%hen the
gravitationjl field is a pplied, this bubble is -novel and changes
its shape. If the bubble is in a liquid dielectric, then using an
electrical field of the corresronding configuratior one can simu-
late the weightlessness conditions, i.e., despite the effect of the
OkIGINAL PAGE L5	
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gravitational field, the bubble will be quiescent and have a
spherical shape.
The following task is formulated: find that distribution of
potential U of the electrical field on the assigned surface S which
encompasses the liquid with the bubble so that with joint effect of
the electrical field created by the potential U, uniform gravi-
tational field and surface tension forces, the bubble will be
quiescent and preserve its spherical shape. The set problem is
solved in two stages.
/108
We initially find the distribution of potential 0 and its
normal derivative on the surface of the bubble I'. Using the boundary
conditions for r for P and stress tensor, the problem of searching
for density u of poten^ial : is reduced to the problem of searching
for the minimum of a certain quadratic function from y and c, where
c is the constant determined by the norming of D.
After determining io, and consequently, q and its normal
derivative for r, the unknown potential U is defined. This problem
is the Cauchy problem for the Laplace equation and refers to the
class of incorrect Problems. 	 Its solution is reduced with the
help of the Green formula to a solution to the integral equation
of the first order in relation to a certain auxiliary function,
which, in turn, is solved by the method of regularization of A. N.
Tikhonov [1].
For the case where S is a sphere that is concentric with the
bubble, a numerical calculation was made by the constructed algo-
rithm.
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S3.8. Stability of 
.
a Nonconducting Dielectric Dro p in an Electrical
Field
L. N. Popova and A. I. Fedonenko (Khar'kov)
An examination is made of the stabilit y of equilibrium in
a drop of nonconducting liquid dielectric in an electrical field
that is uniform for infinity. The dielectric permeabilities of the
drop e l and the medium surrounding it E2 are considered constant. 	 /109
On the assumption that the shape of the drop is close to
spherical, it is indicated that with X- C - /F , >+ , the electrical field
has a destabilizing effect on the drop behavior. A dependence was
found of the dimensionless number F,, = e 2 E * 2 R/a of the corresponding1.
critical situation of stability loss on Cie parameter y (R--drop
radius, a--coefficient of surface tension on the drop surface).
The critical value of electrical field intensity E * was
experimentally determined for drops of such liquids as water,
glycerine, tiitromethane, diethylene glycol and N-N-dimethyl forma-
mide suspended on the electrode of the flat horizontal capacitor.
A satisfactory qualitative coincidence of the theoretical relation-
shi p 	E , (R). (o( F * /C s R)" ` 	with the experimental results was obtained.
S3.9. Stability of Equilibrium Forms of Magnetized and Polarizing
Capillary Liquids
I. D. Borisov (Khar'kov)
Based on the principle of minimum potential (free) energy,
• study was made of the stablity of the equilibrium states of
• nonconducting liquid exposed to the effect of a constant magnetic
or electrostatic field, forces of surface tension and gravitational
forces. According to this principle, the equilibrium free surface
r is a stationary point of the surface energy functional, so that
S^1f,.Y)il.	 and one can judge the stabilit y by the sign of the
second variation bz^(^..tir) 	 (N--deviation of the perturbed free
surface from r which is counted on the perpendicular n to r).
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^^	 The question of the sign of the second
variation was reduced to studying the sign of
the least natural value a* of a certain linear
boundary value problem. In the case of a mag-
netizing liquid, this problem (in relation to
A IP, t- 0mg•A	 ) looks like:
	
r	 Bnan'^o/1^{nle"•0^ - Bj'or^}r*^-
'^•Nr
	
T: aY + Qex 	 . 0,	 , f Xdf - 0;
r
Qi : div[µ; DY ctl+'U . (e" VY ( 0)N ([)1 . Q• fi t - ^•?•3);
P ' {(P}r - (Hrl-VIr • - -U e f fP an +P,^e„•VY)H')r Id' vr,B'TXk;
sy {(P)$ 'j 0•	 lM an + ^ , ^e "	(P)H °} '0, (t^•^s,zs)
Y CS) (X) y 
0 with I71
-00
 ;
:	 cl f]
	 _ _C -- 6(k,z
 +ka) +f an + ^gaif dn (HRg")}r , ^c^H^' dH -
e" H •	 k ` ^^« i	 r (') der ` ^ r HjSin
Here	 H r^•^^x)	 --intensity and induction of the magnetic
field in an equilibrium condition; f(x) --potential of perturbation
of the magnetic field; u o--magnetic constant;	 YL.(L-1,z,-^)	 --
magnetic permeability of the i-th medium; a--coefficient of surface
tension for r; a --density of liquid; a--angle of wetting; 	 fl(x) --
potential of gravitational field; y--contour of intersection of the
vessel surface S and surface r; k l , k ` --main curvatures of surface
r; k r , k s -- curvatures of surface sections r and S by plane
perpendicular to f ; y --perpendicular to y lying inthe plane tan-
gential to r; S ii --
 
interface of i-th and j-th media; °r--Laplace
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Beltram operator; (a)--jump in the quantity a by r; the meaning of
the remaining designations is clear from the figure.
The equilibrium condition of the magnetizing liquid is stable
if +* > 0, and unstable if A * < 0.
Similar examinations were made for the polarizing liquid in
an electrostatic field.
A
/111
A study was made of the stability of axisymmetrical forms
of liquid equilibrium contained between two horizontal plates in a
magnetic field that was created by a current flowing through a verti-
cal cylindrical conductor, and also stability of a s pherical field
of	 weightless polarizing liquid.
S3.10. Stabilization of the Liquid Interface b an Electrical Field
L. N. Kisov and M. T. Sharov (Perm')
In space technology (different conditions of melting,
transporting liquids, etc.) it becomes necessary to stabilize the
shape of the liquid interface, which for liquid dielectrics can be
attained using a uniform tangential electrical field [1]. An
experimental study was made of stabilization by variable field of
unstable equilibrium in a heavy liquid above air (Rayleigh - Taylor
instability). In order to weaken the effect of electrical conduc-
tivity of a liquid, the field frequency was selected to be greater
as compared to the opposite relaxation time of the electrical charga
in the liquid.
The transparent model had a vertical channel in the form of
a slit with two parallel broad walls and rectangular cross section.
The narrow walls were arranged syr. Tmetrically to the channel axis
at a small angle to the vertical, therefore the size of the wide
walls increased linearly from ton to bottom. At the too, the channel
section had the shape of a square whose side was smaller than the
capillary constant. Below, the distance between them (size of the
wide walls) significantly exceeded this constant. The model was
113
7secured between the flat vertical electrodes, perpendicular to the	
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wide walls.	 /112
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The liquid (diethyl ether) was fed very slowly into the
channel from the top. The liquid - air interface was gradually
shifted downwards, and its size ? along the wide channel wall
increased. In the absence of the electrical field, until the
dimension 1. exceeded a certain critical value t*, stability of the
interface was guaranteed by surface tension. With e = e * , Rayleigh -
Taylor instability occurred. In an electrical field, stable
equilibrium also occurred in the interval of values where the
quantity 
Z  
increased as the intensity amplitude increased (with
E = 20 kV/cm, the quantity 9.. E was roughly double that of the
capillary constant).
Suppression of perturbations extending along the vector of
field intensity was observed in the experiments. In order to
suppress the randomly oriented perturbations, a rotating electrical	 I
field can be used [2, 31. It should be noted that the studied
effect differs from the known phenomenon of stabilization of the
interface in strongly heterogeneous fields [1].
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53.11. Ccntrol of Stability of a Free Liquid Surface by Variable
Fields
V. A. Briskman, D. V. Ljubimov and A. A. Cherepanov (Perm')
In certain problems of spare technology, the problem arises
of controlling the stabilit y of a free liquid surface (or liquid
114
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interface). This contrcl can be implemented by variable fields of
different physical nature ;gravitational, electrical and magnetic).
These fields under definite cinditions can both stabilize and 	 /113
destabilize the liquid surface.
1. Stabilization of the liquid surface. Wit-h accelerations
of the space vehicle directed towards the heavier liquid, the
surface can become unstable, as a consequence of the development
of Rayleigh - Taylor instability. This instability can be
suppressed after including vibrations of the vessel with liquid
in a direction perpendicular to its surface. In this case the
instability will be suppressed if the vibration frequency exceeds
a certain limit (depending on the properties of liquid and the
vessel dimensions), while the amplitude of vibrations is fairly
high. Since parametric waves can develop with large vibration
amplitudes on the liquid surface, the amplitude of the --ibrations
must be limited from above as well. The interval of amplitudes
in which the Rayleigh - Taylor instability can be suppressed rises
with vibration frequency. For dielectric liquids with large
dielectric permeability, the use of tangential rotating electrical
field can prove effective, and for conducting liquids, a tangential
rotating magnetic field. In the latter case, stabilization is
especially effective if the liquid is on a good conducting backing.
As with vibrations, stabilization occurs at frequencies that
exceed a certain critical value, and the amplitude of the fields
must be limited both from above and from below.
2. Surface destabilization. The variable external fields
can be used for destroying the free liquid surface as well. if
the amplitude of vibrations in the vessel wirh the liquid are
perpendicular to its surface, and a certain threshold is exceeded,
parametric waves develop on the liquid surface. It follows from
the linear theory that the threshold of their development is
determined by the viscosity of the liquid. The nonlinear calculation
shows that the viscous vortex skin layer has a strong effect on the
115
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development of parametric waves. With small supercriticalities,
a relief is formed of standing waves which with further rise in
the amplitude of vibrations become breakdown - unstable (regardless
of the relief shape). A unique wave turbulence develops: the
appearing standing waves are immediately broken down into resonance
pairs. Further increase in the vibration amplitude results in a
disruption in surface continuity: drop fountain effect begins. A
similar effect can be implemented using an electrical field that is 	 /114
perpendicular to the liquid surface (both dielectric and conducting).
In the latter case it is necessary to see that the strong twist;ng
of the liquid surface does not result in flash-over. Since the
size of the drop strongly depends onthe frequency of vibrations
(or field rotation), then by changing the frequency, one can control
the dimensions of the drop.
S3.12.Inversion of Stable Stratifications of Liquid - Gas under
the Influence of Vibrations (Experiment)
N. A. Bezdenezhnykh (Perm')
A study was made of the effect of vibrations on the stability
of the liquid interface when there is an acceleration perpendicular
to this surface. Conditions of similarity of the experiments on
Earth and in space were formulated.
Modeling on Earth revealed a new mechanism of inversion under
the influence of vertical vibrations of usually stable stratifi-
cations, gas on top of liquid. The phenomenon is realized as
follows. The liquid was initially poured onto the bottom of the
vessel attached to the vibration stand. With an increase in the
vibration amplitude, parametric instability of the interface
develops. It results in the formation of standing waves, and the
nonlinear development and wave instability result in a fountain
effect in the drops. As a result of the fountain effect, the liquid
under definite conditions can collect on the cover of the container.
A liquid - gas - liquid structure is thus formed in the container,
and the upper and lower layers are in dynamic equilibrium, inter-
changing in fountains. Selection of parameters can attain stable
41
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equilibrium of the entire structure with flat interfaces.
The experiment also realized another variant of inverted
stratification in which the layer of liquid in the vessel was
limited from above and from below by air layers. This liquid - gas -
liquid structure is obtained by filling the vessel from above,
making vertical oscillations with definite velocity. In this case
portions of liquid and gas are successively fed into the vessel. 	 /115
The experimental results correspond to the theory [1].
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S3.13. Parametric Instability of the Surface of a Liquid Flowing
put of a Vessel
V. G. Nevolin (Perm')
I
It is common knowledge that oscillations in liquid fuel in
tanks and pipelines have a great effect on the dynamics of liquid
propellant rockets as well as other moving vehicles. Thus, the
longitudinal oscillations in rockets result in the fact that waves	
t ^.
are excited on the liquid surface in the tanks, which with a rise
in amplitude of vibrations become unstable and are destroyed, 	 c.
forming sprays made of liquid drops. In this case it is possible
	 t
for the liquid to trap the gas (gasification of fuel) [1]. Suction 	 i
of gas into the liquid can significantly alter the hydrodynamic
	
t
characteristics of the flow through the tank and the pumping system
connected to it, which in the final analvsis results in
	
different
types of emergency situations [2].
Thus, the problem develops of excitation and suppression of
waves on the surface of a vertically oscillating tank, inthe case
where the reservoir is filled with liquid or is emptied
1. Assume that the nonviscous liquid of density n with
coefficient of surface tension a occupies part of the cvlindrical
	
^ f
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vessel of random cross section to height h and flows through the
bottom at a rate of h. The vessel makes
	
scillations along the
vertical axis according to the law acoswt, where a--amplitude,
w--frequency of vessel vibrations.
The examination was made in the linear statement in a
Cartesian coordinate system, whose plane (xy) coincides with the
unperturbed liquid surface, while the z axis is directed vertically
upwards. Then in the coordinate system that is moving together with
the vessel, the equations are written normally; it is only necessary
to introduce effective acceleration 1(t) - (0,0, awZmsa)t).
By solving the Navier - Stokes equation with the corresponding
conditions on the surface of the liquid and the bottom of the vessel,
and by selecting as the measurement unit the length, time , velocity
and p ressure respectively N,^L) ^ z , (aPZ'L')"; (dL /pz)'^4 	and (aL)1Jz
we obtain for the surface shifting ;from the equilibrium position
the following equation
5'-(s,'st)^.th kH^^2o-kt^ -6kcosw t ) ' - 0 .r 	(1)
/116
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	 ; bt = 2^H/sh 2w;g, PaWZ L : 20 •k'^^where
k--wave number; ,N•h /(d /L)„E, c,i • c^1f(LS/ap')'^^	 --dimensionless
height of the layer and frequency of vibrations; L--dro p in
pressure. The plus sign corresponds to the case of vessel filling,
and the minus sign--to flow from the vessel.
Equation (1) is the Mathieu equation with damping [3]. By
solving it near the main resonance ^q 't kN •c:,j,q on the assumption that
H = const and kH
	 1, we find that in the case of filling the
vessel, waves appear on the surface with wave number k with g >,W H,
Inthe case of flow of the liquid, its surface is unstable.
2. We will examine the case where the vessel vibrations are
missing, i.e., b = 0. and the liquid level fluctuates near the
equilibrium position according to the harmonic law H = H o + d coswt.
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Then we can write from e quation (1) on the assumption that kH > 1
for ^ the following
w
-kdcv sitwt+(A -kdw LeosE)t)a-0.	 (2)
By solving this equation near the main resonance, we obtain for
the boundaries of the region of instability
d =' 2(a "IZ5 - f/4) k .
Thus, modulation of the liquid level in the vessel can also
result in a parametric excitation of waves on the surface.
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S3.14. Parametric Instability of Liquid Films
V. G. Nevolin (Perm')
Because of problems of space technology, and namely, in
relation to possible production of foam materials in weightlessness
using variable effects [11, the problem arises of parametric insta-
bility and stabilization of liquid films, since in order to obtain
materials with macropronounced porous structure it is necessary
for crystallization (of foam metals) or hardening of materials to
occur from the state which is liquid films that are oriented in a
diverse manner in space.
iii
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An examination is made of the problem of stability of a
liquid layer with free boundaries in the following two cases: a) the
film is covered with a layer of insoluble surfactant and is
exposed to the effect of vibrations; b) an electrical field
oscillating with frequency w is applied to the laver surface.
The examination was made for the case of thin films, i.e.,
with regard for the Van der Waals forces, and the thick films with
regard only for the capillary forces. If there is no variable
effect, '_he thick walls are stable, since the natural frequency
of oscillations in the film surface is positive, and the thin
films may be unstable because of the Van der haals compression
(with small values of the wave number wO < 0).
The variable effect results in parametric excitation of the
surface waves, when the excitation frequency is close to 2L.; 0 , wo,
2w /3,...0
Since the natural oscillo ion frequency inthe surface of
thin films with small wave numbers can be negative, dynamic stabi-
lization is possible in this system [2].
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S3.15. Parametric Excitation of Oscillations in the Free Surface
of a :Magnetic Liquid
G. E. Kron'kalns, M. M. Mavorov, A. 0. Tsebers (Riga)
It is common knowledge that the effect of external fields
radically alters the condition of free surfaces of the magnetizing
and polarizing liquids. Thi_ report presents results of studying
the parametric build-up of oscillations on the free magnetic liquid
surface (ML).
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1. Analysis of the equation for shifts in the free ML surface
in a tangential variable magnetic field H,- (H.00r- wt,0,0)
shows that with	 >3zXgW(P+0 /(µ - t)' 	a parametric build - up
is possible in its oscillations with frequency w. The wave number
of surface oscillations is determined by the resonance condition
a
6e , %k * (µ-^1 L Ko k'1SX(µ.I)?
Evaluation for the case of ML with n = 10 cP and u = 5 with
W = 314 sec -1 yields that the parametric instability is possible
with small intensities of the field on the order of 35 E. Experimental
results confirm this evaluation. In this case, as the intensity
o f the variable field increases in the middle part of the flat dish
t
with ML, a flat standing wave develops with wave front that is
Y
perpendicular to the vector of field intensity. Observations using
the stroboscope indicate that the fixed structure of light lines
reduces the period in half in the transition from the illumination 	 /119	 i
frequency 50 Hz to 100 Hz or continuous illumination. This confirms
the presence of oscillations with frequency 50 Hz.
For near -threshold values of field intensitv, this phenomenon
is similar to the case of exciting parametric oscillations that are 	 t
perpendicular tothe free surface of the conducting liquid by the
electrical field studied in [1]. With large field intensities,
the situations dif fer, in contrast to the case of electrical field
where the flat structure is transformed into a square, which is
possible because of degeneracy of the conditions, orientation of
the structure in a tangential magnetic field is linked to its 	 I
direction. One should note in this case that with a sufficient
increase inthe field, a trend is noted in the latter for orientation
at a certain angle to the direction of the field, which apparently
is advantageous from an energy viewpoint. 	 j
2. Inthe case of fairly high frequencies of the running
magnetic field, the main mechanism for exciting oscillations in the
121
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free ML surface is parametric. Its examination can use the ap pro-
ximation of a uniform field rotating in a vertical plane (0,14ocoswt,11osinwt;j#
(z axis of the Cartesian coordinate system is vertical, the y axis
is in the direction of the spread of the running field).
Analysis of the equations for surface shifts shows that
perturbations with wave front transverse to the direction of
propagation will develop as a consequence of parametric instability
with H > H, where	 H^;o	 cl The perturbations
in the free surface with wave front along the direction of pro-
pagation of the running wave can develop as a result of instabilities
of a double order: 1) static with H o > Hc2 , where Hci • 16716p p(p.*f)1(N-W
2) parametric with Ho > Hc3 , where H
,
 '(p4q)HA
The wavelength of the oscillating structure 21/k* is determined
by the resonance condition 6p'k; *qk'*(p- +)'Hok;,'RTf1(P-f)P - W,
and the wavelength of the static structure equals ^o-2jr%/679
Evaluation with a = 30 erg/cm 2 , o = 5,	 = 10 cP and w _
314 sec -1 yields H
c2 /Hcl = 4, from which it follows that as the field
increases oscillating perturbations primaril y develop with wave
front transverse to the direction of propagation of the running
field.
4 -
'	 I
/120The experimentally examined situation is realized with the
help of a one-sided inductor powered by 50 Hz current. As the field
increases , at first in accordance with the evaluation, a standing
wave develops with front transverse to the direction of propagation
of the running field; further a standing wave of much greater
amplitude develops transverse to the first. Observations using a
stroboscope indicate that in the first wave, oscillations occur
with 50 Hz frequency. The s patial period of the static structure in
this case is more oscillating which agrees with the evaluations
with the aforementioned parameter values, which yield a
0 
= 10.8 mm
and 27/k *
 = 4.7 mm respectively.
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S3.16. Waves on the Surface of a Viscoelastic Li uid When There is
Heat and Mass Exchange in a Weak Force Field
0. R. Dornyak (Voronezh)
Deveiopment of life support systems and power units for space
vehicles makes it necessary to solve a number o f problems of heat and
mass exchange where there are no mass forces [1]. One of these
problems is to describe the dynamics of interfaces and interphase
heat and mass transfer. A number of publications cover the study
of wave processes on the liquid - vapor interface; we will note
[2] here.
As is known [3], the problem of waves on the flat interface
of two ideal incompressible liquids in the gravitational force
field results in a dispersion ratio:
2^z^cal	 12)	 3 1
	
cn	 ^	 .
_(4k (P -P ),6k A ?
 cCh kh, + P cthkk=^^	 (1)
where w--frequency, k--wave number, g--acceleration of the gravitational
force, o--coefficient of surface tension, p (2) --density of liquid
layer of thickness h 2 which is on the surface of another layer of
liquid of thickness h l and density p(1).
Publication [2] has obtained a generalization of equation
(1) for the case of an ideal liquid - vapor systea. when there is
a temperature gradient with regard for the phase transitions on
the interface. This work, using a method similar to [2] studies
the stability of the interphase boundry of polymer solution - vapor
with regard for viscoelastic properties of the liquid and processes
of heat and mass transfer under reduced gravitation conditions.
An examination is made of the layer of viscoelastic liquid
of thickness h l
 which comes into contact with the vapor laver of
123
thickness h 2 . In the equilibrium condition, the liquid has a linear
.emperature gradient. The temperature field in the va por phase is
.:niform. It is assumed that the transition from the liquid into
the vapor phase is possible only for a low - molecular solvent.
The transfer processes in the liquid and vapor phases are described
by mass preservation equations, the quantity of movement and energy.
The Boltzmann - Volterra equation is adopted as the rheological
equation of the polymer solution
t
Sid , jG,(t— T)e; j (T)dT • 'I.e;^ .
where S id and e..--tensor deviators of stresses and rates of
deformations respectively, G--relaxation function, n
s 
--shift vis-
cosity of solvent. Solutions to these equations for a flat mono-
chromatic wave on the interface after substitution into the boundary
conditions yield a system of linear algebraic equations, from which
the dispersion ratio for finding the frequency w follows. The rates
of propagation and damping_ of the wave surfaces are defined as a
result of numerical solution to the found dispersion equation. A
case was studied of small Bo numbers which characterize the ratio
of the gravitational and surface tension forces. An examination
was made of the effect of viscoeiastic characteristics of the polymer
solution, equilibrium temperature gradient and thermophysical
properties of the liquid on the behavior of the -.vave on the inter-
face surface. It was indicated that the relaxation properties of the
liquid result in a weakening of damping in the surface waves in weak
force fields.
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S3.17. Experimental Analysis of the Composition of a Gas and Liquid _
Mixture When Flowing from a Container in Weightlessness and ,leak
Force Fields
E. L. Kalyazin, A. G. Mednov and N. I. Shuvanov (Voscow)
An experimental study was made of nonstationary processes
occurring in containers partiall y filled with liquid in variable
force fields: overflow of the liquid into the containers from the
initial inherent to the weightlessness conditions, position to the
overflow opening under the influence of weak accelerations; the
accompanying breakup of the gas cushion and gasification of the
liquid; quieting of oscillations in the newly formed free surface;
separation of gas bubbles in a weak force field; movement of the
gaseous and liquid phases into containers governed by outflow.
Studies were made using methods of physical modeling of
the processes in sr,:all - scale models of spherical and cylindrical
shape on ground experimental test stands and units operating on	 y
board the flying laboratory. The modeling maintained similarity
for the Froude numbers Fr, Weber Ole or Bond Bo numbers. Situations	 ^f '
that are unfavorable for feeding liquid into the overflow line and	 !
indicated in figure 1 were adopted as the initial conditions that
precede the effect of acceleration and outflow. 	 y
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Figure 1.
The liquid inthe region of the diversion device was oriented /123
using weak force fields.
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During the experiments, the pro perties of the liquid,
coefficients of container 'illing n, intensity of the weak accelera-
tions a and the time of their effect z before consumption of the
gas and liquid mixture, amount of flow q and duration of outflow t
were varied.
• ,I
IM
Figure 2.	 Figure 3.
The measurement systems made it possible to determine the
integral volumetric ratio for gaseous and li q uid phases Vr/V during
overflow time t and momentary value of gas content in the model
overflow line.
The experimental results were used to construct dependences
of relative gas content Vg/V in the flow line of the spherical
container on the Bond number Bo = ' paR 2 /a (see fig. 2) and on the
dimensionless flow parameter qt/V (see figure 3). Here the
following are designated: Vg, V--integral values for volumes of
gaseous and li q uid phases respectively obtained in the measured
container during overflow time t; p and a--density and surface
tension coefficient of the liquid; R--container radius.
Experiments with outflow in a weak force field indicated
that the increased gas content develops during penetration of the
gas cushion into the line because of deformation or oscillations
in the free surface, while during outflow of the pregasified
liquid, the Vg/V ratio does not exceed 0.2 even with small filling
coefficients 9. The experiments established that integral gas
content in the line during outflow in weightlessness is considerably
/124
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greater than during overflow in a weak force field, and can change in
the 0.2 - 4 range.
The experimental results were used to design gas and liquid
systems of flight vehicles. Recommendations were made for selecting
their operating modes and design features of the containers.
S3.18. Reaction of Liquid in an Axisymmetrical Tank to Pulse Exci-
tation in Gravitational Fields of VarvinR Intensity
S. K. Nikitin (Kiev)
A numerical method is examined for studying the transient
motion of a liquid Martially filling a hollow rotation body, and
the effect of gravitational field intensity and external pressure
pulse on wave formation of a liquid in spherical and toroidal
vessels. A feature of the proposed approach is the convenience of
computing conditions on boundary surfaces of varying configuration
and economical procedure for determining the pressure field,
permitting effective realization of the algorithm for solving the
problem on a computer.
A Cartesian coordinate system X, Y, Z, as well as a curvi-
linear coordinate system x l , x 2 , x 3 are introduced into the cavity
of the tank partially filled with incompressible uniform liquid
so that the boundary of the region consists of pieces of coordinate
surfaces. Movement of the liquid in the coordinate system x l , x2,
X3 is described by Navier - Stokes equations and discontinuity
equations [1], as well as the corresponding boundary conditions
[3]. The equations for pressure that were obtained from the
condition of solenoidality of the velocity field, jointly with the
boundary conditions are a two - point boundary value problem.
Quantization of the motion equations and boundary conditions
is done by the method of finite differences. The cells of the
differential grid are tretragonal elements arranged in the liquid
and moving together with it.
	 The components of the velocity
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vector and the metric tensor are defined inthe grid centers, and
the pressure, in the center of the cells. The notion equations are
irtegrated using the Lax method in combination with explicit
differential plan of the first order of accuracy. In order to
determine the pressure field, at each step in time the boundary
value problem is solved by the method of invariant submersion whose
use makes it possible to spend considerably less machine time and
computer memory on solving the problem as compared to other numeri-
cal methods [3]. Large movements in the grid region centers make
ii7 necessary to convert the metric tensor components. Therefore
after determining the fields of pressure and velocity, projections
are computed for the velocity vector into Cartesian coordinate
axes, and new values are found for the coordinates of the grid
centers and metric tensor components.
The presented algorithm was used to analyze the behavior of
the liquid in a spherical and toroidal tank under the influence of
the cosinusoidal pressure pulse of the medium above the free
surface with varying intensity of the gravitational fields.
The fields of velocities, pressures and movements of the grid
centers during the assigned time interval under conditions of
igravitational fields with intensity 9.81 m/sec t and 0.981 m/sect
were found for the spherical tank. The duration of the pulse in
which the liquid is separated fromthe tank walls and the wave crest
is overturned was defined. This results in the appearance of
bubbles in the region close to the free surface. It was indicated
that overturning the wave occurs in the second case under the 	 I
influence of a pulse load that is considerablylower than the
duration. Similar calculations were mode for the toroidal tank.
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S3.19. Effect of Capillarity on Dynamics of Mobile Tank Partially
	 /126
Filled with Liquid
0. S. I_ima^-chenku (Kiev)
Work to study the dynamics of a capillary liquid partially
filling a tank examined the movement of a liquid in a fixed tank
or in a tank moving in advance of the assigned law, without studying
the force interaction of the capillary liquid and the tank walls.
This work examined the problem of joint movement of the capillary
liquid and forwardly moving cylindrical tank under the influence of
the pulse force load applied to the tank walls. Study of the
problem of joint movement with study of the force interaction between
the body and the liquid revealed new nonlinear effects that are
really observed in the system.
The study was made based on methods of publications[1] and
[21 based on numerical realization of Hamilton -Ostrogradskiy
variational principles and minimum potential energy by direct
methods of Kantorovich and Ritz.
The proposed method permits switching from tie discrete -
continual system structure of solid state - capillary liquid
to i*s discrete model. The obtained system of common differential
equations is linear in relation to the second derivatives and can
be easily solved by the Runge - Cutt method. Nonuniform initial
conditions are determined by the method of publication [2].
ifferential
solved numerically
section when its
a square - wave
numerical calcu-
5, z = H = 0.1 m,
were taken for
The obtained s y stem of nonlinear common d
equations with nonuniform initial conditions was
_or the case of a channel with rectangular cross
movement is excited in a horizontal direction by
force pulse. The following were adopted for the
lations: S 1
 = O.'4H cm -1 . g = 10 -3 90 , M  x Mp l =
i= 1 sec, go
 = 9.81 m x sec -2 , a= n/3, a and p
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water (here all the designations of publication [1] were adopted).	 i
In addition to the known effect of "smoothing " the wave
profiles by means of the surface tension forces, it was established
that the magnitude of the main vector of the liquid pressure forces
R on the side walls of the tank with unaltered geometric dimensions /127
of the tank, level of filling it and ratio of the tank and liquid
masses depends on the initial perturbations in the free surface
of the liquid and on the external force f. In particular, for the
case where initial conditions are uniform (as in the case of g = go,
also in the case of g << go ) in a broad range of change in the
external force R = 0.428 f.	 In the case of 6 . 7[/5, Q - f0 3g,
the nature of the relationship changes, although the linear law
for the dependence of the change in the res ponse on the external
force is disrupted in a broad range: R = 0.325 f.
The obtained effect of the dependence of the coefficient
of proportionality between the magnitudes of the main vector of
liquid pressure forces on the tank wall and external force on the
initial perturbations of the free liquid surface is a consequence
of the manifestation of nonlinear bonds in the system. The linear
theory :foes not reflect this dependence. In the proposed model,
this effect is a result of the fact that the excitation at the
initial moment in time of certain forms caused b y capillarity
results in a different manifestation of nonlinear bonds in the
system, and in the final analysis, this governs the quantitative	
^d
r
discrepancies. The obtained result can be viewed as a behavioral
feature of the body and liquid systems under conditions where
the effect of the surface tension forces is significantly manifest. 	 j
Thus, the main behavioral features of the tank -capillary
liquid system are manifest in studying the forces of interaction
between the liquid and the tank walls, and they consist of the
dependence of the main vector of the liquid pressure forces on the
tank walls on the initial condition of the liquid which is
130
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determined to a considerable measure by the cap illary properties of
the liquid.
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S3.20. Ground Modeling of Capillary Effects pevelo pinQ in Small -	 /128
Celled Grids in Liquid in Weightlessness_
L. G. Aleksandrov, S. S. Za'_charov and A. A. Kozlov (Moscow)
S3.21. Effect of Rotation on Nature of Movement and Sha p e of
Li uid Masses in Reduced Gravitation
V. Ya. Rivkind (Leningrad)
An examination is made of the movement of closed volumes of
liquid masses in a viscous incompressible liquid. In this case,
two possible situations are studied: forward movement of the
drops in a uniformly rotating medium and uniform rotation in a
forward moving drop in a fixed medium. In both cases, during
movement, the effect of the gravitational forces with different
magnitude of acceleration of the gravitational force is taken into
consideration. A study is made depending on the ratio between
the Taylor, Reynolds, Weber and Bond numbers of the structure of
flow of a liquid mass and outside of it. Features are noted which
are caused by rotation (increase in the zone of the age flow) with
the appearance of vortexes in any part of the flow.
X3.22. Equilibrium and Motion of a DroQ in a Porous Medium
A. F. Glukhov and G. F. Putin (Perm')
Ona of the methods for modeling weightlessness and weak
gravitation in studying the equilibrium configurations and drop
stability consists of submerging it into the liquid of the same
or close density. The free drop in weightlessness is contracted
into a sphere which has the minimum surface energy. The weak mass
131
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forces put it into motion with constant rate ;)ro p ortional to the
difference in densities Ap and square of the ra u'ius. The small	 /129
perturbations in the surface are damped in
	 cases.
In the proposed work, a similar examination is made for a
drop placed in a porous medium. The porous material is crushed
glass separated into fractions from 0.3 to 1.5 mm. The permeability
of the media is 10 -7 - 10 -5 em2 , porosity is 0.3. For visual
purposes the powder was saturated with a -olution of bromobenzene
in hexane that has the same refraction index as the glass. Globules
from several millimeters to tens of centimet;rs which both wet the
medium in the presence of a solution (water, different acids) and
do not wet it (air, mercury, solution vapors) were studied. For
comparison, soluble drops were studied .a}:eia the surface forces
are inactive.
In the force field, the drops ithout surface tension
acquire constant velocity proportional co the moving force and
permeability of the medium, but do not depend on the radius, since
friction acts in their entire volume. The forefront of the moving
drops is unstable, and it is broken down into two - three "fingers"
on the path	 of several diameters. These "fingers" grow by the
	 ~^
exponential law for an unexpectedly long time,all the way to
amplitudes comparable to the drop size, as in the flat front cal- fy'
culations [1].
In order to move the interface on the capillary formed by
the connecting pores, it is necessary to exceed the threshold
pressure determined by heterogeneity in pore dimensions and
meniscus curvature. Therefore in weightlessness, when there are
capillary effects, any drop configurations in the porous medium
are equilibrium. The drop becomes quiet because of capillary
closures even with significant disruption in the balance of
gravitational and Archimedes' forces. :"anometric measurements
and experiments in centrifugal fields established that the
dimensionless criterion which determines the equilibrium conditions
132
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for a globule of random sha pe is the ratio opgh/p 	 of the
hydrostatic differential tothe sum or threshold pressures on its
upper and lower boundaries (g--acceleration of the gravitational
force, h--height of the drop). The drop is put into motion when
opgh/p > 1. With assigned g and op there is a critical height h 
whose exceeding disrupts the equilibrium. Thus, for water (op =
0.3 g/cm3 ) in a medium made of particles 0.3 mm in size, h  = 15 cm.
A study was made of the dynamics of a wetting drop of super-
critical dimensions. Since the threshold pressure of this drop 	 /130
on the approach front is lower than on the retreating, its rear
boundary lags, and the drop is pulled into a stream by a section
one - third of the initial, experiencing chaotic deviations from
the vertical because of microheterogeneities in the medium. The
velocity of the front boundary of the drops whose height is close
to h  rises rapidly with an increase in h - h k . Therefore, at the
initial stage, elongation of these drops
S v^,..^ ini	 is accompanied by their acceleration. When
advance of the forefront is compensated
•.	 for by the corresponding retreat of the
••'	 rear saturation boundary because of a
•	 loss in the form of the adsorbed film
0	 ••"^	 and small drops, a stationary settling
mode is set. At the final stage, the
height of the saturated globule diminishes
to the critical, and its velocity drops
to zero. The increase in g again disrupts the equilibrium, and
the process is repeated. If h >> h k , the capillary forces are small
as compared to the mass, and since the saturated globule is great,
the stream spreads with constant velocity that does not depend on
h. The duration of the stationary settling is pro portional to the
initial volume. The dependence of the stationary velocity v on
the height of the drops of sulfuric acid in a medium made of particles
0.5 - 1.0 mm is shop-m in the figure.
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53.23. Dyop Dynamics in a Porous Medium in a Vibration Field
N. A. Bezdenezhnykh, A. F. Glukhov, S. V. Zorin, V. I. Noskov,
G. F. Putin, G. F. Shaydurov (Perm')
Addition to the static gravitational field g of an oscillating
component can significantly influence the equibrium of the confi-
guration and the dynamics of the drop that is submerged in another
liquid [1]. This work experimentally studies the effect of vibrations
on a drop that is in a nondeformable permeable medium consisting
of glass grains 1 - 1.5 mm in size; its porosity is 0.2, the
coefficient of permeability is 10 -6 cm2 ; the drop diameter is ten
and more times greater than the pore dimensions. An immersion
method of visualization is used. The vessel filled with medium is
6 cm in diameter and 20 cm high. It is oscillated at a random fixed
angle to g by electrodynamic vibration stand that 	 developed at
resonance frequency 70 sec -1 an amplitude to 0.9 mrm which corresponds
to g-forces up to 18 g.
In the absence of capillary effects, the velocity and
evolution of a drop on the interface in the static force field and
with the application of the indicated vibrations are the same. The
qualitative behavior of the drop with surface forces (studies were
made on drops of water, sulfuric acid and air) inthe oscillating
field also did not change: regardless of the dirtctior ► of vibrations,
the drops	 whose height is less than the critical h  are in
equilibrium, and the large are shifted towards the equivalent force
of the Archimedes' and gravitational forces, breaking down during
movement into parts which are halted when their size diminishes to
hk . However the threshold value h  with an increase in the vibration
amplitude to the maximum diminishes b y an order. This significantly
increases the path traversed by the drops until halting, and the
settling rate of the small drops. Vibrations are thus an effective
means of separating the immiscible liquids in a porous medium.
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S3.24. Numerical Solution to the Problem of Drop Spread on a Plane 	 /132
Kith Change in the Gravitational Field
V. K. Polevikov and I. V. Nikiforov (Minsk)
A numerical study was made of the change in time in the shape
of an axisymmetrical drop falling on a horizontal plane under the
influence of the gravitational force. The following system of
equations was examined in this case:
8u u au + V DU ^_ 1 a p t9 ( WO—U),
Po a^
u=
a a}  s
alu_
ax a Jt at
81r +u air +v av s _ a p +v[i z^t az^' ^alat at a=	 q, a
°' z	 ail' as +4at °^l ^t+2at)t'(a^^Z'i az F],
where velocity components u, v and pressure o are unknown. We
note that the formulated problem is equivalent to the problem of
behavior in weightlessness of magnetic fluid drops that have reached 	 w
a plane where the role of the gravitational force is played by a
force of interaction between the liquid and the external magnetic
	 ^^^
field that has a constant intensity gradient. The problem was
	 j
solved by the modified method of markers and cells. The boundary
conditions for pressure on the free surface were assigned according
to the Laplace law, i.e., with regard for the surface tension. An
attempt was made to calculate the wetting effects; in this case,
	 j
the implicit quadratic interpolation was used to describe the shape
of the meniscus. Primary attention was focused on studying the
effect of the gravitational field and the wetting angle on the
evolution of the drop shape. The shape of the drop that was
established in time was comp ared withthe equilibrium form obtained
as a result of solving the axisymmetrical task regarding drop I
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equilibrium on the plane. The surface equilibrium equation f]]
was solved by the shooting method.
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S3.25. Control of Electrorheological Liquid Flow
A. T. Listrov (Voronezh)
When a dielectric suspension flows in an electrical field,
its effective viscosity changes [1].
An examination is made of the low - concentration suspension
of the same spherical dielectric particles in a weakly conducting
liquid. In a uniform constant electrical field, each solid particle
of this suspension under definite conditions is put into spontan-
eous constant rotation around the axis that lies in the plane,
orthogonal to the vector of electrical field intensity [2]. The
arrangement of the axis and the sign of angular velocity of rotation
of each particle depends on the random initial conditions. It has
been indicated that orientation and the magnitude of the angularkt
rotation velocity vector of each Particle can be controlled by 	 r^^
forming in time in the suspension a uniform stationary shear flow
in a definite manner. The presence of spontaneous particle rotation
results in asymmetry of the stress tensor and change in the effective 	 +
viscosity of the suspension. It has been found that the uniform
constant electrical field can reduce the effective viscosity of the
suspension, and also create secondary flows on the background of
a one - dimensional shear flow.
The technical use of dielectric sus p ensions whose solid phase
is magnetic particles in dielectric shells is Promising. These
magnetic electrorheological suspensions in combined hydrodynamic
and electromagnetic fields display not only electrorheological and
magnetorheological effects, but also specific pronetties that are
governed by cross phenomena.
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An examination was made of different flows of low - concentrated
magnetic electrorheological suspensions in electrical and magnetic
	 /134
fields. Formulas were obtained for effective viscosity of suspen-
sions with one - dimensional stationary shear flows which generalize
the results of G. Brenner [3].
The possibility is shown of controlling the electrorheological
effect by external magnetic field. Deformaticn and interaction of
the diffuse shells that cover the double electrical layers surrounding
the suspension particles were not taken into consideration.
The particles do not have a constant electrical dipole moment.
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S3.26. Numerical Modeling of ViscoL; Liquid Flow in a Channel with
Deforming Walls
G. V. Levina (Perm')
Peristaltic transportation of a liquid is widely used in
technical devices. An analytical study was made of peristaltic
flows for small parameter values [1]. The numerical approach makes
it possible to compute the finite - amplitude pumping with random
values of tre Reynolds number and wave number.
An examination was ;Wade of the motion of a viscous incompressible
liquid in a flat infinite channel when there is no gravitational fDrce
caused by the change with time by the harmonic law in the shape of
the channel boundaries. Deformation of the walls is assigned in
137
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the form of a running wave that spreads at a rate of c:
h(z,t) . 6 sin x (T-ci).
where b--amplitude, a--wavelength. 	 /135	 1
A study was made of the mode of peristaltic pumping by the
method of finite differences with the following values for dimen-
sionless parameters: relative amplitude E = 0.1 - 0.9, wave
number a = 0.1 - 1.5, Reynolds number Re = 0 - 3000.
The problem was solved in variables of the current function
and velocity vortex ,p. Using coordinate transform, a transition
was made to the rectangular system of coordinates moving together
with the wave.
With small values of the parameters E, a and Re, a good
agreement was obtained between the results and the available
analytical solutions [2]. Dependences were found for the integral
characteristics of pumping on the problem parameters. Flow patterns
were obtained and boundaries were defined for the existence of
"reverse current" and "closure" effects for the finite values of
parameters.
The principle of pumping a liquid that was examined in the
work can be used to create devices that are active in weightlessness.
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SECTION 4. HEAT AND MASS EXCHANGE TN
MULTIPHASE MEDIA AND RELATED QUESTIONS
4.1. Some Microcharacteristics of Oxygen Bubble Boiling with
Weakened Gravitation
Yu. A. Kirichenko and G. M. Gladchenko (Khar`kov)
Zr"
e
6
4
1Y7^	 ?	 4	 0
An experimental study was
made of the joint effect on dynamics
of vapor bubbles of acceleration
(n = g/gn = 0.02 - 1) and pressure
(p = 1 - 6 bar) when oxygen is
boiled on a single center. The weak
mass force fields were simulated
using a nonuniform magnetic field
[ll.
In the studied range p and n,
the growth of bubbles is satisfactorily approximated by the
expression R = BT n with n = 0.45; the growth module of B does not
depend on the acceleration and is determined by the Jacobi number
Ja • A 57/ ( L p' a)
It was found that with any value of p, the separation diameter
of the bubble D  changes as	 Zd- n-0.3	 Figure 1 shows
that the joint effect of p and n on
l
Dd in the studied range of
variables is satisfactorily described by the expression 	 d.081`13 p - 031
(p in bar; D  in mm).
The magnitudes of the indicators are close to the theoretical
which is characteristic for the quasistatic separation mode [2l.
According to experimental data, the separation frequency
f	 0.62. With constant acceleration,f is reduced with a rise in 	 /137
pressure as indicated in figure 2. Here 1 - 8 res pectively n =
0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.03, 0.02.	 The dependence of f on p
and n can be generalized by the ex pression f = 60n2/30 -1.1
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The findings indicate that in the
studied range of pressures and g-forces,
their effect on the boiling micro-
4
	 characteristics can be considered
I	 independent, while the quantities
^-.,-	 -^- —	 Dd and f can be defined from the
#	 00	 known theoretical formulas.
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4.2. Oscillating Phenomena in Multiphase S^  ystems and Their Use in
Space Technology
R. F. Ganiyev (?Moscow)
4.3. Coagulation and Sedimentation of Qomponents in Liquid Metal 	 /138
Systems in Weightlessness
Yu. M. Gel'fgat and S. I. Semin (Riga)
Publications [1, 2] have studied the possibility of obtaining
in weightlessness alloys of the "frozen emulsion" ty pe, Zn - Pb,
Al - Pb. Experiments in quasiweightlessness where neutral equilibrium
of the components was realized through purposeful electromagnetic
effect an the binary liquid - metal melt have a similar goal [3, 41. Neeative results
}	 that were recorded in the space experiments and in a number of
+	 experiments in quasiweightlessness make it necessary to analyze
the breakdown of similar media with regard for all the factors that
are capable of influencing the kinetics of the process. This work
covers this problem.
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By using the model for breakdown of binary liquid and metal'
systems suggested in [S] with area of immiscibility, the following
main factors influencing the process in weightlessness were defined.
This, first of all, is the presence of residual accelerations and
convective movement of the molten metal, and in quasiweightlessnesa,
in addition, the interaction of the electrical current withthe
natural magnetic field.
In order to evaluate the effect of each of the listed factors,
an examination was made of the kinetic coagulation equation [6].
In this case, in addition to the Brown coagulation, collisions were
taken into consideration which the particles of the dis p ersed phase
undergo during di-.ected motion caused by the effect of each of the
indicated factors. F qr examp le, the presence of residual accelera-
tions results in the development of gravitational coagulation and
sedimentation, and so forth. Specifically. p	 , numerical methods were
used to solve a system of equations that was compiled for moments
of zero and first order in relation to the urknoum function for
distribution of particles by volume [6]. By varying the different
input parameters of the problem, the integral characteristics for
the process were successfully generalized by the following relation-
ships	 1
t f . (z . ios 	VT 0,75	 5 f0'ap71QvTO-'b
Wo [ael ( Q P - 0)]°.0	
tK - 
W.
^ =^^ [Q ^ P)]OS •	 1
rVoa5.e• 16-6 0 1	 1,.^/I 
where t --time reeded for tte system for 10 1. of the dispersed phase
to pass into large - scale inclusions; the index "r" characterizes
the breakdown through residual accelerations, "k" characterizes
the convective motion of the melt, "e" characterizes the interaction
of the electrical current with natural magnetic field; --the level
of residual accelerations, and in the rase of quasiweiglitlessness,
accurate compensation for the difference in phase densities; j o --
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1density of electrical current; u o --characteristic velocity of con-
4	 vective motion; a--characteristic size of container; p,,,j--density
and kinematic viscosity; 	 --temperature; index "D" refers to the
dispersed phase; Wo --initial concentration of dis persed phase.
The results of the conducted anal y sis were
experimental data obtained in quasiweightlessness
pletely confirmed in a qualitative respect. This
grounds to recommend the findings t. evaluate the
parameters of conducting the process both in mode
in space experiments on crystallization of liquid
with area of immiscibility.
compared with the
[4], and were com-
provides the
characteristic
ling and directly
and metal systems
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4.4. Evaluation of Outlook for Different "ethods of Electrophoresis /140
for Space Biotechnolopv
V. G. Babskiy, M. Yu. Zhukov and V. I. Yudovich (Kiev, Rostov-na-Donu)
Electrophoresis of cells, Droteins, nucleic acids and
biological active substances is one of the main trends for space
biotechnology. Fowever, with the extant diversit y in the electro-
phoresis methods by cbjects, p rinci p le of separation (for mobility
or isoelectrical points), t ype of supporting media or stabilizing
142
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gradients of density, configuration of electrophoretic chain hers, 	 .^
methods of indication and recording of the process, etc., a natural
question is raised of which criteria one should be guided by in
selecting certain ground variants of electrophoresis for space
technology.
Based on theoretical studies of the authors [1] and analysis
of experimental data, this re port discusses the following system
of criteria:
1. "Coefficient of use" of weightlessness conditions.
Electrophoresis under conditions close to weightlessness has potential
advantages because of the reduced danger that gravitational convection
will develop, and the greatest advantages are found, generally
speaking, in those methods of electrophoresis in which the greatest
i
temperature and density gradients develop. This is primarily
isotachophoresis and isoelectrofocusing of proteins where the
electrophoretic se paration of objects occurs in the form of narrow
concentrated zones.
2. Need for supporting media. The su--norting media, in
particular, gels, in addition to anticonvection action can have a
dire-.t influence on electrophoretic se paration; thus, annarently,	 j rl
free liquid electrophoresis of high molecular DNA is not successfully
performed. The question of abandoning or using the supportin-,
media requires careful analysis; one should take into consideration
that the gels can undergo changes under the influence of space flight
factors (experimental results are Qiven).	 j
3. Level of mathematical modeling. A theory of zonal elec-
trophoresis, isotachophoresis, isoelectrofocusing in finite and
infinite component s y stems has currently been drawn un. This
theory in p rinciple permits computation of t'-ie process dynamics
in terms of concentrations of substances, intensit y of the electrical
field and heat emissions, recommendations on the best organization
143
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of the process, as well as extrapolation to those conditions under 	 h
which the liquid electrophoresis is unfeasible on Earth with the
known parameters of the buffer systems and separated substances
and electro phoretic mode.
4. Recording method. An analysis is made of the reliability
and information content in photogra phy, spectrometry, thermometry
and return of samples fromthe viewpoint of comparing results of
flight experiments with theoretically predicted results.
5. Energy consumption, dimensional and weight restrictions.
6. Supply with chemical reagents. In the example of iso-
electrofocusing, an analysis is made of the possibility and outlook
for use of domestic developments and chemical reagents.
7. Importance of the object, its degree of study, requirements
for storage and conditions of conducting electrophoresis. The
most important biotechnological problems for se paration and puri-
fication of the producer cells of biologically active substances
are analyzed; enzymes and antiobiotics; nucleic acids and their
restrictions. The need is indicated for determining the phy sical -
chemical and thermophysical characteristics of the main objects
for electrophoretic separation.
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S4.1. Questions of Formation and Growth of a Single Bubble on a	 /142
Solid Surface in a Field of Mass Forces of Different Intensitv
Yu. A. Kirichenko and N. S. Shcherbakova (Khar'kov)
Numerical solution to the problem of stable equilibrium of
axisvmmetrical bubbles growing on the ed g e of a hole made it possible
to obtain results that could be used for boiling on a microdepression
144
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and bubbling through different radius holes in a broad range of
g-forces n = g/gn in a quasistatic mode.
The size of the active nicrodenression on the heater surface
was evaluated based on data regarding the dependence of the pressure
differential on the volume of the growing bubble. The maximum
pressure differential should determine that temperature differential
between the vapor in the bubble and the surrounding liquid in
which growth of the bubble to breaking dimensions is possible. The
curve for the de pendence of maximum pressure differential on the
radius of the microdepression has the appearance of a hyperbola
c1p = 2. Ola/r c
 in the range	 t, 0p ng /6 -- 0.2	 where rC--radius
of microdepression,
	 eP`P^ " P^+
 ?" P ,	 --densities of liquid and
vapor, a--surface tension. This fact and examination of the bubble
shpaes when they reach the maximum pressure differential made it
possible to obtain an evaluation of the radius for the active
depression in a form similar to that previously obtained for the
bubble in a volu.-ne
L.Oi 6 Ts
G`	 LQ'eT
Here T s --saturation temperature, L--heat of vapor formation, AT--
temperature differential. It has been indicated that the radius of the
active microdepression 	 does not de pend on the intensity of the mass
force field.
The behavior of the pressure differential inside the bubble
with increase in its volume determines the dependence of the bubble
radius time in its growth plan with constant pressure realized
during bubbling.
Change in pressure differential in the bubble is characterized
in this case by the pressence of two growth stages. In the first,
	
shorter ^p o
 (pressure differential at the bubble apex) increases 	 /143
to the maximum, and then drops all the way to the separation point.
The smaller Lhe radius of the hole through which bubbling occurs,
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the shorter the stage of increase in pressure differential. It was
found that for the stage of decreased pressure differential, the
law for change in the bubble radius on time looks like E .aTg
where b depends on the hole radius and slightly depends on the R-force.
In the range Ro = 0.5 - 0.02 (Ro--dimensionless radius of the hole
defined by R.-t,ng/6)
	
b changes in the interval 0.48 - 0.37.
As a result of analyzing the dependence of the breaking
radius of the bubble on pressure with calculation of the possible
change in the radius of the active microdepression because of change
in the physical properties, a hypothesis was advanced that in
some cases the curve for the dependence of the breaking radius of
the bubble on pressure characterizes the effect of pressure not
only on the bubble breaking radius, but also on the radius of
the active microdepression. A comparison was made of the obtained
evaivatior_ with the experimental results of other authors.
S4.2. Effect of Mass Force Field on Heat Exchange in a Closed
Volume with Change in the Relative Vapor Content of a Two - Phase
Medium
Yu. A. Kirichenko and Zh. A. Suvrunova (Khar'kov)
A technique was developed for computing the temperature
field in aclosed volume partially fillled with liquid. Generalized
formulas for computing the main process characteristics were found
based on results of an experimental study of heat exchange in
spherical and toroidal vessels filled with normal and cryogen
liquids. These characteristics include tem perature of the interface
T s and time for formation of cyclic motion in the liquid volume r*.
For the quantity N which is an increase in time in the interface
temperature $;
	
- Ts - To, the following ratio was obtained
-6.
=0.65 Ha^(-^^-1n(1-ml0.30
In (1) , Hors ` qT/(Me P L ) = 1.2 10 - 1 y78 10 -x ; m-V./V -0.20 -0.93.	 Q • t/^, t/2.
for a sphere and tore respectively.
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In (2) JJa c •2.510 -4 .5 . 10 10 ; Pe-I.V 45.0-' `t SK/S` =0.69- 1.99;
is the surface of the vessel which is washed by gas and liquid
respectively.
Expression (1) with regard for (2) for s pecific values of
the index n presented in figure 1 in the form of the relationship
rt .f(4- m/m,4%y)	 can be transformed to an ap p earance which
corres ponds to specific values of the quantities p'/Q' and
Thus, for hydrogen (p"/p' = 1.7 x 10 -2 ), the value n = 0.54 corresponds
to the value (1 - m)/m = 1, in which the exnression (1) is trans-
formed into the appearance
-	 vrp 0. 24r 1.5	 -0 . 5 054 -OA9 ^!6 Czsw o79
m
L
P 121	 l	 L	 (1- m)j Fo Ala	 S z )	 (3)g..	 ^.1	 I
For water (p"/p' = 10 -4 ), the index n = 1.05 corresponds to the
quantity (1 - m)/m = 1 for which exnression (1) is transformed into
the appearance
$s.^ .0OZ1^^/ o.24[m1.s^^:m)1-o
.3Fo YL A,Qp o.tie^SZS,^11
4^	 .1L	 J	 S^ l	 (4)
In (1) - (4), L, c p , X,p, q--heat of va por formation, heat capacitance,
heat conductivity, density of the substance, density of the heat
flow on the vessel surface.
Formulas (3) and (4) and data of figure 1 make it possible
to draw the following conclusions.
1. The values of the coefficients and the exponents 2.n
(3) and (4) change with a change in the quantity n. This means that
the degree of influence from individual effects that can be described
by the corresponding similarity numbers changes with a chance in the
vapor content of the two-phase s,,? stem x = (1 - m)p"/ (rn„') . :'Jhat
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has been said refers to the effects associated with the influence
of the mass force field (Rayleigh criterion).
#7 S^o^or,N;!^?-	 -17^^'(H21f
Ll0°	 I.	 1S°`	 i^ 
'	 T p. od
s10 i	 IS  ro -1	 2
2. A definite type of ex pression of type (3) and (4) which
can be defined from formulas (1) and (2) and data of figure 1
corresponds to each liquid with the corres ponding values p"/p' and
(1 - m)/m.
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54.3. Overheating and Explosive Boiling of Cryogen Liquids
V. P. Skripov, V. G. Baydakov, A. M. Kaverin and S. A. Malytsev
(Sverdlovsk)
During storage, trans porting and use, cryogen liquids are
in a state of boiling or close to it. Therefore the local heat
flows, pressure pulsations caused by operating conditions can
result in local overheating, of the liquid. Removal of the non-
equilibrium is accompanied by hydraulic shocks and has an explosive
nature when there is great depth of penetration into the metastable
region.
This work presents results of experimental studies on the 	 /146
kinetics of fluctuation boiling and attainable overheating of a
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number of cr yogen liquids under static conditions and with outflow
into the environment. The temperatures of attainable overheating
Ar, N 2 ,0 2 , CH 41Ne, H 2 were measured in the pressure interval from
close to atmospheric Lo about 0.7 pk , %•;here pk is the pressure at
the critical point. A method was used of continuous isobaric
heating of liquid in glass capillaries. The obtained data refer
to frequencies of seed charge formation J = 10 11 - 10 12
 m -3 see -1.
Temperature values of the attainable overheating T  of some of the
studied substances at atmospheric pressure are presented in the
table. It also indicates the normal boiling tem p erature Ts.
Substance	 Ts, K	 Tn K
Ar	 87.29	 130.8
N.	 77.35	 110.1
0	 90.19	 134.1
4	 111.66	 165.9
The kinetics c` boiling cryogen liquids near the boundary
of attainable overheating (Ar, 1!,, 0 2 , CH 4 ) was studied. The
experiments defined the average lifetime of the metastable liquid
with assigned p and T. The range of studied frequencies of seed
charge formationis J= 10 4 - 10_
8
 m -3 sec -1 . All the obtained data
refer to conditions of homogeneous seed charge formation where the
seed charges of the vapor phase develo p as a result of thermal
fluctuations. This case is the most interesting in a theoretical
respect and can be viewed as the maximum under industrial conditions.
Comparison of experimental data with the theory of homogeneous
seed charge formation indicated: 1. Characteristic slo pe of the
temperature relationship 1nJ, * predicted by theory is close to that
which is observed in experiment (Ar, dlnJ/dT = 20); 2. In theory,
the order of the magnitude of transition velocit y of the bubble
through the critical size is correctly determined; 3. The tem pera-
tures observed in the experiment for attainable overheating are
systematically (by 0.3 - 0.8 K) lower than the calculated, if in
theory a "macroscopic" descri p tion was used for surface properties
of the bubble (r - 10 -8m). This work suggests a method for computing
the operation of seed charge formation that is not associated with
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the macroscopic model and permits coordination of the theoretical
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and experimental data.
Considerable overheating is observed when the boiling cryogen
liquids flow out through the short adapters. Experiments were
conducted with liquid N 2 and 0 2
 that flows from a high pressure
chamber into the atmosphere through cylindrical channels of length 	 /147
R = (0.5 - 5) x 10 -3m and diameter d = (0.3 - 0.6) x 10 -3m.	 A
study was made of the dependence of liquid consumption on temperature
with assigned pressure in the chamber p O . The figure shows the
consumption characteristics that were obtained in experiments with
oxygen with po = 3.0 NPa. S p ecific consumption of nonboiling liquid
computed by the Bernoulli equation q r , and the temp erature of the
critical point_ Tk were selected as parameters. Up to temperature
of about 0.86 Tk,	 the measured flows
4
;q	 G
0 2^
(curve 1) are close to the computed
gr for the case of nonboiling liquid. 	 In
 15 the region of z	
-	 0.86,	 spontaneous seed
09
1 charge formation in the flow nucleus!
results in a sharp change in consumption. 	 ry.
05- 0-d=0410 '
	 p Increase in the length of the channel
L=0.510
\
 (curve 2) causes a monotonic reduction
0.7 _	 '	 OQ	 c^-0.410n in consumption with a rise in temperature.
L-3.910m
	
`
\
^`
The pressures in the short channels
I
0.6 07	 OS -T^T^
computed from axperimental data with
T > 0.86 Tk are close to those obtained
in ex periments to study the attainable
overheating.
54.4. Effect of Gravitation on Kinetics of Gas Bubble Formation in
a Melt
A. A. Ushkans, V. P. Shalimov (Riga, Moscow)
This work examines the question of kinetics of gas bubble
formation in multicomponent melts with different degree of gravi-
tation. The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the pressure of
150
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satt.rated vapors in the seed charge, on the rate of generation and
critical bubble radius was computed. Calculations were made of a
number of systems confirmed for specific examples.
S4.5. Dynamics and Heat and Mass Exchange of Bubbles in Rheologically /148
Co_ mplex Media
S. P. Levitskiy, Z. P. Shul'man (Voronezh, Minsk)
Study of the processes of pulse, mass and energy transfer
in two - phase media is very important for a number of nroblems
in modern space equipment and technology [1]. The key problem in
the dynamics of two - phase systems is description of thermal, mass
and dynamic interaction with liquid of single inclusions. Pul-
sations of bubbles in normal ;Newtonian liquids hate currently been
studied In detail with regard for man y
 factors [2]. There has been
considerably less study of the features of Ivnamics and heat and
mass exchange of inclusions in the rheologically complex media,
of which the most important in this respect are the polymer systems.
This work studied the free oscillations in the steam and gas bubbles
in a polymer solution with rheological equations [3]:
ti z G t-z s(-OdT -2 s	 G	 -3k" 	 PZ0
}	
n+3f 'Gt (t-i)e kk (z) dZ - 3fG 3 (t-t) 86z dT 3 ^ZO lVpkM	 (1)
Here T ip , s ib --deviators of stress tensors a id and deformation
rates e ij respectively; e 2 --perturbation of temperature; '20
, P1 0 --
equilibriumn density and pressure; G 1 - G 3 --relaxation functions;
n s , n v--shear and volumetric viscosities of the solvent. Damning
of bubble pulsations in the medium (1) after passage of a weak
p ressure pulse is exam-Ined. Using the technique similar to [4],
an equation was obtained for the natural frequency of bubbles of
variable mass. ;numerical calculations were made in the temperature
range from 20°C to 
Tboil as applied to polymer solutions in easily
volatile solvent (toluene) using discrete relaxation spectra of the
Rose - Spriggs type. An analysis was made of the effect on
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frequency and damping of bubble pulsations of a number of factors:
nature of spectral distribution of the relaxation times, nonequilibrium
of the phase transitions, magnitude of specific heat of evaporation
of the solvent, vapor content in the bubbles , capillary effects,
	 /149
etc. It was indicated, in particular, that calculation of the visco-
elastic properties of high polymer solutions with great viscosit;
result in a drastic weakening in inclusion pulsation damping. This
result indicates the possibility of using highly viscous polymer
liquids to model the free bubble puls^.tions in reduced gravitation,
since in these media there is a sharp reduction in the mobility of
the inclusions inthe gravitational force field because of the large
magnitude of viscous resistance, and the dissipative losses with
radial oscillations in the bubbles are much smaller than in a
similar viscous liquid.
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S4.6. Elementary Theory of Gas and Liquid Systems
M. A. Gol'dshtik (Novosibirsk)
The theory of gas and liquid systems in recent years has been
significantly developed, nevertheless all the main information
has been obtained by experiment. This is because the theoretical
works focused primary attention on examining the strongly idealized
interactions in the gas and liquid mixtures and methods of averaging
in the mechanics of heterogeneous systems. The continuous equations
152
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ire mainly used to study waves in an unlimited gas and liquid medium.
The boundary value problems of gas and liquid hydrodynamics have
not yet been raised.
This publication has undertaken a phenomenological derivation
of motion equations of gas and liquid systems based on the require-
ment for correct description of different maximum situations. The
	 /]50
main sample object for application of the theory is the problem with
gravitational bubbling which reveals a number of important properties
that are difficult for theoretical explanation. This includes, for
example, the following questions:
a) Why can the rate of the gas phase inthe bubbling columns
be an order greater than the rate of floating of a single bubble?
b) Why is the velocit y of the water drops flowing in mercury
roughly an order lower than the velocity of floating of the air
bubbles in water?
c) :dhy doesthe gas content in the bubbling layer essentially
not depend on the arrangement of the gas distribution lattice?
d) Why is the gas content.in the lower layers significantly
greater than the high layers? According to considerations of
stability, the gas content in the bubbling layer should increase in
height, which is also observed in the experiment. Therefore with
the same input conditions, the high layer would apparently be more
gas saturated than the low. However experience provides exactly the
opposite result.
e) What exactly is the crisis of forcing back and what
determines it? Why doesthe criterion of forcing back not depend on
height of thf: layer? For it would seem that it is more difficult
to displace the high layer.
f) How can one explain the phenomena of ambiguity of modes
and hysteresis observed in experiment?
153
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This work, hased on the general statement of the problem of
gas and liquid hydrodvnamics, has fou..d a model which does not
contain empirical coefficients, and at least, qualitatively
correspond to the questions raised and many others.
S4. 7. Study of Features in Dynamic Processes in a Pressure Pipeline /151
with Two Phase Mixture
Yu. M. Orlov (Perm')
In the operation of hydraulic control systems and systems of
fuel supply for flight vehicle motores and space vehicles, emergency
conditions may appear which are linked to unsealing of the suction
piping, and pumping units. The pressure in the p ipelines in this
case sharply drops and intensive release of the gas and vapor phase
from the working liquid takes place.
In order to eliminate an emergency situation on the craft,
it is necessary for the pumps that feed the indicated systems to
operate for a certain time under new conditions when there is
increased concentration of the gas and vapor phase in the working
liquid.
Publication [1] has presented the results of an experimental
study of the behavior of a gas and liquid mixture in a pipeline with
pulsation frequency 0 - 150 Hertz, average pre s sure pH = 2.0 - 2.5
MPa with gas phase concentration a = 0.02 - 0. 7.
However, the real operating conditions of the system sig-
nificantly differ from the studied,both in the frequency of the
process, and in the concentration of gas and vapor phase and for
the average pressure P H = 4.0 - 10.0 PMa. In order to clarify the
features of the dynamic processes in the pressure p ipeline with
increased concentration of gas and vapor phase in the working
liquid, a special study was made in which the pressure pulsations
were measured at the outlet from the pump and at different poirts
over the length of the pipeline. The pressure nulsatiun was
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measured using piezo ceramic sensors.
The pressure pipeline was connected to the high - speed
piston pump that developed pressure pulsation and flow with
frequency f - 570 Hz. An expansion in the form of a container with
loading throttle was connected in the final section to the pipeline.
Increased concentration of the Base phase in the system was
created by means of forced addition of nitrogen and helium to the
suction pipeline.
Figure 1 shows the change in the pressure pulsation scope
a,. the outlet from pump Ap depending on the average value of
injection pressure p H when gas is added and without it.
Figure 1.	 /152
Figure 2 shows the change in relative pressure pulsation
scope over the length of the pipeline under the same conditions.
Analysis of the experimental data indicated that in all
cases with an increase in gas phase concentration inthe working
liquid, an increase is observed inthe scope of pressure pulsation at
the outlet from the pump, which depends both on the magnitude of
concentration and on the properties of the gas phase. The nature
of change in pressure pulsation over the length of the pressure
pipeline with high static pressure indicates the presence of a
standing wave with fixed arrangement of the maximum and minimums
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of pulsation on the pipeline. Lncrease in gas phase concenr.ration
in the pipeline causes a rise iTI the maximum values of the standing
wave amplitude, without changing the appearance of pressure pulsation
over the pipeline as a whole.	 /153
Thus, with considerable increase in the gas phase in the
working liquid, it is possible to have short - term o peration of
the pumping unit, taking into consideration the rise in the scope
of the pressure pulsation and stresses in the Dump and in the pressure
pipeline line to it.
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S4.8. Effect of Natural Convection on Nonstationa ry Combustion Mode
L. Yu. Artyukh, P. G. Itskova and A. T. Luk'yanov (Alma - Ata)
A theoretical comparison is made of the nonsinguiar and oscil-
lating modes of nonstationary combustion in a moving liquid in
weightlessness and when there is natural convection. Neat exchange
with the environment occurs by the Newton law. It is assumed Ciat
liquid viscosity changes with temperature according to the
exponential law. The dependence of the reaction rate of zero order
on the temperature is determined b y the Arrenius law. "'lotion is
induced by pressure differential. Notion is considered steady -state.
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The process is described by a system of heat and Dulse transfer
equations. At the first stage, a dvnamic system of the second
order with concentrated parameters is set in correspondence with
this system. Possible modes are studied by the first method of
Lyapunc... On the planes of parameters which define the process,
equations were obtained for the boundaries of instability and
nonuniqueness de pending on the Prandtl number, Damkeller number,
pressure differential, parameter characterizing the change in
viscosity with te , aperature. The results of analyzin g the con-
centrated system are confimed b y nu^erical solution to the problem
in an unsimplified statement. The effect of gravitation on the
nonstationary modes of viscous liquid combustion is revealed.
	
S4.9. ".odeling the Process of Fonequilibrium Crystallization in	 /154
Supercooled Monomelt
L. Yu. Artyukh, A. T. Luk'yanov, S. Ye. Nysanbayeva (Alma-Ata)
A study was made of the?ossible modes for crystallization of
a melt in a tvo - phase zone with regard for the kinetics of
crystal nucleation and their growth depending on tem p erature [1]:
r -I{ez I ^T 
e	 T(TK-'rl
P/ 
R	
_	 E
	 ( 1 )
where Tk--crystallization temperature, U--atom activation energy
in the melt, R--universal gas constant, E--substance constant.
As is apparent from (1), the rate of crystallization initially
rises with a decrease in temperature, reaches the maximum, and
with a further drop in temperature diminishes to zero. U for
metals is small, and the melting temp erature is comparatively
high; thereforethe first exponential multi p lier exp (-U/RT) is close
to one and the de pendence of r on the supercoolink is expressed
by a curve which only has an ascending branch. When the equations
of heat conductivity are studied with regard for the crystallization
rate (1) (approximately and numericall y ) it was found that depending
on the occurrence of the process, it is possible tha ,_ crystallization
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I` ..will be missing with large U even with considerable supercooling,
or there will be partial or com p lete crystallization. An area
with existence of nonunique stationary states is isolated in
addition to these modes on the narameter plane.
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S4.10. Study of the Dependence of Carbon Dioxide Cryocondensate
Growth Rate from Gas Phase on Pressure with a Chance in Direction
of the Gravitational Field
A. G. Kor pushin and A. S. Drobyshev (Alma-Ata)
In an experimental study of the process of formation and
structure of cryocondensates, the main difficulty is to create
conditions that are the closestpo-ible to the real that occur
on large surface testing units or directly in outer space.
In our case, the process of :measuring the growth rate of
a cryocondensate from the gas phase consists of letting 	 gas into
the vacu^.im chamber with metal surface (backing) on it cooled to
cryogen temperature. Part of the gas in this case is numned out
by vacuum pur-, and p art is condensed on the backing in the form
of a solid phase which is also the object of study.
the temperature of the backing
are maintained constant. The
of the forming cryocondensate
One of them in this case
-peter measured the change in
During the entire experiment,
and the gas pressure in the chamber
visual observations of the behavior
were :wade through a viewing window.
illuminated the chamber. A catheto,,
cryocondensate thickness.
The dependences obtained d , iring the ex p eriments of the
cryocondensate thickness on the time were processed on the BESM-4
computer by the method of aDoroximation to the polynomial of the
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n-th degree. The polynomial coefficients were found and the deri-
vative of the given function at zero was computed. It is also
the unknown condensation rate at the initial moment in time. In
this case it is also possible to ignore the effect of the temperature
gradient over the cryocondensate thickness on the rate of its
formation and to assume that the hacking temp erature (measured in
the experiment) equals the temperature of the phase transition.
Visual observations indicated that depending, on the thermo-
dynamic parameters of the transition, the solid phase of carbon
dioxide is either sncw (formation temperature below 140 K) or
transparent ice (formation temperature above 150 K). In the 140 -
150 K temperature range the cryocondensate was transparent thin
scales.
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Measurements were made of the growth rate of carbon dioxide
cryocondensate with different ranges of the gas phase and backing
temp eratures. The findings indicated that the growth rate of
the cryocondensate is not a monotonic function of pressure. On
the first section, with an increase in the gas pressure in the
chamber, there is a monotonic increase in the condensation rate.
Further pressure increase resulEs in a noticeable dro p in the mag-
nitude of velocity with its subsequent rise. The value of pressure
at which the condensation rate drops de p ends on the temperature
of the backing and rises with its increase. The obtained dependence
of the growth rate of carbon dioxide cryocondensate on gas phase
pressure can be -ualitatively explained by the presence of two
condensation mechanisms, gradual and normal, whose definitive role
in the summary process of ?tease formation changes with a change
in pressure.
The conducted exp eriments verified the effect of the
gravitational field direction towards the backing p lane on the
growth process of cryocondensate. For this ournose the growth
rates of the cryocondensate were *measured with different orientations
(from 0 to 180°) of the plane to the horizon. Within the limits
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of experimental error (5 - 6%), no changes were noted in the
cryocondensate growth rate from the backing orientation.
54.11. Conditions for Development of Particle Grouping in Dispersed
Systems	 :M
N. Ye. Tkachenko and S. Ye. Tkachenko (Kiev)
A disnersed mixture is examined: liquid - solid particles.
A model is constructed for a two - component medium based on the
statistical approach to describe particle motion and averaged
forces of interaction between the phases from the known motion
equations of one p article. The motion of liquid is described by
equations of an ideal liquid, where the average forces of interaction
between the phases are added to the right sides. -In this case
	 /157
the effect of small - scale liquid movements are taken into
consideration.
A stud was made of t'ze change in motion of articles governedy	 g	 p	 g
by external vibration effects on the liquid and n_articles at a
certain moment in time t = t  in the end section of the pine with
weak and strong gravitational fields. Cases are examined where the 	 ^}
1
opposite end of the pine is 1) closed, 2) open. Vibration effects 	 t
cause periodic c', anges in the p article and liquid movement rates
in a certain section at a definite moment in time, which also
governs the development of particle grouping. Conditions are
indicated for the development of particle grouping in strong and
weak gravitational fields.
S4.12. Heat Pipes for Weightlessness and Variable Orientation in
a Gravitational Field
Yu. F. Maydanik, Yu. F. Gerasimcv, Yu. Ye. Dol g irev (Sverdlovsk)
Heat pipes are among the most effective heat transmitting
devices that are currently known. One can note that their
development  was stimulated by
 s pace research to a greater degree
than any other. The first space test of a heat pipe installed
on a satellite launched using the rocket Atlas Engine took place
I
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in 1967. The pipe was made of stainless steel with water as the
	 I
heat carrier. Studies end use of heat pipes in weightlessness
were further rather extensive, in particular in the 1972 - 1973
NASA program. It has been suggested that they be used on space
shuttles [1].
The heat pipes are highly effective under s pace conditions
not only because they are reliable and have good weight and
dimensional characteristics, autonomy and economy, but also
because in weightlessness where there is no effect of ,gravitational
forces on the return flow of heat carrier, their thermal p roduc-
tivity can be significantly increased.
However, the heat pipe which allows high Beat produc-ivity 	 /158
both in weightlessness and under the influence of mass forces,
in oar^icular, inertia, regardless of the orientation in relation
to their vector should be considered the most universal type.
The devices which satisfy these conditions are made in the
form of a closed loop and contain cap illary - porous material
(core) with effective diameter of the pores 1 - 5 um only in the
evaporation zone. This makes it possible to provide fairly high
capillary potential even when liquids are used with low values of
the surface tension coefficient. At the same time, there is a
significant decrease in the hydraulic resistance of the liquid
and vapor transportation sections that are made separately from
pipelines 3 - 6 mm in diameter. They can easil y be given different
configurations [2]. The length of these ` peat pipes that operate
in any orientations of the -, ravitational field with lq can reach
1.5 meters, and the magnitude of thermal load density (5 - 15) x
10 4 W/m 2 with steam temperature 50 - 100°C. Their thermal
resistance in this case does not exceed 0.25 deg/ Tel. The design
materials used are stainless steel, nickel, titanium, and the
heat carriers are water, acetone, freons and ammonia. The working
characteristics of the acetone heat p ine of the examined type
are presented in figure 1.
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In weightlessness which one can a pproximately model by
horizontal arrangement of the device in the gravitational field,
the heat transfer distance can be increased to 5 - 6 meters.
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Possible Use of Electrohvdrodvnamic Heat Pipes for Cooling i
and Thermal Regulation of Objects in Weightlessness
M.	 K.	 Bologa,	 V.	 D.	 Shkilev
	 (Kishinev)
Basic and applied research in the fiell of controllable
f
heat pipes was started slightly over 10 years ago;	 nevertheless,
ba.;icall	 new technical opportunities which guarantee effectiveY	 PP	 g i
and fine regulation of the temperature conditions of the objects
allowed this class of heat exchangers to win general acce p tance. 1
I
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The need for controllable heat pipes in developing systems
of cooling and heat regulation in weightlessness can be explained
by the fact that maintenance of a constant temperature inthe coolable
object using the uncontrollable heat emission is only possible when 	 :1
unjustifiably large heat storage is used and with smallchange in the
heat release in the object. In practice icooling s y stems of different
apparatus, furnaces for growing new materials), the powers that are
needed for removal from the coolable object are often subject to
large oscillations, and therrial stabilization is only possible
when heat pipes are used with regulation of the parameters based
on the feedback principle.
The heat pipes with passive (mechanical) feedback that use,
for example, a tank with a bellows, have high inertia. One can
isolate magnetic and es pecially electrohydrodynamic [11 among the
heat pipes with active (electrical'ifeedback. The latter class
uses electrohydrodynamic phenomena to control the processes that
are taking place. These heat p i p es use dielectrics as the heat
carriers, for example, freons. The temperature range of use of
electrohydrodynamic heat pip es stretches from -200 to +400°C.
Evaporation and condensation, movement of steam and kinetics
of evaporation because of the effect of electrical wind, removal
of heat from the condensation zone, and movement of liquid over
the core can be the controlling processes in electrohydrodynamic
heat pipes.
The design of the electrohydrodynamic heat pi pes capable
of operating in weightlessness and equipped with active feedback
is discussed.
An experimental study was made of the heat transmitting
characteristics With small exceeding of the evaporator over the
concentrator. This arrangement of the treat pipe in space simu-
lates weightlessness conditions well.
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iThe effect of the electrical field with intensity 25 kV/cm,
promoting transportation of the liquid dielectric through the
core increases the maximum thermal loads uo to two - fold. The
heat output coefficient in the evaporation zone in this case also
increases up to two	 fold. Change in field intensity in the
evaporation zone made it possible in a broad temperature range to
alter the heat transmitting characteristics of the heat pipes.
A comparison is made with similar experimental data described in
the literature [2].
Possibilities are discussed for using atomic high voltage
batteriesand high voltage solar transformers that recommended
themselves well when operating in weightlessness as the high
voltage sources of current in the heat p ipes [3].
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S4.14. Use of Submersion Analogy to Model the Gravitational Force
in Weightlessness
A. N. Vereshchagin (Perm')
The analogy suggested by S. G. Gutman and M. A. Bio [1,2]
is that when a solid deformable body is submerged into a heavy
liquid, the stresses in it with accuracy to stresses of comprehensive
compression equal the stresses from the effect of volumetric forces
a = -(k - 1)yg which are opposite to the actual gravitational
forces. In the formula, y--density of the body, ky--density of
the liquid, g--acceleration cf the gravitational force.
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Centrifuging of polymer models in an easily melting alloy
or in mercury increases by almost an order the testing loads as
compared to the normal loading on the centrifuge [3 - 61. i
The effect of the gravitational force in weightlessness in
addition to centrifuging can be attained by variable pressure
applied to the body surface
P = Pot As
where p o--pressure on the body surface in the characteristic
section, the x - axis is directed along the deformable body, and
the beginning of the coordinates is in the characteristic section.
The pressure gradient must be opposite to the direction of the
modeling gravitational forces. In this case, depending on the
magnitude of p o , rarefaction may be required on part of the body
surface. The g - force coefficient is defined by the ratio A/yg.
A possible variantfor realizing the indicated method of modeling
the gravitational force is gradual change in pressure along the
tested body.
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2. Preliminary Results of Experiments on Crystallization of Solid
CdTe - HgTe Solutions in W 	 /163
B. I. Golovin, V. S. Zinov'yev, A. V. Iz"yurov, N. V. Komarov,
L. N. Kurbatov, Ye. N. Kholina, I. V. Bar-min (Moscow)
Results of Experiments with CMT
Experiments on directed crystallization and :iquid phase
epitaxy of a semiconductor solid solution of cadmium - mercury -
tellurium (CMT) which is of prominent importance for modern
optical electronics were conducted for the first time in domestic
and world practice on the program of scientific experiments on
the Splav unit on 18 March 1976. An experiment on directed
crystallization in a simplified variant was later realized in the
joint Soviet - Polish program Intercosmos under the name Siren [1].
Directed Crystallization
Selection of the material and method for crvstallization is
determined by the fact that its production in the form of high
quality monocrystals under normal conditions is linked to a
number of technological difficulties governed to a great degree
by gravitational forces. During directed crystallization under
normal conditions, the com ponents are separated by density on the
melt - crystal interface, and gravitational convection intensifies
this phenomenon even more [2, 31. If special methods are under-
taken to compensate for these phenomena during crystallization [4],
then the obtained monocrystals have high density of the small -
angular boundaries, a large quantity of inclusions of the second
phases and high heterogeneity of the com p osition both in the axial
and in the radial section of the bars [5, 6].
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Extremeley low crystallization rate (fractions of mm per
hour) [4] is required to suppress the concentration supercooling
on the crystallization front to obtain CMT.
Special designs of ampoules with material and metal capsules
withstanding pressure in irregular situations (with uncontrollable
heating above the assigned) to 150 atm were developed for the
experiments. For the first time in world practice, the y
 sharply
expanded the nomenclature of materials and processes studied in
Space.
As a result of the experiments conducted on the Salyut - 6
orbital station, monocrystals were produced ^vhose.quality differed
drastically from their terrestrial analogs.
As it turned out, crystallization occurred without contact
with the ampoule walls, which promoted a prevention of contamination
and improvement in structure. The obtained monocrystals had a
face in the final section.
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The absence of separation of the components by density and
suppression of convection of the gravitational type made it possible
to produce bars with high macro-.and microuniformity for composition,
primarily in a radial section (figs. 1 and 2). The crystallization
front in the middle part of the bar was essentially flat. However,
it was severely twisted on the surface of the bar, which, as is
indicated in publication [7], is governed by thermocapillary con-
vection on the melt surface, the Marangoni effect.
The macro- and microstructure of the obtained bars differed
strongly from the terrestrial analogs.
The experimental samples essentially lacked Liundaries at
small angles and cellular structure. Inclusions of second phases
was not observed in the majority of bars (figs. 3 and 4).
The main reason for improving the structural characteristics
of monocrystals was apparently the drastic decrease, and even,
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Figure 1. Isoconcentrate
Shape on CMT Sample Obtained
in Weightlessness (x 5)
Figure 3. Microstructurc of
CMT Crvstal Obtained in Weight-
lessness (initial part of bar)
(x 130)
Figure 2. Distribution
of Composition over Section
of CMT Sample Produced in
Weightlessness from MRSA
Data
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Figure 4. Microstructure of
MRT Crystal Grown in Weight-
lessness (middle part of bar)
(x 130)
i
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Figure 5. Microstructure of
Epitaxial CMT Layers Produced
in Weightlessness (x 130)
Figure 6. Microstructure of
Fpitaxial CHIT Lavers Produced
in Weightlessness (x 187)
possibly, complete elimination of the phenomenon of concentration
supercooling before the cr y stallization front in conducting the
process.
LL quid Phase Epitaxy
Experiments on liquid phase epi*_ax
'
of solid CMT solutions
were conducted in isothermic zones of the "alloy" unit on a mono-
crystal backing made of cadmium telluride.
As a result of the experiments, monocrystal layers of solid
solution of high structural perfection were formed with a flat
boundary of the structure and good microuniformity. In contrast
to the terrestrial analog, no spread of the structural defects
was observed, in particular, dislocations in the cultivated laver.
In the obtained layers there were no inclusions of the second
phases and pore (fig. 5 and 6).
Thus, features of CMT crystallization in s pace made it
	 /165
F^	 possible to obtain results that are im portant borh in scientific
169
and applied aspects.
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